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Abstract 

LASER/TISSUE INTERACTIONS 

by 

Giuseppe Luigi Valderrama 

Repetitively pulsed (rp) and continuous wave (cw) hydrogen fluoride/deuterium 

fluoride (HF /DF) chemical laser interactions with in vitro human corneal and cardiovascular 

tissue have been studied to understand tissue ablation phenomenology, effects, and 

mechanisms under well characterized laser irradiation conditions. Selected cw multi-line 

DF (>. = 3.72 - 4.05 JLm), cw single-line HF (>. = 2.91 JLm), and rp multi-line HF (>. = 2.71 

- 2.96 JLm) chemical laser experiments were conducted. Extensive rp single-line HF 

chemical laser experiments at two wavelengths (>. = 2.78 JLm and 2.91 JLm) over a peak 

fluence range of 0.5 to 10 J/cm2 have been performed to determine ablation efficiencies 

and effective enthalpies of ablation (Q*) as a function of wavelength and fluence. The 

experimental results have been analyzed to consider the physical and chemical processes 

associated with thermochemical ablation of human corneal and cardiovascular tissues by 

pulsed infrared lasers. 

Argon ion laser-induced fluorescence studies of in vitro human cardiovascular tissues 

have been performed to identify unique fluorescence signatures as a function of 

atherosclerotic progression. Extensive spectroscopic studies using .Aex = 457.9 nm have 

been performed to understand tissue fluorescence and reabsorption phenomena. A variety 

of experiments have provided evidence that the three peak structure observed in "normal" 

cardiovascular tissue is the result of post-mortem diffusion of hemoglobin into the arterial 

wall. The experimental results have been analyzed to consider the applicability of 

laser-induced fluorescence as a cardiovascular diagnostic technique. 
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1 GENERAL INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Introduction: Lasers in Medicine 

In the thirty years since the first ruby laser operated, the laser has evolved into many 

forms. The myriad applications accompanying this evolution have advanced knowledge 

and capability in many scientific and engineering fields significantly. Yet extraordinary 

progress remains to be achieved in the field of medicine. More than two decades of 

extensive research have yielded only a handful of clinical applications primarily based on 

argon ion (Ar+), carbon dioxide (C02) or neodymium:yttrium aluminum garnet (Nd:YAG) 

lasers. Admittedly, most of these applications represent the instrument of choice in the 

treatment of certain diseases, and their use has relieved much suffering. However, because 

they inadequately harness the unique physical properties of the laser's coherent light output, 

these same applications ironically demonstrate the crude manner in which the laser has 

been deployed as scalpel and cauterizer. 

The historical isolation of the research effort within the medical community has 

hindered progress in the field of laser medical applications. Until recently, what has not 

been recognized is that the problem of laser /tissue interactions is fundamentally one of 

laser /material interactions --- an area studied extensively by the aerospace and defense 

communities. The early history of lasers in medicine tracked with the development of 

"push-button" lasers because, incredibly, ease of operation took precedence over scientific 

basis for use. Consequently, most of the research reflected a philosophy of forcing the 

application to fit the laser instead of vice versa. The "push- button" lasers unfortunately 

are characterized by inefficient mass removal rates accompanied by extensive thermal 

damage 'to surrounding healthy tissue --- a medical worst case scenario in spite of the 

human body's ability to cope with this insult. 

Additionally, in the rush to get products to the operating room and to secure patents, 

basic research suffered. This assessment is self -evident when considering how little 

fundamental quantitative understanding exists of the process of coherent light interacting 

with biological tissue. Admittedly, the human body represents an enormous and complex 

parameter space, not lending itself readily to fundamental quantitative studies. Yet it is 

this very complexity which demands a rigorous scientific approach. The chemical and 
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physical phenomenology of the laser /tissue interaction must be understood thoroughly 

before the true potential for laser medical applications will be realized. Like a baby with 

a screwdriver in its hand, one cannot execute the task if one does not understand both the 

problem and how to use the available tools. With the recent influx of laser scientists to 

the medical field, an experimental approach finally is developing which incorporates novel 

and scientifically more appropriate lasers. 

The approach we have advocated since our research group first entered the field 

recognizes that laser medical applications are inherently multidisciplinarian, crossing the 

boundaries of chemistry, physics, engineering and medicine. Scientists must investigate 

fully the chemical and physical aspects of the laser/tissue interaction in vitro and experience 

must be drawn from all related fields to avoid "reinventing the wheel." Here, the aerospace, 

defense and physical chemistry communities have much to offer. 

Carefully controlled quantitative experiments are the obvious starting point for 

establishing the required database. In the enormous chemical and physical parameter space 

which human tissue represents, carefully chosen parameters must be explored first, while 

holding all others constant, to systematically extract knowledge. The iterative learning 

process begins as patterns emerge from the database, leading to experimental refinements 

and increased understanding. Next, scientists and research physicians apply the results in 

vivo. Obviously, complications and the like will arise, muddling the in vitro picture and 

necessitating further research. Finally, scientists, physicians and engineers, using the in 

vitro and in ·vivo results, design a system for the clinician end user. Ultimately, only 

effective research teams representing expertise from all these fields can hope to advance 

the state of the art. The work described in this thesis represents the first step to that end. 

1.2 Project Motivations and Strategy 

The primary motivation for this work was to contribute to the field of medical 

applications of lasers. Several years before this project began, my advisor, Dr. Michael 

J. Berry, recognized the unique position he occupied as one of few researchers within the 

defense community also having an interest in laser medical applications. The significant 

technological gap that existed (and still exists) between these two fields could serve to 

accelerate the development of the less advanced one. Obviously, this technology transfer 
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would be moderated by the two fields' disparate goals. Within the "Star Wars" scenario, 

primary program goals include maximizing target damage and laser lethality whereas, within 

the medical scenario, key objectives include efficient tissue ablation with minimum damage 

to residual tissue. Nevertheless, the defense community has extensive scientific experience 

with and quantitative understanding of laser/material interactions --- a claim which the 

medical community cannot make for laser/tissue interactions. Thus, coupling the extensive 

laser/material interactions expertise within our research group with the nearby resources 

of the Texas Medical Center had the potential to produce significant results. 

The project was divided into a major and minor effort. The major thrust of the 

work was the laser /tissue interaction studies where the manner in which a laser removes 

biological tissue was studied as a function of numerous laser and tissue parameters. Most 

medical applications of lasers exploit the laser's ability to ablate tissue, hence the emphasis 

on these studies. The spectroscopy studies, in turn, constituted the minor part of this work 

and were directly or indirectly motivated by the ablation studies. These studies focused 

on measuring the reflectance, absorptance and fluorescence of biological tissue. The 

reflection and absorption studies focused on quantifying the coupling of incident light on 

biological tissue. The fluorescence studies focused on the application of this technique as 

a spectroscopic diagnostic for atherosclerosis (esp. via optical fibers). Because of the large 

number of laser medical applications vs. the limited resources available, this research 

strategy aimed at select applications, which are described in Sections 1.2.1 and 1.2.2. 

The research began with the identification of interesting laser parameter regimes in 

which to conduct experiments based on prior laser /material interaction experience. Several 

key laser parameters control the ablation process. As depicted in Figure I, these laser 

parameters include incident laser wavelength>., irradiance level/, and a waveform parameter 

PRF x r (i.e. duty cycle) consisting of the product of pulse repetition frequency PRF and 

pulse duration r. The incident laser wavelength >. (for constant incident laser irradiance 

I and waveform parameter PRF x r) influences ablation through the strongly 

wavelength-dependent thermal coupling coefficient aA and the tissue optical penetration 

depth SA leading to variable target responses. Tissue photon absorption, reflection, and 

scattering coefficients (along with plume attenuation coefficients, if present) determine 

the value of aA and SA. Coupled with the thermal diffusion length Sth• these tissue optical 
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Figure I. Laser parameter space for laser /tissue interactions. The "box" indicates the 

parameter regime initially targeted for mid-infrared laser ablation studies of biological 
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properties determine the overall spatial and temporal energy deposition profile within the 

target geometry. This energy deposition profile ultimately determines the incident laser 

energy redistribution into ablation processes, thermal processes, photon processes, etc. (cf. 

Section 1.2.2.2). The irradiance level I (for constant incident laser wavelength >. and 

waveform parameter PRF x r) influences ablation through the rate of energy deposition 

into the target. Finally, the waveform parameter PRF x r (for constant incident laser 

wavelength >. and irradiance /) influences ablation through the timescale on which ablation 

and heat transfer occur. Tissue responses can range from transient effects with little 

thermal diffusion out of the ablation zone in the single pulse (sp) regime to "steady state" 

effects with considerable thermal diffusion out of the ablation zone in the continuous wave 

(cw) regime. 

1.2.1 Ablation Studies 

1.2.1.1 Cardiovascular Applications: Atherosclerosis 

Our laser ablation research initially was directed at developing a laser treatment for 

coronary heart disease. Coronary heart disease is the leading cause of death in the United 

States, killing 550,000 people annually. Typically, the progression of atherosclerosis 

obstructs a coronary artery over time, starving the heart tissue it supplies and leading 

ultimately to tissue necrosis and cardiac arrest. The technique of laser angioplasty reopens 

blocked arteries by ablating the atherosclerotic obstruction with a laser via optical fibers 

fed through the arterial system (i.e. an optical "Roto-Rooter"). The hope is to offer a 

much less traumatic alternative to the massively invasive treatment of coronary bypass 

surgery. The basic surgical constraints are to achieve significant removal rates with both 

minimal damage to surrounding healthy tissue and small ejecta size to avoid blockage 

downstream of smaller diameter arteries. 

The laser parameter regime for these experiments (depicted as the box in Figure I) 

was determined by the following pertinent tissue parameters. The single largest chemical 

component of cardiovascular tissue is water. The largest single absorption feature of 

cardiovascular tissue from the ultraviolet (UV) through the infrared (IR) is the water OH 

stretch band, peaking at ca. 2.95 microns (~m) in the mid-infrared (mid-IR) region of the 

electromagnetic spectrum. Figure 2a depicts the Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) 
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absorption spectrum (more properly, total attenuation spectrum, but scattering contributions 

to the total attenuation are probably neglible) of bulk normal human proximal thoracic 

aorta recorded via the attenuated total reflectance (A TR) techniqueJ1] Note that attenuation 

coefficients 'Y (units: per em, cm-1) range from near-zero to almost 14,000 cm-1 for the 

photon wavelength.>.= 2.5 - 5.0 Jlm spectral region. Consequently, incident laser coupling 

coefficients aA and optical penetration depths oA should vary considerably, making this an 

interesting wavelength region in which to study laser/tissue effects. Fortunately, the 

hydrogen fluoride (HF) chemical laser produces a number of transitions throughout this 

wavelength range as depicted in Figure 2b. Furthermore, this laser can produce waveforms 

ranging from sp to cw and very high irradiance levels. Consequently, the HF chemical 

laser was selected for our laser /tissue interaction studies. 

1.2.1.2 Ocular Applications: Correction of Refractive Errors 

After beginning the cardiovascular studies, our research group became interested in 

developing laser ablation as a treatment for correcting refractive errors of the eye. This 

technique, known as either Laser Anterior Refractive Keratectomy (LARK) or Laser 

Anterior Keratomileusis (LAK),[2) achieves a refractive correction using laser ablation to 

permanently reshape the curvature of the cornea, thus eliminating the need for prescription 

glasses or contact lenses. The basic surgical constraints are to remove precisely minute 

amounts of corneal tissue with minimal disruption to remaining tissue while maintaining 

a smooth optical-quality surface. Although over 70 million Americans suffer from vision 

deficiencies (i.e. myopia, hyperopia, and astigmatism), LARK would probably apply only 

to the most severe of these cases because of the economics involved. 

Figure 3a depicts the FTIR attenuation spectrum of a human cornea in various stages 

of hydration ranging from normal (i.e. fully hydrated) to dry (i.e. free of bound water), 

recorded using the A TR techniqueJ31 Note that changes in the tissue's hydration state 

should alter the incident laser coupling coefficient aA and optical penetration depth oA. 

Thus, tissue transient optical properties become an important target parameter in the 

laser /tissue interaction studies. The chemical and spectroscopic similarity of fully hydrated 

corneal tissue to normal cardiovascular tissue (cf. Figure 2a) argues for the same laser 
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Figure 2a. Cardiovascular tissue A TR FTIR attenuation spectrum. Irradiation wavelengths 

are indicated by dashed lines. 

Figure 2b. HF chemical laser transitions for v = 3 -+ 2, 2 -+ 1, 1 -+ 0. 
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Figure 3a. Corneal tissue A TR FTIR attenuation spectrum for various stages of hydration 

from normal (i.e. fully hydrated) to dry (i.e. free of bound water). 

Figure 3b. HF chemical laser transitions for v = 3 -+ 2, 2 -+ I, I -+ 0. 
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effects parameter approach described previously for cardiovascular tissue (cf. Section 

1.2.1.1 ). Note the fortuitous manner in which the HF chemical laser transitions depicted 

in Figure 3b span the strong mid-IR corneal tissue attenuation band. 

1.2.2 Spectroscopic Studies 

1.2.2.1 Laser-Induced Fluorescence Spectroscopy 

The technique of laser angioplasty via optical fibers involves pragmatic considerations 

in addition to the surgical requirements described in Section 1.2.1.1. Working remotely 

through optical fibers presumes the existence of a feedback system for laser targeting and 

diagnostic purposes. Unfortunately, human visualization of atherosclerotic plaques through 

fiber optic imaging technology (i.e. angioscopy) has proved insufficient for laser targeting 

purposesJ4] 

Our research group hypothesized that laser-induced fluorescence could 

spectroscopically differentiate normal from atherosclerotic tissue because of the dissimilar 

chemical nature of the two tissue types. Given a significant difference in the fluorescence 

signature of the two tissue types, laser ablation progress could be monitored continuously 

to avoid vessel wall rupture. Our in vitro results proved promising, indicating that a 

remarkable spectroscopic difference existed between normal and atherosclerotic 

cardiovascular tissueJ5] However, these first order approximations to the in vivo later 

would be undermined significantly by the detection of a hemoglobin reabsorption artifact 

(cf. Section 4.2.3).[6] 

1.2.2.2 Absorption Spectroscopy 

As described in Section 1.2, the incident laser wavelength ). is a critical laser parameter 

in laser /tissue interactions. How one selects ). is dependent upon the application. For 

example, it is critical in most laser medical applications to minimize thermal damage to 

the tissue immediately surrounding that which is "treated." Thermal damage occurs when 

a significant amount of the incident laser energy is lost to processes (e.g. thermal conduction, 

photon scattering, etc.) other than ablation. ). is one of several laser parameters (e.g. pulse 

duration r, pulse repetition frequency PRF, etc.) which determines the degree to which 

this residual effect occurs. For all else constant, residual thermal damage by ). is defined 
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by the overall spatial and temporal energy deposition profile. 

This profile across the thickness dimension of the target, for example, is determined 

mainly by the tissue properties of optical penetration depth O>. and thermal penetration 

depth 6th· If 6th << 6>., then photon energy is confined to a depth dominated by the tissue's 

optical properties. Furthermore, for a given incident laser energy E, o>. must be less than 

or equal to a critical depth ocritical to generate sufficiently high irradiance levels within 

the material to induce ablation. If not, the fraction of laser energy deposited in the material 

that otherwise would be consumed by the ablation process would remain trapped in the 

material and, for the most part, convert to thermal energy leading to a proportional amount 

of thermal damage. Note that there is an upper limit to Ocritical over which absolute photon 

scattering losses would become sufficiently large so as to produce unacceptably high levels 

of thermal damage. In this manner, IR absorption spectroscopy initially defined the .>. 

range for the ablation studies. 

The laser-induced fluorescence spectroscopy studies described in Section 1.2.2.1 

required knowledge of the complementary tissue optical property of absorption (and to a 

lesser degree, reflection). Fluorescence is the culmination of a complex sequence of 

photonic processes initiated by photon absorption exciting a molecule from the ground 

electronic state to an excited electronic state. Some of the absorbed energy is converted 

to thermal (i.e. vibrational) energy and lost to the molecule's surroundings [i.e. radiationless 

decay (esp. vibrational relaxation)]. If the excited state is sufficiently long-lived, the 

molecule may undergo spontaneous emission and emit any remaining excess energy in the 

form of electromagnetic radiation (i.e. fluorescence) as it returns to the electronic ground 

state. Laser fluorescence excitation wavelength .>.ex can influence significantly the nature 

of the tissue fluorescence primarily through the absorption band to which it is tuned. 

Furthermore, for sufficiently large optical penetration depth 6>.,, tissue absorbance bands 

to the red of .>.ex can filter any coinciding fluorescence bands by reabsorbing any in-depth 

emitted light as it passes through the resulting volume element on its way to the surface. 

Thus, UV /VIS absorption spectroscopy identified those tissue absorption bands which could 

serve as either potential fluorescence excitation bands or fluorescence artifact sources. 
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1.3 Rniew of Recent Important Results 

1.3.1 Medical Applications of Laser Ablation 

Medical applications of laser ablation can be subdivided according to target tissue 

type. Discussion of recent important results will be restricted to tissue types investigated 

in our studies. Within each tissue type, laser ablation applications can be subdivided further 

according to laser type. Laser type generally is catagorized by laser parameters such as 

output wavelength region [e.g. infrared (IR), visible (VIS), ultraviolet (UV), etc.) and 

waveform [e.g. single pulse (sp), repetitively pulsed (rp), or continuous wave (cw)). Because 

the laser/tissue interaction phenomenology can be radically different in effect and 

mechanism between any two of these catagories, discussion of recent important results also 

will be limited to the appropriate laser type. 

These ablation studies focused on either human cardiovascular (i.e. proximal thoracic 

aorta) or ocular (i.e. cornea) tissue. In both cases, both mid-IR cw HF/DF and rp HF 

chemical lasers were employed with the rp HF laser type dominating the effort. Few other 

lasers operate in this wavelength region. Examples include the Er:Y AG (~ = 2.94 JJm), 

Holmium:YAG (Ho:YAG; ~ = 2.10 JJm), Thulium-Holmium-Chromium:YAG (THC:YAG; 

~ = 2.10 J.Lm), Raman-shifted Nd:Y AG [~ = 2.80 JJm or 2.92 JJm using either methane (CH4) 

or deuterium (D2) as the Raman medium, respectively), and the free electron laser (FEL) 

(continously tunable over the entire IR plus). Note that only the HF /DF chemical laser 

and the FEL offer any degree of wavelength tunability in the mid-IR spectral region. 

Although the potential application of mid-IR lasers based on the strong tissue water 

absorption band near 3 JJm was recognized some time ago,l7) only a few qualitative or 

quantitative mid-IR ablation studies for any tissue type have been reported. Published 

ablation studies on cardiovascular tissues have concentrated on the Er:Y AG laser!S-12] with 

the exception of our HF /DF laser studiesJI3,14) Published corneal tissue ablation studies 

have been based on the Er:Yag laser,[I5) the Raman-shifted Nd:YAG laser,[16,17) and the 

HF laserJS,IS-20) 
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1.3.2 Medical Applications of Spectroscopy 

As with laser ablation, spectroscopic applications can be broken down into groups 

by wavelength region (e.g. IR, VIS, UV, etc.). These groups in turn can be subdivided 

by the spectroscopic technique employed. Absorption and fluorescence spectroscopy were 

used primarily in these studies so discussion will be limited to these techniques and the 

appropriate target tissue. Furthermore, only fluorescence applications using visible laser 

fluorescence excitation wavelengths >.ex will be discussed. 

Visible laser-induced fluorescence spectroscopy studies were carried out for 

cardiovascular tissue. A Japanese group was the first to report the use of visible 

laser-induced fluorescence as a medical diagnosticJ21) This study used an Ar-ion laser 

operating at >.ex= 476 nm to record the fluorescence spectra of normal vs. cancerous human 

gastro-intestinal tissue. Several studies in this area have since been published.[22-23) The 

first report describing the use of visible laser-induced fluorescence to detect atherosclerosis 

was published in 1985 by M.S. Feld et af.[24) However, our concurrent work (unpublished 

at the time) indicated a significant experimental artifact in that study's published results. 

Our cardiovascular fluorescence results were presented shortly thereafter.ISJ Several studies 

in this area have been published since.l25-28) 

Absorption spectroscopy studies were carried out in both the mid-IR and the UV /VIS 

spectral regions on both cardiovascular and ocular tissue. Transmission IR absorbance 

spectroscopy of thin sections of biological tissues dates back to the 1940's,l29) with the 

most recent work published in the 1970's.!30,31) In the 1960's, F.S. Parker et a/ pioneered 

A TR IR spectroscopy of bulk biological tissues, including human cardiovascular and corneal 

tissue.l32,331 However, recent publications discussing either type of IR spectroscopy of 

biological tissues appear to be nonexistent except for those by our group.[13,34,35) References 

on UV /VIS absorption spectroscopy of corneal tissue appear in the literature from the 

1920'sl36l through the present.l37] However, published results for UV /VIS absorption 

spectroscopy of cardiovascular tissues have appeared only from the 1960's[38,39] through 

the present.[40] 
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1.4 Goals 

Given the historical perspective, our personal motivations, and the dearth of 

quantitative understanding revealed in the literature, I would like to outline the goals which 

defined this work: 

I) Complete laser/material interaction studies investigating continuous-wave (cw) 

and repetitively pulsed (rp) mid-infrared (mid-IR) laser/tissue effects and phenomenology 

for 

A) human normal and atherosclerotic cardiovascular tissue to develop the surgical 

technique of laser angioplasty, and 

B) human corneal tissue to develop the surgical technique of laser anterior refractive 

keratectomy; 

2) Complete spectroscopic studies to probe the physical and chemical basis of cw 

and rp mid-IR laser/tissue effects and phenomenology; 

3) Complete in vitro and preliminary in vivo laser-induced fluorescence spectroscopy 

studies of human cardiovascular tissue to spectroscopically diffentiate normal from 

atherosclerotic tissue through an endoscope, and 

4) Complete spectroscopic studies to probe the physical and chemical basis of 

biological tissue's laser-induced fluorescence spectra. 

1.5 Thesis Overview 

The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows: Chapter 2 (Experimental Details) 

is the experimental section containing descriptions of all experimental apparatus and 

procedures. Chapter 3 (HF I DF Chemical Laser /Tissue Interactions with Biological Tissues) 

presents and discusses the mid-IR laser/tissue interaction studies of human aortal and 

corneal tissue. Chapter 4 (Laser-Induced Fluorescence Spectroscopy of Biological Tissues) 

presents and discusses the laser-induced fluorescence results for normal vs. atherosclerotic 

cardiovascular tissue. Following Chapter 4 are appendices detailing the computer codes 

used in conjunction with this work. 
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2 EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS 

2.1 Introduction 

This chapter contains three sections. Section 2.2 describes the apparatus and methods 

associated with the ablation studies. Section 2.3 describes the apparatus and methods 

associated with the various spectroscopic studies. Section 2.4 describes the methods 

employed to prepare, handle and store the bulk tissue samples used in the ablation and/or 

spectroscopic studies described in the previous two sections. Each section details apparatus 

components, techniques, performance specifications, calibration procedures, and 

background information. Specific experimental conditions, parameters, and results are 

presented in the discussion chapters. 

2.2 Apparatus and Methods: Ablation Studies 

During the course of the ablation studies, three main experimental apparatuses were 

assembled and used. Subsection 2.2.1 describes the system used for the continuous wave 

(cw) hydrogen fluoride/deuterium fluoride (HF /DF) chemical laser ablation experiments. 

Subsection 2.2.2.1 and 2.2.2.2 describes, respectively, the first generation and second 

generation systems used for repetitively pulsed (rp) HF chemical laser ablation experiments. 

These three very different apparatuses can be broken down to virtually the same set of 

subsystems. However, the component makeup for certain subsystems significantly changed 

as each apparatus evolved from the previous version. A historical perspective of the 

evolution from one apparatus to the next is given in Section 3.1. The results obtained 

with these various systems are presented in Chapter 3 (HF I DF Chemical Laser /Tissue 

Interaction with Biological Tissue). 

2.2.1 CW HF /DF Chemical Laser Experiments 

2.2.1.1 Helios Model CLIV Laser Ablation Apparatus 

The first series of HF /DF chemical laser/tissue interaction experiments explored cw 

laser ablation of biological tissues. These studies were conducted using a modified version 

of the Houston Area Research Center (HARC) cw HF /DF Chemical Laser Test Resource 

(cf. Appendix 5.1). I gratefully acknowledge Mr. Rick Menefee and Mr. Brendan Krenek 
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for developing this facility for high intensity cw laser/material interaction studies. Their 

technical expertise was vital in modifying the apparatus for laser tissue ablation 

experimentation. 

Figure 4 depicts the various subsystems which make up the cw HF /OF chemical laser 

ablation apparatus. These subsystems are discussed in the following order: laser source, 

optical delivery system and laser beam diagnostics, sample mechanics, sample diagnostics, 

and computer control system. Post-irradiation characterization procedures also are 

described. 

2.2.1.1.1 Laser Source 

The laser source was a cw HF /OF chemical laser system (Helios Inc., model CLIV). 

This type of chemical laser is based on the following reactions: 

F + H2 -+ HFt ( v ~ 3) + H 

F + D2 -+ OFt (v ~ 4) + D 

where an exothermic chemical reaction produces vibrationally excited HFt or DFt. 

Subsequent vibrational-rotational transitions in the mid-infrared region can generate 

stimulated emission given an appropriate optical cavity. Various discussions which detail 

this chemical laser scheme and the corresponding terminology have been published. [41-43] 

Table I lists HF and DF chemical laser fundamental and "hot band" (i.e. ~tJ=I) transitions 

within the P1_ 0, P2_ 1, and P3_ 2 branches and corresponding frequencies in vacuo Yvac 

(units: wavenumbers, cm-1) and wavelengths in air >.air (units: pm). 

Typically, HF /OF chemical lasers simultaneously lase over a number of wavelengths 

>.multi (i.e. multi-line mode). Various schemes are available to force these lasers to oscillate 

at a single wavelength >. (i.e. single-line mode). The Helios CLIV chemical laser was 

operated in either multi-line or single-line mode. Typical multi-line output powers over 

100 W in either HF or OF mode were readily attained. Figure 5a depicts the power 

distribution among the various individual HFt transitions (>.multi=2. 71 to 2.96 !Jm) and OFt 

transitions (>.multi=3.72 to 4.05 pm) within the respective multi-line beam as a percentage 

of the total multi-line beam power.f44] The specified beam waist diameter at the laser 

output was ca. 2.5 to 3.0 mm (Ife maximum intensity) in a slightly elliptic near-Gaussian 
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Table I. HF/DF CHEMICAL LASER P1-+0, P2-+h AND P3-+2 BRANCH TRANSITIONS. 

P Branch HF 

-Transition Yvac ).air 

P v-+v{J) cm-1 JLffi 

pl-+0(1) 3920.3 2.550 
(2) 3877.7 2.578 
(3) 3833.6 2.607 
(4) 3788.2 2.639 
(5) 3741.4 2.672 
(6) 3693.4 2.706 
(7) 3644.1 2.743 
(8) 3593.7 2.781 
(9) 3542.2 2.822 

(10) 3489.6 2.864 
(I I) 3436.1 2.909 
(12) 3381.6 2.956 

p2-+l(l) 3749.8 2.666 
(2) 3708.8 2.695 
(3) 3666.3 2.726 
(4) 3622.5 2.759 
(5) 3577.4 2.794 
(6) 3531.1 2.831 
(7) 3483.6 2.869 
(8) 3435.0 2.910 
(9) 3385.3 2.953 

(10) 3334.6 2.998 
(II) 3283.0 3.045 
(12) 3230.5 3.094 

p3-+2(1) 3583.9 2.789 
(2) 3544.4 2.820 
(3) 3503.6 2.853 
(4) 3461.4 2.888 
(5) 3418.0 2.924 
(6) 3373.3 2.963 
(7) 3327.5 3.004 
(8) 3280.5 3.047 
(9) 3232.5 3.092 

(10) 3183.5 3.140 
(I I) 3133.6 3.190 
(12) 3082.7 3.242 
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Figure 4. CW HF/DF CHEMICAL LASER ABLATION APPARATUS. 
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Figure 5a. HELlOS MODEL CLIV LASER MULTI-LINE OUTPUT SPECTRA 

Figure 5b. HELlOS MODEL CLIV LASER SINGLE-LINE OUTPUT SPECTRA 
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profile with a divergence of 2.0 mrad (1/e maximum intensity). Visualization aids for 

tracking the laser beam path during beam repositioning or component alignment were 

required because of the HF /DF chemical laser mid-infrared output's invisibility to the 

human eye. Two visualization aids were used: 1) a set of laser beam probes (Optical 

Engineering Inc, model 23-S) which, under ultraviolet lamp illumination, rendered a dark 

image of the laser beam on a fluorescent background, and 2) a Helium-Neon (He-Ne) 

laser tracer beam (emitting in the visible at 632.8 nm) aligned to coincide with the CLIV 

chemical laser axis through the rear zinc selenide (ZnSe) high reflector (not shown in 

Figure 4). 

Single-line output was achieved by replacing the laser cavity output coupler with a 

zero order grating coupler (Helios Inc., model ZOCG) that was operated in first order 

Littrow to produce high reflectivity at selectable wavelengths.I4S] Thus, by tuning the 

grating, individual HFt or OFt transitions could be efficiently coupled out of the laser. 

Typical single-line output powers of tens of watts were readily attained. Figure 5b depicts 

the relative single-line beam power for a given individual HFt transition (>.=2.64 to 2.96 

JLm) or OFt transition (>.=3.58 to 4.05 JLm) as a percentage of the corresponding maximum 

single-line power ,144] 

The gas feed mixture to the Helios model CLIV chemical laser consisted of sulfur 

hexafluoride (SF6), oxygen (02), helium (He), and hydrogen (H2) or deuterium (02). SF6 

(Air Products, Commercial Grade, ~99.7 vol% pure) was the fluorine atom source. Fluorine 

(F) atoms were generated after passing SF6 through electrical discharges (Helios Inc., model 

Mark 5 Discharge Tube) adjacent to the laser cavity. The stability and inertness of SF6 

make it an ideal source of fluorine (i.e. a very potent chemical hazard) by safely "isolating" 

it until just prior to mixing and reaction in the laser cavity. 0 2 (Airco, Grade 2.6 Extra 

Dry, ~99.6% pure) enhanced the discharge dissociation of SF6 and scavenged the resulting 

sulfur (i.e. reacting with free sulfur to form S02). Efficient scavenging of sulfur by 

reaction to S02 minimizes buildup of solid sulfur "crud" on laser components (e.g. laser 

cavity walls, discharge tubes, exhaust lines, optical surfaces, etc.) which can degrade laser 

performance quickly. He (Liquid Carbonic, High Purity, ~99.995% pure) served as a buffer 

gas for the gas mixture. Finally, H2 (Liquid Carbonic, Extra Dry, ~99.95% pure) or D2 

(Department of Energy, Union Carbide Corp., no purity specification available) reacted 
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with F atoms in the reaction scheme described above. 

Gas flows were regulated at the CLIV chemical laser control console using a 

combination regulator/solenoid valve arrangement. Table 2 lists optimum model CLIV 

chemical laser gas line pressures for HF and DF laser operation. These values were 

determined by varying the gas flows until maximum laser average output power was 

attained. CLIV operating pressures are given in original pressure gauge values [units: 

100xkiloPascals (IOOx kPa)] and coverted values (units: torr). Cavity pressure was maintained 

at 8.0 torr (ca. 1100 N m-2) for both HF and DF modes of operation. Actual feed gas 

volume flows and vacuum pumping speeds never were measured. Additional specifications 

for the CLIV chemical laser may be found in the operating manual and Helios Inc. product 

literature. 

Table 2. HELlOS MODEL CLIV CHEMICAL LASER OPTIMUM OPERATING 

PRESSURES: HF AND DF MODES 

HF Mode DF Mode 

Gas Gas Line Pressure Gas Gas Line Pressure 

lOOxkPa torr 100xkPa torr 

He 30.0 225 He 30.0 225 

H2 4.0 30 D2 9.0 67 

SF6 24.0 180 SF6 24.0 180 

02 3.0 23 02 3.0 23 

The model CLIV chemical laser cavity was exhausted by a high capacity two stage 

vacuum pumping unit consisting of a rotary oil sealed vacuum pump (Stokes Pennwalt, 

model 1738 Mechanical Booster Pump) backing a positive displacement dry high vacuum 

booster (Stokes Pennwalt, model 615-1 Microvac Pump). The unit's pumping capacity was 

2000 cubic feet/min (ca. 0.9 m3 s-1). The exhaust of the vacuum pump, which included 
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small amounts of S02 and HF or DF, was routed via PVC plumbing to a Helios K 2C03 

scrubber. After passing through the scrubber, neutralized exhaust gases were vented to 

the atmosphere at rooftop level. 

2.2.1.1.2 Optical Delivery System and Laser Beam Diagnostics 

As shown in Figure 4, the Helios model CLIV cw chemical laser beam delivery system 

consisted of several optical components. The laser beam initially passed through a set of 

calcium fluoride (CaF2) attenuators which defined the final laser beam power P on target. 

Varying both the number and thickness of the high-quality CaF2 plane parallel windows 

(Janos Technology Inc., series Al405-XX3, 1.00 inch diameter, 1.00 to 6.00 mm thick) 

attenuated the laser beam power to various degrees. This attenuator scheme precisely 

controlled (albeit stepwise) the laser beam irradiance on target I given by: 

I=P/A, 

where A is the laser beam spotsize (i.e. cross-sectional area) in the target plane. 

Two high-quality Cu mirrors Ml and M2 (Spawr Optical Research LCu-001) oriented 

at near-normal angles to the laser beam steered the beam to coincide with the sample 

chamber optical axis. Next, a 500mm focal length CaF2 lens LJ (Janos Technology Inc., 

model Al404-150) focused the beam onto the target to a typical Ife2 diameter of 0.5-0.7 

mm and a long focal depth relative to the sample thickness. Beam focal depth must be 

significantly greater than the ablation depth to be achieved (i.e. the sample thickness in 

the case of a "burnthrough" experiment) so that a relatively uniform beam spotsize (and 

consequently, constant beam irradiance) exists during the entire course of the ablation. 

Two beamsplitters BSJ and BS2 consisting of 4o CaF2 wedges (Janos Technology Inc., 

custom made) provided two spatially-separated low-intensity reflections for diagnostic 

purposes. Finally, a fast computer-controlled shutter (Uniblitz, model 225LOAOZ5, I inch 

diameter aperture, 17 msec to fully open) defined the target exposure time to the laser 

beam. 

Careful control and accurate determination of the beam irradiance I on target are 

critical to understanding cw laser ablation effects (cf. Section 3.1.2 for detailed discussion). 
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Four laser beam diagnostic systems were deployed during the cw HF /DF chemical laser 

ablation experiments to monitor laser beam parameters during ablation. These systems, 

which are diagramed in Figure 4, included: 

I) a fast-response laser power monitor determining time-resolved beam power P( t) 

on target during irradiation; 

2) a slow-response laser power meter continously monitoring main beam power P; 

3) a laser beam profiler measuring laser beam irradiance distribution I( x,y ); and 

4) a HF laser spectrum analyzer determining the wavelength ). of the Helios model 

CLIV single-line output. 

The fast-response laser power monitor consisted of an optically-filtered PbSe detector 

(Infrared Industries Inc., model 5000 series) mounted on an aluminum integrating sphere 

(Chicago Float Works Inc.) whose inner surface had been sandblasted to readily diffuse 

light. A narrow bandpass filter centered at either ca. 2.9 JLm [OCLI Inc., center wavelength 

(.\0) = 2.844 JLm, half bandwidth (HBW) = 0.270 JLm] or ca. 3.8 JLm (OCLI Inc., .\0 = 3.733 

JLm, HBW = 0.500 JLm) respectively allowed only HF or DF chemical laser wavelengths to 

reach the detector. The main beam power was monitored via one of the two 

spatially-separated reflections from BS2 passing through an entrance port on the integrating 

sphere. The amplified signal from the power monitor was digitized and stored by a 

LabMaster board/IBM personal computer combination (cf. Section 2.2.1.1.5 for details). 

Note that the power monitor only observed signal during actual sample irradiation (i.e. 

while the shutter was opened). The power monitor was calibrated to a slow-response 

power meter (Coherent Inc., model 210) placed in the main laser beam behind the target 

plane prior to the experiment. A separate slow-response power meter (Coherent Inc., 

model 210) monitored laser beam power continously (i.e. independent of an open shutter) 

allowing the operator to ensure proper operating conditions before and during an ablation 

experiment. 

The laser beam irradiance distribution was determined using a homemade rotating 

slit laser beam profiler designed by Mr. Rick Menefee and partially based on the design 

of Skinner, et a/.146] The profiler diagramed in Figure 6 consisted of a direct current (de) 

motor, a 4.0 inch diameter/0.075 inch thick aluminum disk, a homemade slit made of two 
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Figure 6. CW HF /DF CHEMICAL LASER ROTATING SLIT LASER BEAM PROFILER. 
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aluminum knife edges spaced ca. 15 #-'m apart mounted to the disk, and a PbSe detector 

(Infrared Industries Inc., model 5000 series) mounted to a sandblasted aluminum integrating 

sphere (Chicago Float Works Inc.) with an entrance port through which the slit-apertured 

beam passed. 

Subsequent computer analysis of the signal (i.e. the time-varying slit-integrated profile 

across the sweep) from the rotating slit coupled with the slit's radial velocity determined 

an integrated laser spatial beam profile. The spotsize horizontal and vertical dimensions 

were defined by the beam diameter at which the integrated profile signal fell to 1je2 (i.e. 

13.5%) of the peak signal observed. Spatial beam profiles recorded in this manner indicated 

a near-Gaussian profile as specified by the manufacturer. The slit width d of ca. 15 #-'m 

and the typical HF laser beam 1je2 spotsize diameter D of ca. 350 #-lm indicated less than 

3% error contribution to the beam profile measurement from the d/ D ratio of 0.2}.[47) 

The profile was determined before and after an ablation experiment because of the difficulty 

of real time spatial beam profiling in the focal plane during ablation. Spatial profiles were 

assumed to remain unchanged during a series of ablation experiments. This was probably 

a good assumption given the stable performance of the CLIV chemical laser and the 

consistency between sequentially recorded profiles. 

The beam profiler was mounted onto the micrometer-driven XYZ sample positioner 

(cf. Section 2.2.1.1.3) to precisely determine the laser beam focal plane. Initially, the 

measuring plane (i.e. slit front surface) of the beam profiler was positioned roughly in 

front of the focal plane by observing the signal from the power monitor on an oscilloscope. 

Serial profiles then could be observed on the oscilloscope by translating the rotating slit 

stepwise along the beam axis and through the focal plane. These serial profiles were 

correlated to the micrometer position on the translator moving parallel to the beam axis. 

The translator was moved back and forth until a minimum beam waist was observed. The 

amplified signal from the beam profiler then was digitized and recorded by a Labmaster 

board/IBM personal computer combination (cf. Section 2.2.1.1.5 for details). In-house 

software plotted the digitized trace to the screen and indicated the lje2 spotsize diameter. 

The side alignment telescope (Edmund Scientific, model 160,941) then was positioned so 

that the reticle vertical crosshair was aligned visually to the side view of the slit front 

surface positioned at the minimum beam waist. This provided the reference for positioning 
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the target front surface coincident to the laser beam focal plane as defined by the beam 

profiler. The beam profiler then was rotated 90° in the just-determined laser beam focal 

plane to determine the spatial beam profile (in the same manner just described) along the 

dimension perpendicular to the original axis [i.e. vertical (X) vs. horizontal (Y) axis as 

depicted in Figure 4] and in the focal plane. 

Single-line output wavelengths .A (units: pm) and frequencies v (units: wavenumbers, 

cm-1) were determined using an HF laser spectrum analyzer [Optical Engineering Inc., 

model 16-B(HF)]. Although the analyzer offered convenient wavelength determination, 

it provided limited qualitative information on the individual laser transitions' relative 

powers. 

2.2.1.1.3 Sample Mechanics 

Only cardiovascular tissues were studied with the cw CLIV chemical laser ablation 

apparatus. The ablation targets consisted of ca. 4 mm diameter tissue samples bored from 

prepared bulk tissue specimens (cf. Section 2.4 for preparation specifics) with a Baker's 

biopsy punch (Baker-Cummins Pharmaceuticals, model 4mm). Regions of prepared bulk 

tissue specimens were classified as representing one of the following stages of atherosclerosis: 

Normal, Fatty, Non-Calcified Plaque and Calcified Plaque (cf. Table 3 for classification 

parameters). Figure 7a depicts the quasi-cylindrical shape of the ablation targets (for all 

tissue types except calcified) with a front surface diameter slightly larger than the back 

surface diameter. Typical single-line HF and multi-line DF laser beam spotsizes in the 

focal plane are indicated. In spite of the razor-sharp cutting edge on the Baker's biopsy 

punch, the tissue specimen always compressed across its thickness resulting in a gradually 

decreasing sample diameter ("sliced-off cone" shape) as the biopsy punch bore through the 

bulk specimen. Sample thickness typically varied from 0.5-2.0 mm depending upon tissue 

type and relative sample location on the bulk specimen (e.g. normal ascending vs. normal 

thoracic aorta). 

Groups of ten to twenty ca. 4 mm diameter samples were bored out of freshly 

defrosted bulk specimens for each cw HF /DF chemical laser ablation run. Bulk specimens 

were defrosted from liquid nitrogen temperatures over a period of one to two hours in a 

refrigerator operating at approximately 6°C. After being bored, samples were stored in 
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Figure 7a. TYPICAL CW HF /DF CHEMICAL LASER CARDIOVASCULAR TISSUE 

ABLATION TARGET. 

Figure 7b. CW ABLATION BIOLOGICAL SAMPLE HOLDER. 
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Table 3. ATHEROSCLEROSIS CLASSIFICATION SCHEME 

Stage Characteristics 

Normal soft, pliable, light pink, no abnormalities present 

Fatty soft, pliable, streaks of lipid material present 

Non-Calcified semi-rigid plaques present, no calcification 

Plaque 

Calcified Plaque rigid, calcified plaques present 

vials over a few drops of water (to prevent sample dehydration) and refrigerated until just 

prior to sample loading. 

Typically, four to six samples were transferred at a time from refrigerated storage 

to sample holders. Samples were loaded using fine point tweezers holding the sample along 

an edge to avoid any mechanical surface alteration (esp. in the target center where ablation 

would occur). Sample holders originally were designed out of thermal-insulating machinable 

ceramic so as to avoid heat conduction losses from the ablating sample to the sample holder. 

Initially, there was concern that a metal (i.e. aluminum or stainless steel) sample holder 

might affect the ablation results by contributing to these conduction losses. Attempts to 

machine two different types of machinable ceramic to high tolerances encountered many 

difficulties (i.e. chipping, fracturing, etc.). This effort was abandoned after reasoning that 

radial (i.e. two-dimensional) losses would probably be minimized by: 1) the relatively low 

thermal conductivity of biological tissue and 2) the relatively short sample absorption length 

at HF/DF wavelengths as compared to the thermal diffusion length (cf. Section 3.2.3.1 for 

detailed discussion). Sample holders were subsequently machined out of Teflon or aluminum 

as illustrated in Figure 7b. Sample holders were designed for convenient sample loading 

and consistent sample front surface positioning to the laser beam focal plane. 

Sample holders were bolted to the sample carousel whose major plane was parallel 

to the focal plane of the laser beam and therefore, perpendicular to the beam itself. The 

sample carousel consisted of an aluminum disk (8 inch diameter, 3/8 inch thick) which 

could hold up to 16 sample holders. A gear-driven shaft mounted through a bearing 
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allowed the disk to rotate about its main axis. Samples were loaded, attached to the carousel, 

and ablated as a group. The carousel served to roughly align individual targets by rotating 

them to the vicinity of the laser beam. 

The sample carousel was mounted to a XYZ translation stage assembly consisting of 

three precision translation stages (Newport Research Corp., model 421-1) mounted mutually 

orthogonal to each other allowing precision target positioning in XYZ space. To produce 

a reference for the rear alignment telescope (Edmund Scientific, model J60,941 ), a small 

piece of cellophane tape was applied across an empty mounted sample holder roughly 

positioned in the beam axis using the carousel assembly. This tape surface was then 

precisely aligned to coincide with the laser beam focal plane using the XYZ sample positioner 

to move the tape surface to the position defined by the just-calibrated side telescope 

vertical crosshair. The laser was then turned on and the shutter opened momentarily to 

create a pinhole (i.e. crater) in the tape. The rear telescope was then carefully positioned 

so that the reticle crosshairs were visually centered on the tape pinhole so as to provide 

the positioning reference of the intersection of the laser beam main axis and the laser beam 

focal plane. Each mounted sample was precisely positioned prior to an ablation experiment 

using the XYZ sample positioner and both alignment telescopes so that the target front 

surface coincided with the laser beam focal plane and the target center coincided with the 

laser beam main axis. Meticulous and consistent alignment technique eliminated error 

introduction from inconsistent target location in the laser beam. 

As shown in Figure 4, both the HF /DF chemical laser reflectance apparatus and the 

XYZ sample positioner/carousel resided in a vacuum chamber. Originally, it was conceived 

that laser/tissue interaction studies would be conducted at ambient pressure conditions 

varying from I atmosphere to a few torr of air. This was a carryover from the previous 

laser/material interaction studies where changes in target environment leading to convective 

heat losses significantly affected ablator performance.f48) However, biological tissues being 

mostly water are prone to rapid dehydration in vacuo as was observed. Serious reservations 

regarding extrapolating any results from such a severely altered physical state to the norm 

(i.e. fully hydrated tissue) led to abandoning the pressure-dependent ablation performance 

studies as part of this work. All experiments were conducted in room air at atmospheric 

pressure. 
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2.2.1.1.4 Sample Diagnostics 

Four sample diagnostic systems were deployed during the cw HF /DF chemical laser 

ablation experiments to monitor sample responses during ablation. These systems which 

are diagramed in Figure 4 included: 

I) a burn through detector indicating when the laser beam had ablated through the 

thickness of the sample; 

2) a HF /DF chemical laser reflectance apparatus monitoring the sample reflectance 

at ablating beam wavelengths during ablation; 

3) a video system visually recording the target ablation response; and 

4) a primitive single-color pyrometer monitoring sample front surface temperature. 

Only the video and burnthrough diagnostics were used in all experiments. The remaining 

diagnostics were deployed intermittently due to logistical difficulties or mutual exclusivity. 

The burn through detector consisted of a PbSe detector (Infrared Industries Inc., model 

5000 series) mounted on an aluminum integrating sphere (Chicago Float Works Inc.) whose 

interior surface has been roughened by sandblasting to readily diffuse light. The 

burnthrough detector was mounted on a bearing assembly which allowed an operator to 

temporarily rotate the detector out of the laser beam axis to allow sample alignment with 

the rear alignment telescope. The amplified signal from the burnthrough detector was 

digitized and stored by a LabMaster board/IBM personal computer combination (cf. Section 

2.2.1.1.5 for details). The amplified signal from the burnthrough detector was sent to a 

comparator circuit which would close the shutter at a predefined signal level terminating 

the ablation experiment. 

The HF /DF chemical laser reflectance apparatus consisted of a PbSe detector (Infrared 

Industries Inc., model 5000 series) mounted on an alumjnum integrating sphere (Chicago 

Float Works Inc.) whose interior surface had been roughened by sandblasting to readily 

diffuse light. A narrow bandpass filter centered at either ca. 2.9 J.'m (OCLI Inc., >.0 = 

2.844 J.'m, HBW = 0.270 J.'m) or ca. 3.8 J.'m (OCLI Inc., >.0 = 3. 733 J.'m, HBW = 0.500 J.'m) 

allowed only HF or DF chemical laser wavelengths respectively to reach the detector. The 

amplified signal from the laser reflectance apparatus was digitized and stored by a LabMaster 
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board/IBM personal computer combination (cf. Section 2.2.1.1.5 for details). The reflectance 

apparatus was calibrated to the signal observed from dispersing the HF or DF chemical 

laser beam from a diffuse reflector whose surface was positioned in the target plane (i.e. 

the laser beam focal plane). This diffuse reflector (Labsphere Inc., Diffuse Gold Coating 

Sample Plate, model DSP-400) consisted of a gold electroplated aluminum substrate whose 

surface was roughened to readily diffuse light. 

The video system consisted of a video camera (RCA, model CKC020), video monitor 

(Panasonic, model CT -1300D Data Grade Color Monitor) and a video cassette recorder 

(General Electric, model 1 VCR6011B). The video camera was equipped with a telescope 

(Edmund Scientific, model J60,941) to provide close-up views of the target. The video 

camera and monitor continuously monitored the region where the laser beam intersected 

the laser beam focal plane providing the operator with a convenient viewing system for 

ensuring proper target alignment in the beam, proper target orientation in the sample 

holder, etc. prior to ablation experiment initiation. The video cassette recorder was operated 

via remote control to record images from just before through just after an ablation 

experiment. 

Unfortunately, fast-response low temperature pyrometers were not commercially 

available during these experiments. Previous studies in the literature have attempted to 

monitor sample temperatures during ablation typically employing some kind of thermal 

imaging camera. The very slow detector response times and raster speeds of these instruments 

render them inappropriate for quantitatively monitoring rapid ablation temperature changes. 

Temperature changes during ablation are undoubtedly faster than the typical thermal 

imaging camera framing period of g.. 17 msec (esp. for a typical rp HF /DF laser pulse 

width of ca. 200 nsec). At best, thermal imaging cameras provide an overly-integrated 

and consequently significantly underestimated view of the true sample temperature profile 

during ablation. Therefore, a homemade single-color pyrometer was constructed in an 

attempt to accurately monitor these very rapid yet relatively low temperature changes. 

Ideal blackbody curves[49) indicate peak emittance wavelengths of ca. 10.6 p.m for a 

temperature of 273 oK or 0 oc and ca. 5 p.m for a temperature of 570 oK or 297°C (i.e. 

our "best guess" of the maximum target temperature attained during biological tissue ablation 

was 300°C). A mercury-cadmium-telluride (HgCdTe) detector whose full width half 
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maximum (FWHM) wavelength responsivity lies between 5 J.'m and 14 I-'m was the logical 

detector choice. A wide bandpass optical filter (Optical Filter Corp., model P /N L04782, 

>.0: ca. 9 J.'m., HBW:ca. 8 I-'m) allowed only 5 I-'m through 13 J.'m wavelengths to reach the 

detector. Response time for the HgCdTe detector (InfraRed Associates Inc., model 

HCT -100) was ca. 400 nanoseconds (i.e. significantly faster than most thermal imaging 

cameras). A 1.0 inch diameter 50 mm focal length CaF2 lens imaged the object onto the 

detector with an object to image size ratio of 1:1. The pyrometer was calibrated by 

radiometrically measuring (through a small diameter hole) the chopped emitted radiation 

from the interior of a quasi-blackbody consisting of a small cylindrical hollow carbon 

furnace wrapped in and heated by resistive heating tape. Furnace temperature was measured 

using a chromel-alumel thermocouple inserted in a tiny hole in the back of the furnace 

and monitored by a digital thermocouple meter (Omega Engineering, K type, model 199, 

oc output). Amplified detector voltages were recorded as a function of measured carbon 

furnace temperature. The pyrometer was then positioned to image a small area of the 

target front surface (previously centered at the intersection of the laser beam focal plane 

and the laser beam main axis) onto the HgCdTe detector plane. The detector's amplified 

signal was routed to the Lab Master board/IBM Personal Computer combination (see 

following section) for subsequent digitization and recording. Lack of resources and time 

aborted the complete development of this pyrometer so that only limited qualitative data 

for a few cw laser ablation runs was obtained. 

2.2.1.1.5 Computer Control 

Experiment execution and data acquistion were computer-controlled. Grateful 

acknowledgment is given to Mr. Rick Menefee and Mr. Brendan Krenek for development 

of software and hardware interfaces for executing these tasks. The heart of the hardware 

system was a PC-Mate Lab Master board (Tecmar Inc.) operating with an IBM XT Personal 

Computer. The Lab Master board provides accurate, high speed analog-to-digital (A-D) 

and digital-to-analog (D-A) conversions. Digital resolution was 12 bit for up to 16 single 

ended channels converting at up to 30 kHz. Signal input range was selectable as either 0 

to + 10 volts or -10 to + 10 volts. The control software was the latest available version of 

a continually evolving BASIC program named HEL TST authored by Mr. Rick Menefee. 
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Figure 4 details how the HEL TST /Lab Master board/IBM PC XT system was interfaced 

to the experiment. Because HEL TST was written during development of the HARC cw 

HF jDF Chemical Laser Test Resource and for the most part, prior to the medical experiments 

described herein, its description will be abridged and the reader is advised to contact the 

author or Mr. Rick Menefee for further details. 

A typical ablation experiment began by powering up the Helios CLIV cw chemical 

laser and placing HEL TST in a standby mode. Once normal laser operation was confirmed 

(i.e. steady gas flows at proper rates, good laser output power, etc.), any keyboard entry 

would initiate the experiment. Digitization and recording on all designated channels would 

begin to establish baseline conditions. After a short predefined delay the shutter was 

opened commencing the ablation phase of experiment. Digitization and recording of all 

channels would continue through some predefined time period (a guess hopefully long 

enough for the laser to achieve burnthrough) after experiment initiation. Shutter control 

was subsequently passed off to an independent feedback system driven by the burnthrough 

detector output (i.e. at some predefined burnthrough signal level, the shutter would be 

closed independent of HEL TST's status). Immediately after the shutter was closed, the 

Helios CLIV chemical laser was shut down. All channels were then plotted to the screen 

to determine whether proper data acquisition had occurred. 

2.2.1.2 Post-Irradiation Characterization 

Immediately after irradiation, the sample was removed from the target holder. Sample 

thickness was estimated by viewing the sample side-on through a wide field erect image 

direct measuring scope (Edmund Scientific, model 172,469). The scope reticle consisted 

of a ruler graduated in 0.005 inch increments (in lOx mode) allowing thickness estimates 

to the nearest 0.005 inch (i.e. 0.13 mm). These thickness determinations were made at the 

edge of the 4 mm diameter sample (i.e. 2 mm from the crater zone) introducing an error 

determined later to be due to aorta tissue thickness nonuniformity. In later experiments, 

samples were sliced with a razor through the crater to obtain a more accurate sample 

thickness determination using the crater cross-sectional view. However, razor slicing was 

observed to mechanically distort the crater and this method was abandoned. Also, we 

suspected that the mere act of removing the sample from the target holder prior to thickness 
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determination mechanically distorted the sample thus adding to an entire host of thickness 

determination errors. During subsequent data review, it became apparent that a noncontact 

sample thickness determination technique had to be developed. Poor thickness determination 

technique was the most likely cause for the excessive scatter observed in the cw laser 

ablation response data. Again, we find that the nature of biological tissue is complicating 

what would otherwise be a trivial measurement for a rigid inanimate material (i.e. using 

calipers to measure the sample thickness). It would not be until the second generation 

repetitively pulsed experiments before the thickness measurement techniques (cf. Section 

2.2.2.2.5) would improve enough to adequately resolve the measurement error issues 

described above. 

Post-irradiation photomicrographs of ablated samples were recorded immediately 

after sample thicknesses were determined. The automatic photomicrography system 

consisted of the following: 

I) a zoom stereoscopic microscope (Nikon Inc., model SMZ-1 0), 

2) a 35 mm camera (Nikon Inc., model FX-35A), 

3) a 35 mm camera control unit (Nikon Inc., model HFX-11), and 

4) a fiberoptic light source (Nikon Inc., model MK-11) equipped with a fiberoptic 

ring light. 

Front surface views were recorded for all ablated samples. Occasionally, ablated 

samples were sliced through the crater center to afford a cross-sectional view. 

Photomicrograph logs stored pertinent information such as target serial number, film frame 

number, subject matter, film speed, film exposure times, illumination conditions, etc. for 

subsequent photomicrograph analysis and quality control. 

Immediately after photomicrography, ablated samples were individually stored in a 

2 ml cryovial (Wheaton Scientific, model 987531 Cryule vial) labelled with the target serial 

number. The sample was then either flash frozen in liquid nitrogen or fixed in formalin 

(Tissue Path, buffered 1:10 dilution, catalog number 245-685) for subsequent histology, 

catalogued in cryovial storage boxes (Revco) and appropriately stored. 
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2.2.2 RP HF Chemical Laser Experiments 

The rp HF chemical laser ablation apparatus evolved through two stages. Subsection 

2.2.2.1 describes the first generation apparatus based on the Helios PCLI rp HF chemical 

laser. Subsection 2.2.2.2 describes the second generation apparatus based on a Lambda 

Physik rp excimer laser that was modified to operate as a rp HF chemical laser. 

2.2.2.1 Helios Model PCLI Laser Ablation Apparatus 

The second series of HF chemical laser /tissue interaction experiments was the first 

of two separate studies exploring rp laser ablation of biological tissues. Figure 8 depicts 

the various subsystems which made up the first generation rp HF chemical laser ablation 

apparatus. RP ablation effects were expected to differ considerably from the cw effects 

observed in the first series of laser/tissue interaction experiments (cf. Chapter 3 and Chapter 

4 for detailed discussion). The differences in rp vs. cw laser effects result primarily from 

the much faster timescale on which rp laser ablation effects occur necessitating different 

data acquisition electronics. As a result, the experimental procedure and apparatus employed 

in the cw studies were significantly altered to conduct meaningful experiments in the rp 

regime of the experimental parameter space (cf. Figure I in Chapter 1 ). The apparatus' 

subsystems will be discussed in the following order: laser source, optical delivery system 

and laser beam diagnostics, sample mechanics, sample diagnositics and computer control 

system. Post-irradiation characterization procedures are also described. 

2.2.2.1.1 Laser Source 

The laser source was a rp HF chemical laser (Helios Inc., model PCLI) based on the 

same chemical reaction scheme described previously for the cw HF /DF chemical laser (cf. 

Section 2.2.1.1.1). The Helios PCLI was operated in multi-line or single-line mode. Typical 

HF multi-line output energies of 50 mJjpulse were readily attained. The specified beam 

size at the laser output was 5 mm by 10 mm in a near-rectangular profile with a divergence 

of 5 MRad by 12 mRad in the short and long profile dimension, respectively. Pulse 

repetition frequency (PRF) was continuously variable from 0.25 Hz to 25 Hz. The PCLI 

was never operated in DF mode so no experimental results or observations are available. 

Visualization aids for tracking the laser beam path during beam repositioning or component 
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Figure 8. HELlOS MODEL PCLI RP HF CHEMICAL LASER ABLATION APPARATUS. 
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alignment were made necessary by the invisible mid-infrared output of the HF chemical 

laser. However, beam visualization proved to be a difficult task because of the model 

PCLI's low average power output. The most sensitive of the set of laser beam probes 

(Optical Engineering Inc, model 23-S) used with the model CLIV cw HF /DF chemical 

laser (cf. Section 2.2.1.1.1) could barely image the PCLI rp HF chemical laser multi-line 

beam at the laser output for PRF=25 Hz (i.e. absolute maximum beam average power 

conditions for an unfocused beam). A rear-mounted He-Ne tracer beam as described for 

the model CLIV cw HF /DF laser in Section 2.2.1.1.1 could not be used with the model 

PCLI because of the rear-mounted grating single-line output scheme described below. As 

a result, a crude He-Ne laser tracer beam was set up to temporarily coincide with the 

PCLI output laser beam using retractable mirrors (not shown in Figure 8). Thermal paper 

"burns" of the unfocused PCLI laser beam obtained at high PRF and long exposure time 

produced barely discernable images for tracer beam alignment purposes. 

Single-line output was initially achieved by replacing the laser cavity output coupler 

with a zero order grating coupler (Helios Inc., model ZOGC) as previously described for 

the Helios model CLIV in Section 2.2.1.1.1. At the time, a HF spectrum analyzer [Optical 

Engineering Inc., model 16-B(HF)] was the only means available to us for determining the 

Helios model PCLI single-line output wavelength. Unfortunately, the Helios model 

PCLI/ZOGC maximum single-line average power output (ca. 130 mW at 20-25 Hz) was 

below the HF spectrum analyzer detection threshold making wavelength determination 

impossible with this device. Furthermore, single-line output wavelengths could not be 

readily determined from the position readout of the ZOGC's linear micrometer translators. 

Therefore, another single-line output scheme based on a previously described design[41] 

was implemented that allowed preselecting single-line output wavelength given the laser 

beam incident angle to the grating normal. As depicted in Figure 9, this scheme consisted 

of replacing the Helios model PCLI rear high reflector with a grating [Milton Roy Co., 

model 35-53-04-440, blaze angle Oa: 36°52', blaze wavelength >.a: 4.0 JSm, groove density: 

300 groovesjmm], mounting a CaF2 Brewster angle window between the grating and the 

laser active medium, and restoring the forward output coupler. The grating was mounted 

on a precision 360° rotation stage (Newport Corp., model 472) via a 0,¢ (where 8 is the 

colatitude and ¢ is the azimuth in the polar coordinate system; also commonly referred to 
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in optics as pitch and yaw) gimbal mount (Newport Corp., model GM-2B) so that the 

grating could be aligned both parallel to the output coupler's major plane and perpendicular 

to the laser beam main axis. The rotation stage/grating rotation axis was perpendicular to 

the plane of the laser table (i.e. vertical). The grating was oriented so that its grooves 

were parallel to this rotation axis. The CaF2 Brewster angle window was oriented so that 

the induced laser beam polarization was parallel to the grating grooves (i.e. P-plane polarized) 

thereby maximizing grating efficiency (ca. 96% as per Bausch & Lomb diffraction grating 

efficiency curves) in the wavelength region of interest (i.e. 2.74-3.00 J,£m). The precision 

360° rotation stage provided rotation resolution and direct dial readout to 0.002° (i.e. 0.12 

arc-min or 7.2 arc-sec). The rotation stage's dial readout zero point was defined as the 

dial readout position at which the zero order grating reflection of a He-Ne laser beam 

coincident to the model PCLI laser cavity axis was superimposed on the incident He-Ne 

laser beam (i.e. the orientation at which the grating's main surface plane was perpendicular 

to the model PCLI laser cavity axis). 

The grating was configured in first order Littrow geometry where the angle of 

incidence relative to the grating normal cr is equal to the angle of diffraction relative to 

the grating normal {3. The grating equation is given by: 

m). = a (sin cr ± sin f3) , 

where m is the diffracted order, ). is the diffracted wavelength, and a is the grating constant 

(i.e. the distance between successive grooves; also the inverse groove density). The plus 

( +) sign denotes that f3 is on the same side of the grating normal as cr whereas the minus 

(-)sign denotes that f3 is on the opposite side of the grating normal. Figure 10 illustrates 

the geometric relationship between these various quantities and is drawn exactly to the 

scale corresponding to these experiments. For the Littrow configuration (i.e. cr = /3), the 

grating equation reduces to: 

m). = 2a (sin {3) . 

Detailed discussions on the optics of gratings are readily availableJso] 

Table 4 lists the first order Littrow angle of incidence to the grating normal cr for 

the Helios model PCLI major HF chemical laser transitions[51] given the grating parameters 

specified above (cf. Table I for a more complete listing of HF chemical laser transitions). 
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Figure 9. RP HF CHEMICAL LASER SINGLE-LINE MODE GRATING APPARATUS. 
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Figure 10. REFLECTION DIFFRACTION GRATING GEOMETRY. 

The grating is configured in first order Littrow geometry for the HF laser P2-+1(8) 

transition at 2.91 J.Lm. The grating conforms to the specifications given in Section 2.2.2.1.1. 

Line a represents the fourth order diffraction of a He-Ne laser operating at). = 632.8 nm. 

Line b represents the first order diffraction of the HF laser P1_ 0(7) transition at 2. 7 4 J.Lm. 

Line c represents the first order diffraction of the HF laser P1_ 0(8) transition ~t 2.78 J.Lm. 

Line d represents the first order diffraction of the HF laser P2-+1(9) P branch transition 

at 2.95 J,Lm. Line e represents the fifth order diffraction of a He-Ne laser operating at ). 

= 632.8 nm. 
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Table 4. 1ST ORDER LITTROW ANGLE OF INCIDENCE TO GRATING NORMAL 

FOR MAJOR HELlOS MODEL PCLI HF CHEMICAL LASER TRANSITIONS 

-HFt chemical laser transition ).air Yair grating angle of incidence a 

p v"'-+tA:J) J.Lm cm-1 degrees (0
) degrees arc-min 

Pt._.o(7) 2.743376 3645.144 24.299 24° 18' 

Pt._.o(8) 2.781867 3594.708 24.663 24° 40' 

Pt._.o(9) 2.822329 3543.173 25.046 2SO 3' 

p2-+1(6) 2.831152 3532.131 25.130 2SO 8' 

p2-+1(7) 2.869766 3484.605 25.497 25° 30' 

p2-+1(8) 2.910398 3435.956 25.885 25° 53' 

p2-+1(9) 2.953122 3386.247 26.293 26° 18' 

p3-+2(7) 3.004420 3328.429 26.786 26° 47' 

Table 5. ANGLE OF INCIDENCE TO GRATING NORMAL FOR DIFFRACTED 

HIGHER ORDERS OF THE HELIUM-NEON LASER. 

He-Ne laser diffracted order m>. grating angle of incidence a 

m J.Lm degrees CO) degrees arc-min 

1 0.6328 5.447 5° 27' 

2 1.2656 10.943 10° 57' 

3 1.8984 16.545 16° 33' 

4 2.5312 22.314 22° 19' 

5 3.1640 28.333 28° 20' 
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Table 5 lists several higher grating diffracted orders of a He-Ne laser operating at >. = 

632.8 nm. Quite fortuitously, the 4th (i.e. 4>.) and 5th (i.e. 5>.) grating orders of >. = 632.8 

nm (i.e. 0.6328 J.'m) conveniently bound the Helios model PCLI HF chemical laser wavelength 

output range of 2.74 to 3.00 J,'m where 4>. = 2.5312 J.'m and 5>. = 3.1640 J.'m. As a result, 

these He-Ne laser grating orders were used to confirm the grating angle of incidence a 

(as given by the rotation stage readout dial) calibration described above. Thus, after careful 

grating alignment and rotation stage dial readout calibration and confirmation, tuning to 

any single HF chemical laser transition consisted of merely "dialing" the grating/rotation 

stage to the appropriate precalculated a. 

The gas feed mixture to the Helios model PCLI laser consisted of only H2 and SF6 

(specifications for both gases identical to those described in Section 2.2.1.1.1 ). In contrast 

to the Helios model CLIV cw chemical laser, the Helios model PCLI laser did not require 

0 2 or He according to the manufacturer. 0 2 was presumably excluded because of the 

potential explosiveness of a H2/02 mixture in the electric discharge. Gas flows were 

regulated at the model PCLI laser control console using a metering and solenoid valves in 

series. Feed gas delivery pressures, partial pressures and total cavity pressure were set as 

specified in the operating manual. Actual feed gas volume flows and vacuum pumping 

speeds were never measured. The Helios model PCLI was exhausted by the same vacuum 

pumping unit described in Section 2.2.1.1.1. 

2.2.2.1.2 Optical Delhery System and Laser Beam Diagnostics 

Figure 8 depicts the Helios model PCLI rp chemical laser beam delivery system which 

consisted of several optical components. In the initial multi-line ablation experiments, the 

beam was used "as is" (i.e. no masking). During the subsequent single-line ablation 

experiments, the beam was masked where it exited the laser case with a ca. 4.3 mm diameter 

circular aperture to remove some of the beam's spatial profile inhomogeneities. The 

unmasked/masked laser beam passed through a set of CaF2 attenuators which defined the 

final laser beam energy E on target. The attenuator scheme was identical to that described 

above for the Helios model CLIV cw chemical laser experiments (cf. Section 2.2.1.1.2). 

This attenuator scheme precisely controlled (albeit stepwise) the laser beam fluence on 

target F given by: 
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F=E/A, 

where A is the laser beam 1je2 spotsize (i.e. average cross-sectional area) in the target 

plane. Note that fluence is the rp analog of cw irradiance. 

A fast computer-controlled shutter (Uniblitz, model 225LOAOZ5, 1 inch diameter 

aperture, 17 msec to fully open) defined the total number of laser pulses delivered to the 

target. Two beamsplitters BSJ and BS2 consisting of 4° CaF2 wedges (Janos Technology 

Inc., custom made) respectively provided two spatially-separated low-intensity reflections 

for diagnostic purposes. Finally, a 500 mm focal length CaF2 lens Ll (Janos Technology 

Inc., model A1404-150) focused the multi-line beam onto the target to a lje2 spotsize of 

ca. 0.7 x0.95 mm (single-line beam spotsize diameter: ca. 250 JJm) and a long focal depth 

relative to the sample thickness. Beam focal depth must be significantly greater than the 

ablation depth to be achieved (i.e. the sample thickness in the case of a "burnthrough" 

experiment) so that a relatively uniform beam spotsize (and consequently, constant beam 

fluence) exists during the entire course of the ablation. 

Careful control and accurate determination of the beam fluence F on target is critical 

to understanding rp laser ablation effects (cf. Section 3.1.2 for detailed discussion). Two 

laser beam diagnostic systems were deployed during the Helios model PCLI rp HF chemical 

laser ablation experiments to monitor laser beam parameters during ablation. These systems 

which are diagramed in Figure 8 included: 

1) a fast-response laser energy monitor determining beam energy Eon target during 

irradiation, and 

2) a laser beam profiler measuring laser beam irradiance distributions prior to 

irradiation. 

Average powers were also measured using a calorimeter-type power meter (Coherent Model 

210). Note that the limited number of laser beam diagnostics is indicative of the first 

generation rp ablation apparatus' primitive nature. 

The fast-response laser energy monitor consisted of an optically-filtered InAs detector 

(Judson Infrared Inc., model JI2-5AP-R250U) mounted on an aluminum integrating sphere 

(Chicago Float Works Inc.) whose inner surface had been sandblasted to readily diffuse 

light. A narrow bandpass filter centered at 2.9 J,&m (OCLI Inc., >.0 = 2.844 JJm, HBW = 
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0.270 J.'m) allowed only HF chemical laser wavelengths to read the detector. The pulse to 

pulse main beam energy E was monitored via one of the two spatially-separated reflections 

from BS2 passing through an entrance port on the integrating sphere. The amplified 

detector signal from the energy monitor was routed to a gated integrator module (Evans 

Electronics, model 4130A). The resulting "boxcar integrated" signal was digitized and 

stored by a LabMaster board/IBM personal computer combination (cf. Section 2.2.2.1.5 

for details). Note that the energy monitor only observed signal during actual sample 

irradiation (i.e. while the shutter was opened). The energy monitor was calibrated to a 

joulemeter (Gentec Inc., model ED200, accuracy: ±10%) placed in the main laser beam 

behind the target plane prior to each beam energy attenuation change. Eavg was defined 

as the average of the individually recorded pulse to pulse energies for each ablation 

experiment. 

A homemade translating slit laser beam profiler determined the laser beam irradiance 

distribution. This device was based on the design described above for profiling the cw 

laser beam (cf. Section 2.2.1.1.2). The beam profiler as diagramed in Figure 11 consisted 

of a stepping motor, a single axis translation stage (Newport Corp., model 421-1) whose 

micrometer translator was driven by the stepping motor, a homemade slit (slit width d: ca. 

25 J.'m) mounted on the translation stage, and an InAs detector (Judson Infrared Inc., model 

Jl25AP-R250U) mounted to a sandblasted aluminum integrating sphere with an entrance 

port through which the slit-apertured beam passed. The amplified detector signal was 

routed to a gated integrator module (Evans Electronics, model 4130A). The resulting 

"boxcar integrated" signal was digitized and stored by the LabMaster board/IBM personal 

computer combination (cf. Section 2.2.2.1.5 for details). In-house software plotted the 

digitized trace to the screen. Spotsize horizontal and vertical dimensions were defined as 

the beam waist dimension where the slit-integrated spatial beam profile signal fell to lje2 

(i.e. 13.5%) of the peak signal observed. The same software/hardware combination also 

drove the beam profiler stepping motor via a homemade interface designed around a 

stepping motor driver (Superior Electric Co., Slo-Syn Translator Module type STM 103 ). 

The aperture was typically stepped ca. 16 J.'m [(0.025 inch/revolution)x(25400J.'m/inch)x(l 

revolution/200 steps)x(5 steps)] or slightly greater than d/ 2. The beam profiler was 

mounted onto the micrometer-driven XYZ sample positioner (c/. section 2.2.2.1.3) for 
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Figure 11. RP HF CHEMICAL LASER TRANSLATING SLIT LASER BEAM PRO FILER. 
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precision positioning in the laser beam focal plane. Profiles were determined before and 

after an ablation experiment because real time spatial beam profiling was too difficult to 

implement. The beam profiling procedure consisted of recording the beam profiler signal 

(typically averaging 5 to 10 pulses) while stepping the 25 Jlm slit/detector combination 

across the horizontal (i.e. X axis) and vertical (i.e. Y axis) dimensions of the laser spot in 

the beam focal plane. Spatial beam profiles were qualitatively monitored using single pulse 

shots in sensitive thermal paper (Kentek Corp., Zap-It paper). The laser beam focal plane 

was determined just prior to beam profiling using the XYZ sample positioner to "step and 

shoot" a mounted piece of thermal paper along the laser beam axis (i.e. Z axis). Typically, 

the thermal paper was translated in increments of 0.025 inches (i.e. 0.63 mm) along the Z 

axis up to 0.150 inches (i.e. 3.8 mm) either side of the focal plane. This procedure also 

yielded a measured estimate of the laser beam depth of focus to confirm minimal A variation 

across the target thickness dimension. At high fluences, the outermost dimensions of the 

crater ablated in this thermal paper agreed to within -10% of the measured 1 I e2 spotsize 

thereby providing convenient and continual profile quality control. Thermal paper burn 

craters mapping out the spatial beam profile along the Z axis were recorded after every 

laser power-up for monitoring profile quality. Thermal paper ablation crater dimensions 

were determined in the same manner used for target ablation crater dimensions as described 

in Section 2.2.2.1.1.6. Spatial profiles were assumed to remain unchanged during a series 

of ablation experiments as implied by the consistent nature of thermal paper burn craters 

obtained throughout the series. Alignment telescope referencing techniques were identical 

to those described in Section 2.2.1.1.2 for the cw chemical laser experiments. 

2.2.2.1.3 Sample Mechanics 

The Helios PCLI rp chemical laser ablation apparatus was used to study cardiovascular 

tissues in multi-line HF mode and corneal tissues in multi-line and single-line HF mode. 

Cardiovascular tissue targets were classified, processed from bulk specimens (cf. Section 

2.4 for specimen preparation specifics) and stored for ablation in the same manner described 

in Section 2.2.1.1.3 for the cw laser ablation studies. Corneal tissue targets were processed 

from bulk specimens (c/. Section 2.4 for specimen preparation specifics) in the same manner 

as the cardiovascular tissue targets but with an additional intermediate step owing to the 
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fact that the cornea begins to swell almost immediately after death to as much as three 

times normal thickness (ca. 500 J,&m in the center of the cornea).l52l This swelling occurs 

because the epithelium's function of regulating corneal water content is compromised at 

death upon which surrounding fluid consisting of mostly water diffuses rapidly into the 

stroma causing the cornea to swell until it becomes saturated. Obviously, increased water 

content could seriously alter ablation results by effectively compressing the "true" spatial 

energy deposition profile thereby increasing the ablation rate ~P and decreasing the effective 

enthalpy of ablation Q"' for a given incident beam energy E. Fortunately, a simple technique 

used in corneal transplant procedures allowed restoration of normal corneal water content.(53] 

A corneal press was designed and fabricated consisting of two flat aluminum plates fly-cut 

to a smooth finish. Guide pins were mounted in one plate and receiving holes drilled in 

the other to prevent the two plates from counter-rotating during pressing from the screw 

action of a 2 inch C-clamp. This device literally pressed the excess water out of the cornea 

by compressing the cornea to a normal thickness of ca. 500 J,&m. This was defined by the 

thickness of a 0.020 inch (i.e. 508 J,&m) thick precision arbor shim (Precision Brand Products 

Inc., part number 24173) positioned betwwen the plates and concentric to the corneal 

specimen. Whole prepared corneas (cf. Section 2.4.2 for details) were defrosted a pair at 

a time from liquid nitrogen temperatures over a period of one to two hours in a refrigerator 

operating at approximately 6°C. Individual corneas were then gradually pressed over ten 

to fifteen minutes at room temperature. After pressing, ca. 4 mm diameter targets were 

bored out and stored for ablation in the same manner as the cardiovascular targets. Note 

that all targets were transferred to sample holders, ablated, and analyzed one at a time (as 

opposed to en masse during the cw ablation experiments) to ensure that each sample was 

exposed identically to air. This avoided potential scatter in the ablation performance data 

due to varying degrees of sample dehydration prior to ablation (e.g. the last sample in a 

loaded set of six being exposed the longest prior to ablation and therefore being the dryest 

upon laser exposure). Qualitative ablation observations of normally hydrated vs. fully 

dehydrated tissue confirmed that cardiovascular and corneal sample dehydration decreased 

the ablation rate ~P and increased the effective enthalpy of ablation Q"' presumably by 

increasing the overall spatial energy deposition profile. The "sliced-off cone" shape observed 

in punched out cardiovascular buttons (cf. Figure 7a in Section 2.2.1.1.3) was mimicked 
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in the corneal buttons but to a lesser degree as depicted in Figure 12a. Presumably, the 

more rigid nature of cornea vs. aorta minimized sample distortion during the cutting process. 

A typical HF multi-line laser beam lje2 spotsize in the focal plane is also indicated. 

The sample holder design used for the cw laser ablation studies (cf. Section 2.2.1.1.3 

and Figure 7b) had to be modified for the rp laser ablation studies as shown in Figure 

12b because recoil forces generated by the incident rp laser pulse would occasionally 

displace a sample voiding that ablation experiment. These sample holders were machined 

out of either aluminum or Teflon and designed to maintain constant sample position and 

orientation. No sample carousel was needed because of the individual manner in which 

samples were ablated. Sample holders were bolted to a rigid bracket attached to the XYZ 

sample positioner and aligned to the laser beam axis and focal plane as described in Section 

2.2.1.1.3. 

2.2.2.1.4 Sample Diagnostics 

Three sample diagnostic systems were deployed during the Helios model PCLI rp HF 

chemical laser ablation experiments to monitor sample responses during ablation. These 

systems (some of which are diagramed in Figure 8) included: 

I) a burn through detector indicating when the laser beam had ablated through the 

thickness of the sample; 

2) a video system visually recording the target ablation response; and 

3) a laser probe beam/detector combination monitoring spallation by detecting 

particles in the ablation plume (not shown in Figure 8). 

Attempts to record target reflectances at ablating HF chemical laser wavelengths did 

not yield high confidence results. The video system used was identical to that described 

previously in section 2.2.1.1.4. 

The burnthrough detector consisted of an optically-filtered lnAs detector (Judson 

Infrared Inc., model Jl2-5AP-R250U) mounted on an aluminum integrating sphere (Chicago 

Float Works Inc.) whose inner surface had been sandblasted to readily diffuse light. A 

narrow bandpass filter centered at 2.9 I-'m (OCLI Inc., >.0 = 2.844 I-'m, HBW = 0.270 I-'m) 

allowed only HF chemical laser wavelengths to read the detector. The amplified detector 
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signal from the burnthrough detector was routed to a gated integrator module (Evans 

Electronics, model 4130A). The burnthrough detector was mounted on a bearing assembly 

which allowed the operator to temporarily rotate the detector out of the laser beam axis 

to provide sample alignment with the rear alignment telescope. The amplified signal from 

the burnthrough detector was sent to a comparator circuit which would close the shutter 

at a predefined signal level terminating the ablation experiment. The rp version of HEL TST 

then determined and recorded the number of laser pulses required to achieve burnthrough 

(cf. next section for details). 

The laser probe system consisted of a 5 milliwatt (mW) He-Ne laser (Aerotech Inc., 

model OEM5R, random polarization) operating at 632.8 nm, a 100 mm focal length 25.4 

mm diameter CaF2 Iens, and a fast-response wide-area silicon (Si) detector [United Detector 

Technology, model PIN-lOOP, response time (to 67%): 50 nsec]. The He-Ne laser beam 

was oriented perpendicular to the HF laser beam. The lens was carefully positioned so 

that the He-Ne laser beam minimum waist was located directly in front of the target center 

at a point ca. 1 mm away from the target front surface. The time of flight plume attenuation 

spectrum was recorded by a 125 MHz digital oscilloscope (Lecroy Inc., model9400) triggered 

by the next available laser pulse. Typically, attenuation spectra were randomly recorded 

during the course of a given ablation experiment. 

2.2.2.1.5 Computer Control 

Experiment execution and data acquistion were computer-controlled. Grateful 

acknowledgment is given to Mr. Rick Menefee and Mr. Brendan Krenek for modifying 

software and hardware interfaces for executing these tasks in an rp mode. Electronic 

hardware was identical to that described in Section 2.2.1.1.5 for the cw ablation experiments 

with the addition of the gated integrator module (Evans Electronics, model 4130A) used 

to "boxcar integrate" the relatively short-lived rp ablation experiment signals prior to 

digitization. The control software was a modified version of the cw ablation experiment 

BASIC program named HEL TST authored by Mr. Rick Menefee. Figure 8 details how 

the HEL TST /Lab Master board/IBM PC XT system was interfaced to the experiment. The 

rp version of HELTST controlled the experiment in the same manner described in Section 
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Figure 12a. TYPICAL RP HF CHEMICAL LASER CORNEAL TISSUE ABLATION 

TARGET. 

Figure 12b. RP ABLATION BIOLOGICAL SAMPLE TARGET HOLDER. 
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Figure 13. DATA ACQUISITION TIMING SCHEME FOR FIRST GENERATION RP 

CHEMICAL LASER ABLATION APPARATUS. 

Panel I depicts the master clock trigger pulse. Panel 2 depicts the laser trigger pulse with 

variable delay time t0• Panel 3 depicts a detector signal (e.g. laser pulse.energy monitor, 

laser burnthrough monitor, laser beam profiler, etc.). Panel 4 depicts the gated integrator 

trigger pulse with variable delay time t 1. Panel 5 depicts the resulting integration window 

of variable time width t2• Panel 6 depicts the time period t3 (typically ca. 1.9 msec) over 

which the integrator would hold the integrated signal for subsequent digitization. Panel 

7 depicts the external input/output (1/0) trigger pulse with variable delay time t 4 whose 

trailing edge would initiate Lab Master board channel digitization. Panel 8 depicts the 

cascade of sample and hold/convert trigger pulses controlling A-D conversion on the 

various Lab Master A-D channels. 
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2.2.1.1.5. However, a straightforward timing scheme incorporating a master clock (HEL TST 

defined) as depicted in Figure 13 was imposed over the entire data acquisition framework 

to ensure proper data acquisition. 

2.2.2.2 Post- Irradiation Characterization 

Immediately after irradiation, the sample holder with the just-ablated intact target 

was detached from the XYZ sample positioner and placed under a microscope (American 

Optical Co., model number unavailable) for crater depth determination. A dial indicator 

(Plastic Contact Lens Co., model Q615-R1) mounted to the microscope sample translation 

stage calibrated the stage's position along the optical axis. The dial indicator gauge was 

graduated in increments of both 0.001 inch and 0.01 mm. Crater depths were determined 

by centering the crater in the microscope's field of view, focusing onto the target's front 

surface in the crater margin vincinity, and then focusing through the crater to the point 

at which the continually decreasing crater diameter was minimized yet remained in focus 

(i.e. the point at which the ablation receeding surface burned through the target rear 

surface). The difference in the recorded dial indicator readings for these two positions 

yielded the sample thickness. The reproducibility of the crater depth measurement at I OOx 

magnification was ca. ±20 j.'m. Crater depth values were recorded as the average of three 

measurements. Crater width and height at the sample front and back surface were recorded 

using the wide field erect image direct measuring scope described in Section 2.2.1.1.6. 

Post-irradiation photomicrographs of ablated samples were recorded immediately 

after sample thicknesses were determined. The automatic photomicrography system was 

identical to that described previously in Section 2.2.1.1.6. Front surface views were recorded 

for all ablated samples. Occasionally, ablated samples were sliced through the crater center 

to afford a cross-sectional view. Photomicrograph logs stored pertinent information such 

as target serial number, film frame number, subject matter, film speed, film exposure 

times, illumination conditions, etc. for subsequent photomicrograph analysis and quality 

control. 

Immediately after photomicrography, ablated samples were carefully transferred to 

a 2 ml cryovial (Wheaton Scientific, model 987531 Cryule vial) labelled with the target 

serial number. Cardiovascular samples were then either flash frozen in liquid nitrogen or 
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fixed in formalin (Tissue Path, buffered 1:10 dilution, catalog number 245-685) for 

subsequent histology. Corneal samples were fixed in a solution of 2.5% gluteraldehyde 

and I% paraformaldehyde in cacodylate buffer for subsequent histology. All samples were 

then catalogued in cryovial storage boxes (Revco) and appropriately stored. 

2.2.2.3 Lambda Physik RP HF Laser Ablation Apparatus 

The third series of HF chemical laser/tissue interaction experiments was the second 

of two separate studies exploring rp laser ablation of biological tissues. Figure 14 depicts 

the various subsystems which made up the second generation rp HF chemical laser ablation 

apparatus. The relatively low energy output of the Helios model PCLI forced the substitution 

of a more powerful rp HF chemical laser source. The increase in available laser pulse 

energy led to extensive apparatus refinements and additions. The apparatus' subsystems 

will be discussed in the following order: laser source, optical delivery system and laser 

beam diagnostics, sample mechanics, sample diagnostics and computer control system. 

Post-irradiation characterization procedures are also described. 

2.2.2.3.1 Laser Source 

The laser source was a rp Lambda Physik (LP) model EMG 204 excimer laser modified 

in-house to operate as an rp HF chemical laser based on the same chemical reaction scheme 

described previously for the cw HF /DF chemical laser (cf. Section 2.2.1.1.1 ). Grateful 

acknowledgement is given to Mr. Rick Menefee, Mr. Brendan Krenek, and Dr. Leif Fredin 

for their effort in converting the laser. The modifications included complete replacement 

of the laser cavity and the addition of a gas manifold and flow controls. The original 

power supply required no changes. Because the LP rp HF chemical laser was assembled 

as part of a separate project and for the most part, prior to the medical experiments 

described herein, only a brief description of the hardware alterations is presented. 

The LP rp HF chemical laser was operated in multi-line mode only. Typical HF 

multi-line output energies of ca. 800 mJ/pulse were readily attained. The laser beam at 

the output was quasi-rectangular measuring ca. 4 mm by 16 mm. Beam divergence was 

not measured. Figure 15 depicts the temporal profile (FWHM: ca. 200 nsec) as measured 

with a fast InAs detector and the LeCroy 125 MHz digital oscilloscope for the P2 ..... 1(8) and 
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Figure 14. LAMBDA PHYSIK RP HF CHEMICAL LASER ABLATION APPARATUS. 
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Figure 15. LAMBDA PHYSIK RP HF CHEMICAL LASER TEMPORAL PROFILE: P2 .... 1(8) 

P•air = 2.78 J.Lm) AND P1 .... o(8) P•air = 2.91 J.Lm) TRANSITIONS. 
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Figure 16. LAMBDA PHYSIK RP HF CHEMICAL LASER MULTI-LINE OUTPUT 

SPECTRA. 

The box immediately above the plot contains four grating-dispersed 

spatially-separated multi-line pulses sequentially shot onto white thermal paper near their 

focal plane. The thermal paper burns were recorded at the aperture mask. The multiline 

beam is dispersed in the horizontal direction; the four individual pulses are represented 

by the four rows of burns. Dark areas indicate regions of low to moderate fluence. White 

zones surrounded by dark areas indicate regions of high fluence sufficient to ablate the 

thermal paper exposing the interior (i.e. white) surface. 
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p1-+0(8) transitions at ).air= 2.78 and 2.91 ~m. respectively (the single-line grating scheme 

used to disperse the multi-line HF laser output is described below). Pulse repetition 

frequency (PRF) was continuously variable up to ca. 10Hz without reconfiguring vacuum 

lines for increased pumping capacity. The LP rp HF chemical laser was never operated 

in DF mode so no experimental results or observations are available. The higher beam 

energies made convenient beam visualization using thermal paper possible. 

Single-line mode operation was desirable, however it was feared that an intra-cavity 

grating made of conventional materials would not survive the high local intra-cavity 

fluences. As a result, a grating (cf. Section 2.2.2.1.2 for description and specifications) 

was deployed outside the cavity to disperse the LP rp HF chemical laser's multi-line output. 

The plot in Figure 16 depicts the energy distribution among the various individual HFt 

transitions ().multi=2.74 to 3.09 ~m) within the respective multi-line beam as a percentage 

of the total multi-line beam energy. Note that the majority of the multi-line energy resides 

in four P-branch transitions: P1-+0(8), P2-+1(7), P2-+1(8), and P2-+1(9) (cf. Table I for a more 

complete listing of fundamental HF chemical laser transitions). 

The gas feed mixture to the LP rp HF chemical laser was identical (i.e. gas type and 

specifications) to that described for the Helios model CLIV cw chemical laser (c/. Section 

2.2.1.1.1) except that 0 2 was not used. A He window purge was designed into both ends 

of the laser cavity to keep sulfur "crud" (generated from the electric discharge breakdown 

of SF6) from contaminating the high reflector and output coupler. Flow rates and the 

cavity geometry were sufficient to channel most of this sulfur "crud" away from critical 

surfaces and into the pump line. Gas flows were regulated and premixed with a homemade 

gas manifold using flowmeters (Dwyer Instruments Inc., models RMB51SSV, RMB50SSV 

and VFA2BV) and solenoid valves (Peter Paul Electronics Co., model 12207B2) in series. 

Cavity pressure was maintained at -26.0 inches of Hg (ca. 1300 N m-2 or 10 torr). The 

LP rp HF chemical laser was exhausted by the same vacuum pumping unit described in 

Section 2.2.1.1.1. 

Table 6 list the optimum operating parameters for the LP rp HF chemical laser. 

Volume flows are listed as both observed and actual volume flows. Observed volume flows 

are those values read directly from the flowmeters originally calibrated for standard air 
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and 1 atmosphere discharge pressure. Actual volume flows are the observed volume flows 

corrected for the feed gas specific gravity and discharge pressure. Approximate correction 

factors were determined using the following formulas[64): 

F 1 = F 0 X ( P standard/ P actua!Ji • 

F2 =Fox (Dair/Dgaa)i' 

where F 0 is the observed flowmeter reading, F 1 is the actual flow corrected for pressure, 

Pstandard is standard atmospheric pressure (i..&.... 1 atm or 14.7 psi), Pactual is the actual 

pressure at the flowmeter discharge (i.e. the cavity pressure), F 2 is the actual flow corrected 

for specific gravity, Dair is the specific gravity of air (i.e. I), and Dgaa is the specific 

gravity of the gas in a flowmeter originally calibrated for air. A mass flowmeter (Micro 

Motion Inc., model C-6-AF) also measured the SF6 gas flow (other feed gas mass flows 

were not measured). Note that after correcting for flowmeter discharge pressure and 

specific gravity, the SF6 actual volume flow of 1.3 cubic ft/hr converts to ca. 4.1 g/min 

which compares well with the measured SF6 mass flow rate of 4.2 gjmin. 

Table 6. LAMBDA PHYSIK RP HF CHEMICAL LASER OPTIMUM FEED GAS 

FLOW RATES 

Gas Flow Rate 

Gas observed volume flow actual volume flow mass flow 

cubic ft/hr cubic ft/hr ms s-1 g/min 

He 5.0 4.0 3xi0-6 ---

H2 0.5 0.6 5xi0-6 ---

SF6 9.5 1.3 I xi o-6 4.2 

Hewp <0.1 <0.08 6xi0-7 ---

The box in Figure 16 qualitatively depicts the "optimum" LP rp HF chemical laser 

beam spatial profile obtained by exposing white thermal paper to the grating-dispersed 

multi-line beam near the focus. The profile was quite irregular probably due to the 
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presence of shock waves propagating through the HF laser medium. An attempt was made 

to homogenize the beam using a home-made copper channel integrator (CI) based on 

published designsJ55,56] However, poor coupling along with damage to the CI polished 

optical surfaces resulted from optical breakdown in the vincinity of the CI entrance port. 

Time did not permit pursuing this approach and the effort was abandoned. Masking of 

the beam was chosen as the means for removing the inhomogeneities of the beam spatial 

profile. While convenient, a large fraction of the single-line beam energy had to be 

discarded thereby decreasing the maximum fluence limit. 

2.2.2.3.2 Optical Delivery System and Laser Beam Diagnostics 

As shown in Figure 14, the Lambda Physik rp chemical laser beam delivery system 

consisted of several optical components. The multi-line laser beam initially passed through 

a 2.0 inch diameter 4 mm thick CaF2 window BSJ (Janos Technology Inc., model Al405-533) 

angled slightly to the beam to provide overlapping low-intensity reflections of the beam 

for diagnostic purposes. Two high quality molybdenum (Mo) mirrors M 1 and M2 (Spawr 

Optical Research Inc., model IMo-021) oriented at near-normal angles to the laser beam 

steered the beam so that the beam would both lie in the experimental optical plane and 

strike the grating center. The multi-line beam passed through a 500 mm focal length 1.0 

inch diameter CaF2 lens Ll (Janos Technology Inc., model A 1404-150) before being 

dispersed by a grating [Milton Roy Co., model 35-53-04-440, blaze angle 88 : 36°52', blaze 

wavelength .X8 : 4.0 J,£m, groove density: 300 grooves/mm] located between LJ its focal 

point. focusing the grating-dispersed single-line beams in this manner allowed: I) thermal 

paper visualization of the individual single-line beams by increasing the beam fluence (cf. 

Box in Figure 16), and 2) a decrease in the distance from the grating necessary to resolve 

the individual single-line beams. The grating was mounted on a precision 360° rotation 

stage (Newport Corp., model 472) for convenient single-line beam selection and steering. 

A variable width aperture located near the focal plane of LJ masked the selected single-line 

beam to discard undesirable inhomogeneities in the beam's spatial profile. The beam then 

passed through some combination of attenuators consisting of 1.0 inch diameter 3 mm 

thick ZnSe windows (Janos Technology Inc., model A1205-232; 29% attenuation at 2.78 

J,£m, 35% at 2.91 J.'m), 3 mm thick fused silica windows (no specification available; 9% 
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attenuation at 2.78 J,Lm, I2% at 2.9I J,Lm) and I mm thick plain microscope slides (Scientific 

Products Inc., model M6130; 49% attenuation at 2. 78 J,Lm, 52% at 2.9I J,Lm). This attenuator 

scheme precisely controlled (albeit stepwise) the laser beam fluence on target F given by: 

F=E/A, 

where A is the laser beam 90% peak intensity spotsize (i.e. cross-sectional area) in the 

target plane. The beam passed through a 4o CaF2 wedge BS2 (Janos Technology Inc., 

custom made) and a 1.0 inch diameter I mm thick CaF2 window BS3 (Janos Technology 

Inc., model AI405-303) both angled slightly to the beam to provide low-intensity reflections 

of the apertured single-line beam for diagnostic purposes. A 500 mm focal length 1.0 

inch diameter CaF2 lens (Janos Technology Inc., model A 1405-533) then recollimated the 

diverging single-line beam. This was followed by a 150 mm focal length 1.0 inch diameter 

CaF2 lens (Janos Technology Inc., model A 1405-115) which focused the beam onto the 

target to a spotsize A of ca. 200 x 200 J.Lm and a long focal length relative to the maximum 

crater depth sought. Beam focal depth must be significantly greater than the ablation 

depth to be achieved so that a relatively uniform beam spotsize (and consequently, constant 

beam fluence) is maintained during the entire course of ablation. Finally, a fast 

manually-controlled shutter (specifications described in Section 2.2.1.1.2) defined the target 

exposure time to the laser beam. 

Careful control and accurate determination of the beam fluence F on target is critical 

to understanding rp laser ablation effects (cf. Section 3.1.2 for detailed discussion). Five 

laser beam diagnostic systems were deployed in the Lambda Physik rp HF chemical laser 

ablation experiments to monitor laser beam parameters during ablation. These systems 

which are diagramed in Figure 14 included: 

1) a laser energy monitor measuring the multi-line beam energy Emulti at the laser 

output, 

2) a laser energy monitor measuring the single-line beam energy E on target, 

3) a temporal pulse profile monitor measuring the single-line pulse width r, 

4) a wavelength distribution monitor measuring the laser beam spectral output, and 
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5) a laser beam profiler measuring the single-line laser beam irradiance/fluence 

distribution prior to and after irradiation. 

The multi-line beam energy monitor was a high-energy large-area joulemeter (Gentec 

Inc., model ED200, accuracy: ±I 0%) measuring the overlapping low-intensity reflections 

from BS1. The single-line beam energy monitor was a low-energy small-area 

microjoulemeter (Gentec Inc., model EDIOOA, accuracy: ±IO%). The unamplified detector 

output of both monitors was digitized and stored by a 125 MHz digital oscilloscope (LeCroy 

Inc., model 9400). Note that the multi-line and single-line beam monitors continously 

sampled Emulti and E respectively (i.e. independent of shutter status), allowing the operator 

to confirm normal laser operation just prior to target irradiation. The multi-line energy 

monitor was calibrated to a third joulemeter (Gentec Inc., model ED200, accuracy: ±I 0%) 

positioned between BS 1 and M 1. The single-line energy monitor was calibrated to the 

same joulemeter positioned just behind the target plane but amplified (Gentec Inc., model 

EDX-I amplifier, gain error: ±0.5%). 

The temporal pulse profile monitor consisted of a fast optically-filtered InAs detector 

(Judson Infrared Inc., model JI2-5AP-R250U) mounted on an aluminum integrating sphere 

(Chicago Float Works Inc.) whose inner surface had been sandblasted to readily diffuse 

light. A narrow bandpass filter centered at 2.9 J,'m (OCLI Inc., >.0 = 2.844 J,'m, HBW = 

0.270 J,'m) allowed only HF chemical laser wavelengths to reach the detector. The shot to 

shot single-line pulse width rP was monitored from overlapping low-intensity reflections 

from BS3 passing through an entrance port on the integrating sphere. The amplified 

detector signal from the temporal profile monitor was digitized and recorded by a I25 

MHz digital oscilloscope (cf. Figure I4). 

The wavelength distribution monitor consisted of a 0.3 m vacuum monochromator 

(Acton Research Corp., model VM-503), a stepping motor driver (Superior Electric Co., 

Slo-Syn Translator Module type STM103), and a mercury-cadmium-telluride (HgCdTe) 

detector (InfraRed Associates Inc., model HCT -I 00). The monochromator wavelength 

readout calibration was confirmed using the 4th (i.e. 4>.) and 5th (i.e. 5>.) diffracted orders 

of He-Ne laser operating at 632.8 nm (cf. Table 5). The amplified output from the HgCdTe 

detector was digitized and recorded by the 125 MHz LeCroy digitial oscilloscope. Typically, 

the monochromator was manually scanned in the >. region of interest via the stepping motor 
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driver while visually monitoring the detector output with the oscilloscope. 

A homemade translating pinhole beam laser beam profiler determined the laser beam 

irradiance/fluence distribution. The translating slit type of beam profiler described in 

Section 2.2.1.1.2 and 2.2.2.1.2 was abandoned because of concern over undetected 

inhomogeneities in the beam spatial profile. A translating slit integrates any intensity 

information across the dimension at which the slit is oriented. Very low fluence thermal 

paper burns during the Helios model PCLI HF chemical laser experiments indicated an 

asymmetric beam spatial profile with some detailed intensity structure that was only partially 

detected by the scanning slit laser beam profiler. As shown in the box in Figure 16, the 

LP rp HF laser multi-line spatial beam profile was quite assymetric and complicated. Only 

a laser beam profiler based on a scanning pinhole can accurately provide information on 

the detailed intensity structure of a laser beam.f57) 

The beam profiler consisted of 25 ~m diameter pinhole aperture (Newport Research 

Corp., model PH-25), a microjoulemeter (Gentec Inc., model ED200A, accuracy: ±10%), 

and a joulemeter amplifier (Gentec Inc., model EDX-1, gain error: ±0.5%). The pinhole 

was mounted 2 mm in front of the joulemeter detector area. The assembled beam profiler 

was mounted to the XYZ sample positioner. The amplified joulemeter output was recorded 

and averaged with the 125 MHz LeCroy model 9400 digital oscilloscope. Thermal paper 

burns were used to both qualitatively monitor the spatial beam profile and to determine 

the laser beam focal plane just prior to beam profile measurement as described in Section 

2.2.2.1.2. Alignment telescope referencing techniques were identical to those described in 

Section 2.2.1.1.2. The beam profile measurement consisted of precisely aligning the front 

surface of the pinhole aperture to coincide with the just determined laser beam focal plane 

using the XYZ sample positioner and the reference alignment telescopes. The joulemeter 

output was recorded and averaged using the digital oscilloscope while manually stepping 

the pinhole 25 ~m along the horizontal (i.e. X axis) and vertical (i.e. Y axis). A grid of 

12x12 data points (144 total) were collected roughly centered on the beam cross-section. 

XY data arrays were reduced to axonmetric and contour plots using commercial software 

(Macmillan Software Co., ASYST 2.0). The pinhole diameter d of ca. 25 ~m and the 

measured HF laser beam 1 I e2 dimension D of ca. 200 ~m indicated less than 1% error 

contribution to the beam profile measurement from the d/D ratio of 0.125.1"71 
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2.2.2.3.3 Sample Mechanics 

The LP rp HF chemical laser apparatus was used in single-line ablation studies of 

cardiovascular and corneal tissues. No multi-line ablation experiments were conducted. 

Ablation targets consisted of ca. 2 mm diameter tissue samples (i.e. "buttons") bored out 

from prepared bulk tissue specimens (c/. Section 2.4 for preparation specifics) using a 

Baker's biopsy punch (Baker-Cummins Pharmaceuticals, model 2mm). The target diameter 

was reduced to 2 mm from the 4 mm diameter size used in the cw and first generation rp 

experiments to increase the possibility of resolving any ablation performance dependence 

on target geographical origin and to more efficiently use the limited tissue bulk specimen 

resource. Furthermore, both cardiovascular and corneal tissue targets were processed one 

at a time (as opposed to en masse as described previously for the cw and first generation 

rp experiments) immediately before ablation. All cardiovascular targets came from a single 

segment of very normal proximal thoracic aorta of approximately I5 em length. Room 

temperature evaporation mass loss experiments for the 2 mm corneal buttons indicated 

significant dehydration occuring shortly after button excision. This had the potential to 

seriously scatter the ablation performance results in the manner detailed in Section 2.2.2.I.3. 

Therefore, targets were not excised until immediately before ablation and defrosted bulk 

specimens were stored at 6°C in between button excisions to minimize this experimental 

error. The sample holder was also redesigned to minimize target loading time thus avoiding 

further dehydration just prior to ablation. After experimenting with various prototypes, 

it became apparent that the cohesion between the 2 mm diameter buttons and a smooth 

Plexiglass surface was sufficient to adhere the minute mass in a vertical orientation while 

under low PRF rp laser irradiation. Targets were displaced due to rp ablation recoil forces 

very infrequently and only at the highest fluences (i.e. ca. II Jjcm2). The sample holder 

consisted of I 1 I6 inch thick Plexiglass with a single drilled hole for attachment purposes. 

The transparency of plexiglass eliminated the need for a rear sample surface viewing 

aperture for the rear alignment telescope further simplifying the design. 

2.2.2.3.4 Sample Diagnostics 

No real-time sample diagnostics were deployed. 
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2.2.2.3.5 Computer Control 

No computer control was used in this apparatus. 

2.2.2.4 Post- Irradiation Characterization 

Immediately after irradiation, the sample holder with the just-ablated intact target 

was detached from the XYZ sample positioner and placed under a microscope (Nikon Inc., 

model Labophot) for crater depth determination. The total crater etch depth was optically 

measured by focusing the microscope at the crater bottom followed by focusing at the 

sample front surface in the crater margin vincinity. The difference in the two positions 

as given by the microscope focusing mechanism dial calibrated in 2 J.Lm increments resulted 

in the total etch depth. The microscope eyepiece (Nikon Inc., model I OX Plan Achromat) 

and objective (Nikon Inc., model CFWIOx) combination provided a depth of focus of ca. 

I 0 J.Lm yielding an expected measurement accuracy of ca. ±5 J.Lm.(ss] The calibration of 

the microscope focusing mechanism dial was confirmed by optically measuring the thickness 

of various pieces of precision shim stock (Precision Brand Products Inc., part number 

25160) whose individual thickness were determined previously using a precision digital 

micrometer (Mitutoyo Inc., model MDC293, accuracy: ca. ±1 J.Lm). Table 7 lists the specified 

thickness, optically measured thickness and micrometer measured thickness and 

corresponding error ranges. 

Table 7. MICROSCOPE FOCUSING MECHANISM CALIBRATION 

specified thickness micrometer measured optically measured thickness 

thickness 

J.Lm (±10% accuracy) J.Lm ( ± 1 J,Lm accuracy) J.Lm (± 1 standard deviation) 

50 42 43 (± 4) 

100 115 113 (± 3) 

200 185 179 (± 5) 
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Post-irradiation photomicrographs of ablated samples were recorded immediately 

after sample thickness were determined. The automatic photomicrography system was 

identical to that described previously in Section 2.2.1.1.6. Front surface and crater bottom 

views were recorded for all ablated samples. Occasionally, ablated samples were sliced 

through the crater center to afford a cross-sectional view. Photomicrograph logs stored 

pertinent information such as target serial number, film frame number, subject matter, 

film speed, film exposure times, illumination conditions, etc. for subsequent 

photomicrograph analysis and quality control. 

Immediately after photomicrography, ablated sample were carefully transferred to a 

2 ml cryovial (Wheaton Scientific, model 987531 Cryule vial) labelled with the target serial 

number. Cardiovascular samples were then either flash frozen in liquid nitrogen or fixed 

in formalin (Tissue Path, buffered 1:10 dilution, catalog number 245-685) for subsequent 

histology. Corneal samples were fixed in a solution of 2.5% gluteraldehyde and 1% 

paraformaldehyde in cacodylate buffer for subsequent histology. All samples were then 

catalogued in cryovial storage boxes (Revco) and appropriately stored. 

2.3 Apparatus and Methods: Spectroscopic Studies 

During the course of the spectroscopic studies, biological tissue optical properties 

were investigated using three types of spectroscopy. Discussion of apparatus and methods 

wiii be divided along these lines. Subsection 2.3.1 describes the infrared (IR) spectroscopic 

studies of biological tissue. Subsection 2.3.2 describes the laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) 

spectroscopic studies of biological tissues. Subsection 2.3.3 describes the 

ultraviolet/visible/near-infrared (UV /Vis/NIR) spectroscopic studies of biological tissues. 

Discussion of the results obtained during these various studies are presented in Section 

3.2.3.2 (Optical Properties and Characteristics) and Chapter 4 (Laser-Induced Fluorescence 

Spectroscopy of Cardiovascular Tissues). 

2.3.1 Infrared Spectroscopy 

Infrared (IR) spectroscopic studies of biological tissues were conducted in conjunction 

with the HF /DF chemical laser ablation studies of biological tissues. The 

wavelength-dependent tissue absorptance AA and reflectance RA provides information on 
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the wavelength-dependent thermal coupling coefficient a~ under certain circumstances (cf. 

Sections 1.2.2.2 and 3.2.3.2 for detailed discussion). The optical absorption coefficient .., 

(actually, total attenuation coefficient if both absorption and scattering are present) provides 

information on the optical penetration depth c5~ and the energy deposition profile (cf. 

Sections 1.2.2.2 and 3.2.3.2). Grateful acknowledgement is given to Dr. Leif Fredin and 

Dr. Leanna Levine for their assistance in recording IR absorption spectra and to Mr. 

Brendan Krenek for his assistance in recording room temperature diffuse reflectance 

spectra. I would also like to thank Professor James W. Campbell and Dr. Darwin D. Smith, 

Jr. of the Rice University Biology Department for their generosity in providing equipment 

time and technical assistance with tissue sectioning. 

2.3.1.1 Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy 

Biological tissue IR absorption spectra were obtained using a Fourier transform 

infrared (FTIR) spectrophotometer (IBM Instruments, model IR-98/2A) operating in two 

different modes. Initially, absorption spectra were recorded using a direct transmission 

mode on prepared specimens of cardiovascular and corneal tissue. Subsequently, quantitative 

absorption spectra were determined using a calibrated attenuated total reflectance (A TR) 

mode on bulk samples of corneal and cardiovascular tissue. 

2.3.1.1.1 Direct Transmission Mode 

The measurement of absorption spectra in the mid-infrared spectral region 

(particularly in the 2.6-3.1 JJm output wavelength range of the HF chemical laser) is 

complicated by the presence of a very strong absorption band peaking at ca. 2.9 JJm due 

to the hydrogenic stretch vibrational excitation of the OH bond of water (the major chemical 

component of biological tissue). A "quick and dirty" analysis will describe the problem. 

Beer's Law states that: 

!~l =-In (1/10). 

where f~ is the wavelength-dependent extinction coefficient (units: per em, cm-1) and l 

is the pathlength or sample thickness (units: em), I is the transmitted intensity, and / 0 is 

the the incident intensity. The product !~l is known as the absorbance A (dimensionless). 

The typical maximum photometric accuracy of the FTIR spectrophotometer is slightly over 
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1 absorbance unit. Inhouse IR absorption measurements for liquid water have indicated 

peak absorption at).= 3396 cm-1 with absorption coefficient f~ of ca. 4500 cm-1,159] Taking 

biological tissue to be ca. 75% water (i.e. C = 0.75), one finds that a sample thickness l of 

up to ca. 3 JJ.m will result in A :s 1 at ). = 2.94JJ.m. Thus, quantitative IR absorption 

measurements of fully hydrated biological tissues will require extremely thin pathlengths 

(i.e. specimen thicknesses) for a spectrophotometer operating in direct transmission mode. 

Biological tissue sections were sliced using a microtome/cryostat (International 

Equipment Co., model 3342) operating at ca. -20 oc. Standard histological techniques (e.g. 

fixation, embedding, etc.) could not be used because they chemically alter the specimen 

therby compromising any spectroscopic measurements. Cross-sectional dimensions up to 

10 by 10 mm (i.e. slightly larger than the FTIR sample beam cross-sectional area) and 

thicknesses of ca. 10-20 JJ.m were routinely obtained. Sections of lesser thickness collapsed 

under their own weight during transfer and handling. Cardiovascular tissue sectioning 

was limited to bulk specimens in the "soft" stages (i.e. normal and fatty tissue) of 

atherosclerosis (cf. Table 3). Attempts to slice semi-rigid and rigid tissue only produced 

a fine powder. Defrosted bulk specimens cut to ca. 10 mm by 10 mm size were frozen 

onto cryostat cutting platforms and then flash-frozen in liquid nitrogen (LN2). The platform 

was then attached to the cryostat platform advance stage, the specimen's major surface 

was angled slightly to the plane of the razor, and the desired pass thickness was selected. 

The sections were then stored in labelled containers immersed in LN2• The bulk sample 

serial number, section serial number, section thickness, number of passes (to estimate the 

section's origin within the bulk specimen), and tissue type were recorded. Sections were 

defrosted just prior to spectroscopic evaluation. Defrosting consisted of transferring the 

section from its container to the sample cell window with fine-point tweezers cooled in 

LN2. Within seconds the sample would change from a frosty white (i.e. frozen) to a moist 

and slightly translucent appearance. Seconds afterwards, the entire sample would become 

highly scattering while appearing to dry out. Obviously, sections of such minute thickness 

were highly prone to rapid dehydration upon exposure to air at room temperature. This 

rapid dehydration phenomena therefore eased the maximum pathlength constraint estimated 

above. However, all control over the degree of sample hydration was lost save for a lower 

bound or dry (i.e. fully dehydrated of "free" water) state obtained by exposing the sample 
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to vacuum conditions for a sustained period of time. Direct transmission mode experiments 

could therefore provide only a first approximation to the "true" biological tissue absorption 

spectra. 

Initial direct transmission mode spectra were recorded using the first generation cell 

design depicted in Figure 17a. Two 2.0 inch diameter 0.25 inch thick KBr windows sealed 

both ends of the cell so that the sample would remain at atmospheric pressure and prevent 

excessive dehydration. The I 0 to 20 JJm thick section was mounted on a 1.0 inch diameter 

2 mm thick ZnSe window (Janos Technology Inc., model Al205-322) which was placed 

in a window holder and positioned halfway through the cell. The cell was then placed in 

the FTIR spectrophotometer sample chamber. The reference scan was taken with the 

complete cell assembled sans the thin section using wet air. The major drawback of the 

first generation design was the inability to determine the optical pathlength through the 

sample and thus extract quantitative measurements. 

The second generation direct transmission mode cell is illustrated in Figure 17b. This 

homemade demountable cell design consisting of two 1.0 inch diameter 2.0 mm thick ZnSe 

windows (same specification as above) sandwiched between two metal plates and separated 

by a precision arbor shim (Precision Brand Products Inc., assortment: model 25160) whose 

thickness was determined using the interference-fringe method.(so] Biological tissue sections 

were cut to measured arbor shim thicknesses plus an additional 5JJm. Sectioning the sample 

with a slight excess of material ensured good contact with the windows upon pressing and 

forced any trapped air pockets to the section periphery (i.e. outside the FTIR sample beam). 

Typically, I 00 scans were averaged at 2 cm-1 resolution to produce a FTIR absorption 

spectra. 

As mentioned previously, calcified plaque could not be sectioned with the cryostat. 

Therefore, a standard KBr pellet technique was employed to obtain qualitative absorption 

spectra. A calcified plaque specimen was allowed to dry out at room temperature. It was 

crushed with a mortar and pestle and allowed to further dehydrate. The plaque particles 

were then ground and mixed with KBr powder using an amalgamator (Crescent Dental 

Mfg. Co., model Wig-L-Bug). The mixture was placed in a die and compressed under 

vacuum to form a IR transparent disk using standard techniques. The KBr/plaque matrix 

disk was mounted in the FTIR sample beam and an IR absorption spectrum was recorded. 
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Figure 17a. FIRST GENERATION FTIR DIRECT TRANSMISSION MODE CELL. 

Figure 1 7b. SECOND GENERATION FTIR DIRECT TRANSMISSION MODE CELL. 
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2.3.1.1.2 Attenuated Total Reflectance Mode: Bulk Sample 

The attenuated total reflectance (A TR) IR spectroscopy technique is typically used 

to measure samples that absorb strongly in the IR spectral region without need for chemical 

or mechanical sample preparation. A detailed description of the A TR technique has been 

published by F .S. Parker who pioneered its application to bulk biological tissues.l611 Briefly, 

a biological tissue bulk specimen was placed on the reflecting interface of a high refractive 

index trapezoidal crystal through which the FTIR sample beam was passing via multiple 

internal reflections. The A TR IR spectrum was obtained from the attenuated FTIR sample 

beam which emerged from the crystal exit face. Typically, 100 scans were averaged at 4 

cm-1 resolution to produce a FTIR ATR spectra. Separately recorded ATR and direct 

transmission IR absorption spectra for Apeizon grease provided calibration curves for 

deriving absorption coefficients from the biological tissue A TR spectrum. 

2.3.1.2 Room Temperature IR Diffuse Reflectances 

Room temperature IR diffuse reflectances at two wavelengths were recorded using 

a homemade apparatus designed by Mr. Brendan Krenek. Figure 18 depicts the apparatus. 

A Nernst heater consisting of 2 mm diameter alumina tube wrapped in resistively heated 

20 gauge (ca. 0.032 inch diameter) nichrome wire served as lamp source. The diffuse light 

was masked by a homemade 0.125 inch diameter aperture serving as the object which the 

collection lenses imaged onto the sample. A chopper (Princeton Applied Research Inc., 

model 125A) modulated the diffuse beam. A 1.5 inch diameter 6 mm thick NaCl beam 

splitter (Janos Technology Inc., model A 1605-462) provided a low intensity reflection 

monitored by a PbSe detector (Infrared Industries Inc., model 5035) as a reference signal. 

The remainder of the IR radiation was collimated by a 1.5 inch diameter 75 mm focal 

length NaCl lens (Janos Technology Inc., model Al604-308) and imaged by a 1.5 inch 

diameter 150 mm focal length NaCJ lens (Janos Technology Inc., model Al604-315) onto 

the sample port plane of a diffuse gold-coated integrating sphere (Labsphere Inc., model 

IS-050-DG). A second PbSe detector (Infrared Industries Inc., model 5035) mounted to 

the integrating sphere monitored the sample diffuse reflectance. A baffle shielded the 

detector from direct reflections off the sample surface. A narrow bandpass filter centered 

at either ca. 2.9 11m [OCLI Inc., center wavelength {).0) = 2.844 11m, half bandwidth (HBW) 
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= 0.270 J'm] or ca. 3.8 I-'m (OCLI Inc., .>.o = 3.733 J'm, HBW = 0.500 J'm) allowed only 

wavelengths in the HF or DF chemical laser spectral range to respectively to reach the 

detector. The output of each PbSe detector was sent to separate lock-in amplifiers (Princeton 

Applied Research Corp., model 188) phased to the chopping frequency. The output of 

each lock-in amplifier was sent to a ratiometer (Princeton Applied Research Corp., model 

128A) which determined the signal to reference ratio. The ratiometer was calibrated to 

94% reflectance for the signal from a gold diffuse reflector (Labsphere Inc., model DSP-400) 

consisting of a gold electroplated aluminum substrate whose surface was roughened to 

readily diffuse light. The ratiometer zero level was set for the signal level measured for 

an empty sample port. Per cent diffuse reflectance values were then recorded for ca. I 0 

by 10 mm normal thoracic aorta, freshly-pressed cornea, three low diffuse reflectance 

standards (Labsphere Inc., models SRS-10-010, SRS-05-010, and SRS-02-010), my right 

index finger and the cornea of my right eye. 

2.3.2 Laser-Induced Fluorescence Spectroscopy 

Three experimental apparatuses were used during the laser-induced fluorescence 

spectroscopic studies of biological tissues. Section 2.3.2.1 describes the first apparatus 

based on a Raman spectrophotometer. The majority of our laser-induced fluorescence 

spectroscopic studies were conducted with the SPEX Raman spectrophotometer system. 

Grateful acknowledgement is given to Professor John Margrave for his generosity in 

providing extensive use of the Raman spectrophotometer system. The majority of these 

studies were conducted on bulk in vitro cardiovascular tissue specimens. However, some 

samples were prepared using the histological techniqu~s described in Section 2.3.1.1.1. 

Grateful acknowledgement is given to Professor James W. Campbell and Dr. Darwin D. 

Smith, Jr. of the Rice University Biology Department for their generosity in providing 

equipment time and technical assistance with tissue sectioning. 

2.3.2.1 Raman Spectrophotometer Fluorescence Apparatus 

The fluorescence apparatus based on the Raman spectrophotometer was operated in 

three configurations. Section 2.3.2.1.1 describes the configuration in which the excitation 

beam was oriented off -axis. Section 2.3.2.1.2 describes the configuration in which a single 
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Figure 18. ROOM TEMPERATURE IR DIFFUSE REFLECTANCE APPARATUS. 
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Figure 19. SPEX MODEL 1403 RAMAN SPECTROPHOTOMETER FLUORESCENCE 

APPARATUS IN OFF-AXIS EXCITATION CONFIGURATION. 
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on-axis optical fiber simultaneously carried the excitation beam to the sample and guided 

the fluorescence back to the spectrophotometer. Section 2.3.2.1.3 describes a hybrid 

configuration of the first two in which an optical fiber directed the excitation beam on-axis 

to the sample rear surface and the two lens collection system coupled the sample front 

surface fluorescence to the spectrophotometer. 

2.3.2.1.1 Off-Axis Excitation Configuration 

Figure 19 depicts the fluorescence apparatus based on a Raman spectrophotometer 

[Spex Industries Inc., model 1403 (monochromator focal length: 0.85 m, monochromator 

aperture: f /7 .8)] with the excitation beam oriented off -axis to the collection lenses. An 

argon-ion laser (Coherent Inc., model CR-4) provided discrete laser excitation wavelengths 

).ex in the visible spectral region of). = 454.5 to 528.7 nm (typically, ).ex = 457.9 nm). The 

prism-tuned single-line laser output was directed through a monochromator (Spex Industries 

Inc., model 1460 Lasermate) which dispersed and spatially filtered the laser output. This 

). filtering procedure was made necessary by the spectrophotometer's ability to detect low 

intensity laser tube plasma emission lines which contaminated early fluorescence spectra. 

A 1.0 inch diameter 100 mm focal length quartz lens Ll recollimated the diverging beam 

to a diameter of ca. 3 mm. The laser beam was then steered through a long pathlength 

(ca. 3 m) using argon-ion laser high reflector mirrors Ml, M2, M3 and M4 (Newport 

Research Corp., model DM.5) to allow any plasma emissions not removed by the 

monochromator to rapidly diverge from the laser beam path. A rotating polarizing filter 

(Vivitar Inc., model 35MM) continously attenuated the beam power. A 0.5 inch diameter 

64 mm focal length quartz lens L2 focused the laser beam to a spotsize of ca. 1 mm diameter 

onto the biological tissue specimen at an incident angle of ca. 45°. A calorimeter-type 

power meter (Scientech Inc., model 362) measured the excitation beam power to the sample 

at a point just behind the sample/focal plane (not shown in Figure 19) before recording 

a fluorescence spectrum. A second powermeter (Coherent Inc., model 210) calibrated to 

the first continously monitored the main beam power via a low intensity reflection from 

a 1.0 inch diameter 1 mm thick quartz window BS 1 functioning as a beamsplitter. 

Maintaining constant beam power was critical to avoid artificial intensity fluctuations 

during the course of recording a spectrum (typically over a period of ca. 10 minutes). 
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A 111 35 mm diameter 35 mm focal length quartz lens L3 (specifications unavailable) 

whose plane was parallel to the sample surface collimated the fluorescence diverging from 

the near-point source on the tissue specimen. A I /7.8 35 mm diameter 273 mm focal 

length quartz lens L4 (Optical Instruments Laboratory Inc., custom made) parallel to L3 

and aperture-matched to the monochromator focused the fluorescence onto the entrance 

slit. The two lens collection system was mounted to a precision five axis (i.e. XYZO¢ where 

9 is the colatitude and ¢ is the azimuth in the polar coordinate system; also referred to as 

pitch and yaw) consisting of a gimbal (i.e. 9¢) lens positioner (Oriel Corp., model 14501) 

mounted to single-axis (i.e. Z) translation stage (Newport Research Corp., model 420-1) 

mounted perpendicular to the plane of motion of a dual-axis (i.e. XY) translation stage 

(Newport Research Corp., model400). A meticulous two-part alignment procedure ensured 

maximum fluorescence signal throughput by: 1) centering the two lens collection system 

axis and sample alignment jig axis to the monochromator optical axis, and 2) defining the 

two lens collection system effective source plane for imaging the fluorescing sample surface 

onto the entrance slit plane. The first part consisted of defining the monochromator optical 

axis by removing the photomultiplier (PMT) assembly, setting the monochromator to the 

He-Ne laser output frequency (v = 15802.78 cm-1 for>.= 632.8 nm), and aligning a tracer 

He-Ne laser beam to enter dead-center on the exit slit and exit dead-center on the entrance 

slit. The 0.5 inch diameter sample aperture of kinematically-mounted front sample surface 

alignment jig attached to a dual-axis XZ translation stage was centered vertically and 

horizontally to the monochromator optical axis using the tracer beam. The two lens 

collection system was then centered on the monochromator optical axis using the tracer 

beam. The second part consisted of replacing the PMT assembly, closing all four 

monochromator slits widths d to ca. 10 J.'m width to protect the PMT, and coupling the 

He-Ne laser to an optical fiber. The end surface through which the He-Ne beam exited 

the optical fiber was centered in the sample aperture and aligned to coincide with the 

plane defined by the sample side of the front sample surface alignment jig. The two lens 

collection system and the sample surface alignment jig were then "walked" along the Z 

axis as indicated in Figure 19 until maximum PMT signal was obtained. The sample surface 

alignment jig XZ translation stage and the two lens collection system YZO¢ positioner 

micrometers were capped to prevent accidental repositioning. The off -axis excitation beam 
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was then centered in the sample aperture. 

The sample front surface was mounted flush to the sample surface alignment jig 

using an XYZ sample positioner (specifications unavailable). The majority of the studies 

were conducted on cardiovascular tissue bulk specimens. A brief study was also conducted 

using thin sections of cardiovascular tissue. These samples were sectioned, stored, and 

transferred using the techniques described in Section 2.3.1.1.1. The four variable width 

apertures (one entrance slit, two interior slits, and one exit slit) were maintained at 500 

Jjm width during fluorescence spectrum recording yielding a spectral bandpass of ca. 3.6 

cm-1 at v = 15454 cm-1 (i.e.>.= 647.1 nm) and ca. 7.1 cm-1 at v = 20492 cm-1 (i.e.>.= 

488.0 nm)J62] A PMT (Hamamatsu Inc., model RG758) thermo-electrically cooled to ca. 

-15°C detected the frequency-calibrated (units: wavenumbers, cm-1) dispersed output. The 

spectrophotometer was used in photon counting mode where PMT current pulses were 

amplified, converted and discriminated in a data acquisition module (Spex Industries Inc., 

model DM102). Fluorescence spectra were typically recorded using a 25 cm-1 scan 

increment, 1 s integration time, and scan range of 12000 to 24000 cm-1. A 

minicomputer/software control package (Spex Industries Inc., model Datamate) drove the 

monochromator and executed data acquisition and recording. Datafi1es were downloaded 

via an RS-232 interface to a personal computer (IBM Inc., model 5150) using inhouse 

software (cf. Appendix 5.2) for file transfer, storage, data analysis, and plotting. 

2.3.2.1.2 On-Axis Front Surface Excitation Configuration 

Figure 20 depicts the fluorescence apparatus based on the Raman spectrophotometer 

in the on-axis front surface excitation fiber optic configuration. All optical components 

were identical to those described in the previous section. The optical layout was identical 

to that described in the previous section with the exceptions depicted in Detail A in Figure 

20. A bare 600 Jjm core diameter plastic clad silica (PCS) optical fiber (Quartz Products 

Corp., model PCS 600) simultaneously channeled the excitation beam to the sample and 

the resulting fluorescence back to the collection lenses. Both optical fiber ends were 

cleaved and then polished on a faceting machine (Graves Co., model Mark IV). The optical 

fiber end was polished using a 1200 grit flat disc followed by 1.2 Jjm grit tin oxide abrasive 

disc (Moyco Inc., model SN0012) followed by a 0.3 Jjm grit aluminum oxide abrasive disc 
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(Moyco Inc., model AL0003) in a stepwise fashion to produce a high quality optical surface 

normal to the optical fiber axis. The optical fiber spectrophotometer end was mounted to 

a precise XYZ positioner (Newport Research Corp., model F-91-Cl) using a fiber chuck 

(Newport Research Corp., model FPH-DJ). The spectrophotometer end was centered in 

the sample alignment jig aperture to function as a fluorescence near-point source for the 

two lens collection system. The laser excitation beam was coupled to the optical fiber 

spectrophotometer end via one of the two low intensity focused refJections from BSJ (for 

clarity, only one refJection is shown in Detail A of Figure 20). The calorimeter-type 

power meter described above measure the excitation beam power to the sample at the 

optical fiber sample end before and after recording a fluorescence spectrum. The second 

powermeter (described above) calibrated to the first continuously monitored the excitation 

beam power using the main beam passing through BS 1 during spectrum recording. 

Two types of optical fiber/sample coupling schemes were implemented. The optical 

fiber sample end for both coupling schemes was attached to a XYZ positioner (specifications 

unavailable) via an optical fiber chuck (Newport Research Corp., model (Newport Research 

Corp., model FPH-DJ) for precision positioning on the bulk sample surface. Detail B in 

Figure 20 illustrates the simple end-on approach where the optical fiber axis was oriented 

perpendicular to the sample surface plane. The excitation beam passed through the optical 

fiber surface in contact with the sample (i.e. the optical fiber sample end) and the 

fluorescence passed back through the same optical fiber surface. Detail C in Figure 20 

illustrates the more sophisticated side-on approach where the optical fiber axis was oriented 

parallel to the sample surface plane. This orientation was deemed necessary for in vivo 

deployment given the cylindrical geometry of the human arterial system and the need to 

be able to evaluate tissue type in the peripheral field to avoid "tunnel vision." A bare 600 

jlm core diameter PCS optical fiber (same specifications as above) was polished in the same 

manner described above except with the sample end termination plane oriented at 45° to 

the optical fiber main axis. Aluminum was flash evaporated onto the 45° facet to form a 

mirrored surface. Grateful acknowledgement is given to Mr. James Hooten and Professor 

Frank Tittel of the Rice University Electrical Engineering Department for providing 

equipment time and technical assistance during the aluminum coating process. The 

aluminum mirror coating then reflected the excitation beam arriving from the 
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Figure 20. SPEX MODEL 1403 RAMAN SPECTROPHOTOMETER FLUORESCENCE 

APPARATUS IN ON-AXIS FRONT SURFACE EXCITATION CONFIGURATION. 
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monochromator end 90° through the fiber wall. Fluorescence in turn passing through the 

fiber wall was reflected 90° by the aluminum mirror back up the optical fiber axis towards 

the monochromator end. 

2.3.2.1.3 On-Axis Rear Surface Excitation Configuration 

Figure 21 depicts the fluorescence apparatus based on the Raman spectrophotometer 

in the on-axis rear surface excitation fiber optic configuration. All optical components 

were identical to those described in the previous two sections. However, the sample end 

of the optical fiber was mounted to a translation stage (Newport Research Corp., model 

420-1) using a fiber chuck (Newport Research Corp., model FPH-DJ). A 1.0 inch 1 mm 

thick quartz window was positioned between the sample and the sample front surface 

alignment jig. The sample front surface was defined by the quartz window rear surface 

to maintain its position relative to the collection lenses during optical fiber penetration. 

The translation stage was carefully advanced until the optical fiber tip just contacted the 

sample rear surface (i.e. the zero point origin). Fluorescence spectra were recorded as a 

function of distance travelled from the origin position. The optical layout was identical 

to that described in the previous section with the exceptions depicted in Detail A in Figure 

21. This configuration was a hybrid of the two configurations just described. An optical 

fiber channeled the excitation beam to the sample rear surface and the two lens collection 

system coupled the fluorescence emanating from the sample front surface to the 

monochromator. 

2 .3.3 Ultra-violet/Visible/Near- IR Spectroscopy 

Ultraviolet/Visible/Near-IR (UV /Vis/NIR) studies of cardiovascular tissues were 

conducted in conjunction with the LIF studies of cardiovascular tissues. All samples 

originated from bulk specimens in the "soft" stages (i.e. normal and fatty tissue) of 

atherosclerosis (c/. Table 3). The wavelength-dependent transmittance T>. and reflectance 

R>. were measured to determine their influence on tissue fluorescence. Additionally, brief 

preliminary studies unrelated to the LIF studies were conducted on corneal tissue. Grateful 

acknowledgement is given to Mr. Kevin Jong for his assistance in recording UV /Vis/NIR 

absorption spectra and to Professor James W. Campbell and Dr. Darwin D. Smith, Jr. of 
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the Rice University Biology Department for their generosity in providing equipment time 

and technical assistance with tissue sectioning. 

A UV /Vis/NIR spectrophotometer (Perkin-Elmer Corp., model 330) was used in 

either a direct transmission or integrating sphere configuration. The direct transmission 

configuration consisted of placing the sample in the sample beam to measure the direct 

transmittance Tdirect (as opposed to diffuse transmittance Tdiffuse>· Figure 22 depicts the 

integrating sphere configuration used to determine total transmistance Ttotal (i.e. T direct 

plus T diffuse) and the diffuse reflectance Rdiffuse· The direct transmittance mode and total 

transmittance mode were internally calibrated during the spectrophotometer automatic 

start-up sequence. The integrating sphere (Perkin-Elmer Corp., model H210-2101) in 

reflectance mode was calibrated using low and high diffuse reflectance standards [National 

Institutes of Standards and Technology (formerly National Bureau of Standards), standard 

number 2021 and 20 19a, respectively]. 

All samples were sectioned, stored, and transferred using the techniques described 

in Section 2.3.1.1.1. Sections were loaded into a homemade demountable cell design quite 

similar to that depicted in Figure 17b for the FTIR direct transmission studies. Two 1.0 

inch diameter 0.0625 inch thick Suprasil W2 quartz windows (Heraeus Amersil Inc., part 

number unavailable) defined the sample outer boundaries. Precision arbor shims (Precision 

Brand Products Inc., assortment: model 25160) with thicknesses of ca. 25, 50, 75, 100, 200 

and 300 J,£m defined the sample pathlength l. Biological tissue sections were cut to arbor 

shim thicknesses plus an additional 5J,£m. Sectioning the sample with a slight excess of 

material ensured good contact with the windows upon pressing and forced any trapped air 

pockets to the section periphery (i.e. outside the FTIR sample beam). Spectrophotometer 

measuring conditions are listed in Table 8. The spectrophotometer was driven by a personal 

computer (IBM Inc., model 5150) via a homemade RS-232 interface. Inhouse software 

(cf. Appendix 5.3) set spectrophotometer measuring conditions, controlled data acquisition, 

and recorded data to floppy disk. 
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Figure 21. SPEX MODEL 1403 RAMAN SPECTROPHOTOMETER FLUORESCENCE 

APPARATUS IN ON-AXIS REAR SURFACE EXCITATION CONFIGURATION. 
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Figure 22. PERKIN-ELMER MODEL 330 UV /Vis/NIR SPECTROPHOTOMETER 

INTEGRATING SPHERE CONFIGURATION: TRANSMISSION AND REFLECTANCE 

MODES. 
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Table 8. PERKIN-ELMER MODEL 330 UV /Vis/NIR SPECTROPHOTOMETER 

MEASURING CONDITIONS. 

units UV-Vis Region NIR Region 

wavelength range nm 200-878 878-2500 

response time s 2 2 

slit width as given fixed: 2 nm servo: gain = 2 

scan speed nmjmin 120 480 

2.4 Methods: Bulk Tissue Preparation, Handling and Storage 
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Cardiovascular (mostly human, limited rabbit and dog) and corneal bulk tissue 

specimens were used during the course of this work. Grateful acknowledgement is given 

to Dr. Michele Sartori of Baylor College of Medicine for providing cardiovascular specimens 

and to the Lions Eyes of Texas Eye Bank for providing whole eye specimens. Bulk 

specimens were transferred in insulated styrofoam containers over crushed ice to our 

laboratory within hours of being harvested. Processing procedures differed significantly 

between the various kinds of tissue specimens. Finally, grateful acknowledgement is given 

to Dr. Alemka Kisic and the Rice Univeristy Biochemistry Department for their generosity 

in allowing our use of their biological waste disposal facilities .. 

All human cardiovascular bulk specimens were harvested from human donors from 

48 to 72 hours postmortem by Dr. Michele Sartori. The very few rabbit and dog bulk 

specimens used were harvested within 30 minutes postmortem by Dr. Michele Sartori. A 

logbook record was kept of the donor serial number, time of death, time of specimen 

harvesting, time of specimen delivery, description of bulk specimen gross appearance, and 

donor history (when provided). Human aortic segments were typically 20 to 30 em long 

and included the ascending aorta, the aortic arch, and the thoracic aorta. Coronary artery 

segments were anywhere from I to 10 em long and originated from the right coronary 

artery, the left coronary artery, the left anterior descending artery, and/or the circumflex 

artery. Corresponding animal arterial segments were much shorter. Typically, 

cardiovascular bulk specimens arrived bloodied and with substantial connective tissue still 
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attached. All connective tissue was carefully dissected away from the outside of the artery 

excercising care to not puncture the arterial wall. Long arterial segments were cut into 

lengths of ca. 4 em and then sliced open longitudinally. Both sides of the artery were 

rinsed thouroughly with deionized water (to remove any blood and loose debris) and patted 

dry. Tissue types within the subsegment were identified using the scheme listed in Table 

3. The subsegment was catagorized by the majority tissue type present, assigned a serial 

number, placed into a labelled borosilicate glass vial (see warning below!) or 2 ml 

polyethylene cryostorage vial (Wheaton Scientific Inc., model 985731), flash-frozen in LN2, 

and then stored in a LN2 cryostorage system (Taylor-Wharton Inc., refrigerator: model 3K; 

inventory system: model CS-0303). We found that stress fracture formation during the 

flash-freezing process was minimal when the subsegment was stored in its original tube 

shape. A logbook record was kept of the subsegment serial number, tissue types present, 

donor tissue type and serial number, vial storage date, and vial removal date. 

WARNING: The reader is advised that using glass vials in a LN2 refrigerator is 

extremely hazardous and not recommended. Glass vials were used only because a supplier 

of sealable polypropylene cryostorage vials with inner diameters greater than 8 mm could 

not be located. This small diameter was sufficient for passing coronary arteries but could 

not pass the larger diameter aortic subsegments. During the course of this work, one glass 

vial exploded presumably because of rapid pressure buildup from boiling LN2 trapped 

inside the glass vial during defrosting to room temperature. I can only assume that LN2 

got into the vial via vial tip page, accidental LN2 overfilling of the refrigerator, 

recondensation of LN2 through a leaking cap seal, or some combination of the above. 

Fortunately, no one was in the immediate vincinity during the explosion and no injuries 

occurred. Upon removal from the LN2 refrigerator, any LN2 inside the vial could not be 

observed because of instantaneous and excessive frost buildup on the outside vial wall 

upon exposure to ambient air. Note that the force of the explosion propelled glass shrapnel 

through heavy cardboard containers within a 20 em radius. A glass shard was found 

embedded in the inside wall of a cardboard mailing tube opposite the wall through which 

the shard had entered. Glass shards were found up to 8 m distance from the explosion 

site. Any vial to be defrosted from LN2 temperatures must be immediately cracked opened 

upon removal from LN2 temperatures and placed behind a blast shield until defrosting is 
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complete. 

All human whole eye bulk specimens were enucleated 2 to 8 hours postmortem and 

transported to the Lions Eye Bank for refrigerated storage. Human whole eye specimens 

were typically received 48 to 72 hours postmortem stored over a small volume of water. 

A logbook record was kept of the donor serial number, time of death, time of enucleation, 

time of specimen pickup. The Donor Information Form provided with the bulk specimens 

by the Lions Eye Bank thoroughly detailed the donor history. Whole eyes were processed 

within 8 hours of receipt. The epithelium was carefully scraped away from the cornea 

using the trailing edge of a razor. The cornea and approximately 1 to 2 mm of scleral rim 

were carefully dissected from the whole globe. Adhering fragments of the iris were 

removed and the cornea was rinsed with deionized water to remove debris and viscous 

fluid. Paired corneas from a single donor were assigned a serial number, placed into a 2 

ml polyethylene cryostorage vial (Wheaton Scientific Inc., model 985731 ), flash-frozen in 

LN2, and then stored in a LN2 cryostorage (same specifications given above). We found 

that stress fracture formation during the flash-freezing process was minimal when the 

cornea was stored with its original curvature preserved (i.e. cornea outside surface pressed 

against the vial inside wall). A logbook record was kept of the subsegment serial number, 

donor serial number, vial storage date, and vial removal date. 



3 HF /DF CHEMICAL LASER/TISSUE INTERACTIONS WITH BIOLOGICAL 

TISSUES 

3.1 Introduction 
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As suggested by the three apparatuses described in Chapter 2, the hydrogen 

fluoride/deuterium fluoride (HF /DF) chemical laser/tissue interaction experiments 

occurred in three stages. The first stage of our studies explored continuous wave (cw) 

HF /DF laser ablation of cardiovascular tissue using the ablation apparatus described in 

Section 2.2.1.1. Preliminary multi-line DF and single-line HF (incident laser wavelength 

). = 2.91 J,Lm) laser ablation studies were conducted. It became apparent that undesirable 

laser effects accompanied cw mid-infrared (mid-IR) laser ablation of biological tissue, 

primarily in the form of "charring" (i.e. the pyrolytic formation of carbon), causing extensive 

thermal damage to surrounding tissue. The experimental series continued but was limited 

to obtaining baseline data and information on biological tissue ablation performance. Our 

attention then focused on the repetitively pulsed (rp) waveform regime, expecting that 

laser-induced thermal damage effects would be reduced. 

The second stage of our studies explored rp HF laser ablation of cardiovascular and 

corneal tissue using the first generation rp ablation apparatus described in Section 2.2.2.1. 

Preliminary multi-line laser ablation studies were conducted on cardiovascular tissue. 

Preliminary single-line().= 2.91 J,Lm and 2.78 J,Lm) HF laser ablation studies were conducted 

on corneal tissue. Experimental difficulties with the laser source of the first generation 

apparatus forced the development of the second generation apparatus. 

The third stage of our studies explored rp HF laser ablation of cardiovascular and 

corneal tissue using the second generation rp ablation apparatus described in Section 2.2.2.2. 

Single-line (). = 2.91 J.Lm and 2.78 J,Lm) HF laser ablation studies were conducted for 

cardiovascular and corneal tissue. 

This chapter contains four sections. Section 3.2 describes the physics and chemistry 

of laser/tissue interactions and presents the results of infrared spectroscopy studies on 

cardiovascular and corneal tissue. Section 3.3 presents the results of the cw HF /DF laser 

ablation studies of cardiovascular tissue. Section 3.4 presents and discusses the results of 

the rp HF laser ablation studies of cardiovascular and corneal tissue. The lion's share of 
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the experimental effort was devoted to obtaining and analyzing the data presented in 

Section 3.4.2 (RP HF Laser Ablation: Lambda Physik RP HF Laser Experiments). 

Consequently, discussion in Section 3.3 (CW HF /DF Laser Ablation) and Section 3.4.1 (RP 

HF Laser Ablation: Helios PCLI HF Laser Experiments) is abbreviated because of the 

preliminary nature of these results. 

3.2 Interaction Physics and Chemistry 

Laser effects on tissues depend strongly on the spatial and temporal energy distributions 

produced both at the surface and in-depth by incident laser irradiation. These energy 

distributions within the target space are referred to collectively as the energy deposition 

profile. This profile is a function of: 

1) laser and interaction parameters (wavelength, irradiance (cw) or fluence 

(rp ), pulse waveform, irradiated spot size, angle of incidence, etc.]; 

2) tissue characteristics (chemical composition, microstructure, optical 

properties, thermal properties, mechanical properties, pyrolysis 

mechanisms and kinetics, stress distributions and responses, etc. --- these 

characteristics may transiently or permanently change as tissue is heated, 

pyrolyzed, and ablated); 

3) ablation plume characteristics (chemical composition, geometric structure, 

optical properties, onset and temporal evolution, etc. --- these 

characteristics may change over the timescale of the irradiation and/or 

pulse to pulse); and 

4) environment (pressure, humidity, flowfield, etc.). 

The following subsections discuss HF /DF chemical laser/biological tissue interactions, 

emphasizing the second generation rp HF laser (RP HF II) ablation studies, as well as laser, 

tissue and plume characteristics pertinent to laser angioplasty and corneal microsurgery. 

The discussion of results for human cardiovascular and corneal tissue are presented in 

parallel. 
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3.2.1 Energetics and Phenomenology 

During and subsequent to a laser/tissue interaction, the energy content of the incident 

laser beam is redistributed among a number of possible energy channels. The relative 

distribution depends upon the spatial and temporal evolution of the energy deposition 

profile and the manner in which the profile interacts with the material and vice versa. 

Figure 23 depicts a surface energy balance model[63] for a thermal one-dimensional {1 D) 

laser interaction with an ablating material such as biological tissue. The energy balances 

are given in terms of energy fluxes per unit area (energy per unit time per unit area; units: 

kW jcm2). Referring to Figure 23, aA is the wavelength-dependent (possibly 

irradiance-dependent) thermal coupling coefficient (dimensionless); I is the incident laser 

irradiance; /RAD, I coNY• /IDA• I COND• and /RT are loss irradiances (RAD: radiative, CONV: 

convective, IDA: in-depth absorption, COND: conductive, RT: radial transport); rh is the 

mass loss rate per unit area [units: g/(cm2·sec)]; HMR and HT are enthalpies (MR: mass 

removal, T: solid material raised to temperature Ts ; units: kJ/g); and Ts is the surface 

temperature. The thermal coupling coefficient aA is the fraction (i.e. 0 ~ aA ~ I) of the 

incident laser energy that is converted into thermal effects in the material. Photochemical 

or other non-thermal effects need not be considered because they cannot be produced with 

mid-IR lasers at the irradiance and fluence levels used in these experiments. /RAD represents 

reradiation losses from beneath the beam-impact area. I CONY represents convection losses 

to the tissue target environment. fxoA represents irradiance losses to in-depth absorption 

by tissue beneath the receding (i.e. ablating) surface. I coND represents conduction losses 

into tissue beneath the receding surface. /RT represents radial transport losses due to 

two-dimensional losses (scattering, radial conduction, etc.). rhHMR represents the areal 

energy flux carried by removed material away from the ablation surface. rhHT represents 

the areal energy flux heating the ablation surface by tissue that is heated to temperature 

Tg. 

The enthalpy of mass removal HMR is the average enthalpy required to generate 

ablation products (i.e. vapor species, particles, etc.) with their enthalpy content from the 

tissue under ambient conditions prior to laser irradiation. In-depth absorption results in 

a loss of energy from the ablation surface, but it also may generate in-depth pyrolysis 

which often is accompanied by spallation (also referred to as "chunking" or discrete mass 
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Figure 23. SURFACE ENERGY BALANCE MODEL FOR A THERMAL 

ONE-DIMENSIONAL LASER/TISSUE INTERACTION. 
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removal) as a mechanism of mass removal. This spallation may decrease HMR significantly 

from the value it would have for equilibrium thermochemical ablation.l48] Plume species 

(atoms, molecules, particles, and plasma) may absorb and/or scatter the incident laser beam, 

thereby decreasing a>. from its transparent plume value. 

The simplest ("ideal") case occurs when all irradiance losses are negligible and the 

ablation plume does not interact with the incident laser beam (i.e. the ablation plume does 

not absorb the incident laser light appreciably and/or develops after the laser plume has 

ceased). Then, the wavelength-dependent effective enthalpy of ablation Q\ (defined to 

be the amount of incident laser energy required to remove a unit mass of material; units: 

kJ/g) is determined by the two fundamental material parameters HMR and a>. : 

(I) 

The enthalpy of mass removal HMR for tissue can be estimated from the enthalpies 

of mass removal HMR TA i for thermochemical ablation (T A) of constituent materials (i: . . 
water, elastin, collagen, etc.) with mass fractions ni : 

HMR TA tissue ll::l L niHMR TA i . 
J t I t t 

(2) 

In laser /tissue interactions, thermochemical ablation is the process of generating vapor 

phase ablation products in a state of thermochemical equilibrium at the plume temperature 

(which may be different from the irradiated surface temperature) from condensed phase 

reactants of in vitro biological tissue at room temperature [i.e. T s:::s 2YC; in vivo application 

would require the use of physiological temperature (i.e. T s:::s 3rC), which would decrease 

the HMR,TA values in the following analyses by ~ 0.1 kJ/g]. 

Given Equation (2), for noncharring (i.e. non-carbon forming), nonspalling normal 

aortal tissue (the cardiovascular tissue type used in these ablation experiments), two primary 

constituent materials [water (n1 s:::s 0.72) and proteins (n2 s:::s 0.25) with trace amounts of 

mucopolysaccharides, salts, etc.] must be considered.l64] The enthalpy of mass removal of 

water is equal to the change in enthalpy required to change liquid water from a state of 

room temperature at atmospheric pressure to a state of boiling temperature (T = 1 00°C) 

at atmospheric pressure plus the enthalpy of vaporization at T = I oooc: HMR,TA,water = 2.6 

kJ/g.l65] This enthalpy value probably is a lower limit for HMR,TA,water due to: I) the 
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presence of "bound water," which is associated with collagen and other proteins,f66) and 2) 

the likely possibility that the plume temperature is higher that T = I oooc. The enthalpy 

of mass removal of proteins probably is similar to that for thermal laser ablation of other 

noncharring organic polymers: HMR1TA1proteina R:l 5 kJ/g.l671 Combining information on 

constituent mass fractions and enthalpies of mass removal leads to the overall estimate: 

HMR1TA1aorta R:l 3.3 kJ/g. The value of HMR TA for fatty aorta and non-calcified 
I 

atherosclerotic plaque (cf. Table 3 in Chapter 2 for classification scheme details) is probably 

similar to the value for normal aorta. However, the value of HMR TA for calcified 
I 

atherosclerotic plaque is expected to be much larger since the inorganic constituents of 

calcified plaque (calcium hydroxyapatite, etc.) are more refractory than soft tissue materials. 

The difference in chemical composition for human corneal vs. cardiovascular tissue 

leads to a slightly different estimate for HMR TA cornea· For noncharring, nonspalling corneal 
I I 

tissue, two primary constituent materials [water (n 1 R:l 0.78) and proteins (n2 R:l 0.20) with 

trace amounts of mucopolysaccharides, salts, etc.] must be considered.1681 The enthalpy of 

mass removal of water HMR TA water equals 2.6 kJ/g, as described above. The enthalpy of 
I I 

mass removal of proteins HMR 1TA 1proteina is assumed to be ca. 5 kJ/g, as described above. 

Combining information on constituent mass fractions and enthalpies of mass removal leads 

to the overall estimate: HMR TA cornea R:l 3.1 kJ/g (slightly lower than HMR TA aorta R:l 3.3 
J I I I 

kJ/g). 

The thermal coupling coefficient a~ can be estimated given certain conditions. For 

an absorbing, low-scattering tissue with transparent plumes, a~ is equal to the wavelength 

dependent tissue absorptance A~ and is related simply to the wavelength-dependent 

reflectance R~ : 

(3) 

Time-resolved reflectance measurements on normal human aorta tissue during cw HF 

chemical laser ablation (cf. Section 3.3.1) indicate that a~ is large (i.e. ~ 0.9). It is likely 

that the wavelength-dependent coupling coefficients of human aortal and corneal tissue 

during rp HF chemical laser ablation also are large. Room temperature diffuse reflectance 

and absorption measurements on normal human aorta and cornea (cf. Section 3.2.3.2) offer 

indirect evidence for this. 
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Combining the values HMR1TA1aorta tid 3.3 kJ/g and a~ tid 0.9 provides a "baseline" 

estimate for the effective enthalpy of ablation for normal aorta Q* ~aorta tid 3.6 kJ/g. 
I 

Likewise, combining the values HMR1TA1comea tid 3.1 kJ/g and a~ tid 0.9 provides a "baseline" 

estimate for the effective enthalpy of ablation for cornea Q* ~cornea tid 3.4 kJ/g. Deviations 
I 

from this "baseline" value of Q·~ may reveal unusual mechanisms and processes. For 

example, Q\aorta ,. 3.6 kJ/g and Q\,cornea ,. 3.4 kJ/g may be associated with large 

irradiance losses and/or with charring; if carbon char forms, it is ablated with a much 

larger thermochemical enthalpy of mass removal: HMR1TA 1carbon tid 29 kJ/g.!691 Carbon char 

formation is undesirable since it: I) decreases the ablation efficiency, and 2) typically 

produces large thermal damage effects as it cools down on a surface because carbon is a 

very refractory material. Conversely, Q\aorta ~ 3.6 kJ/g and Q\1comea ~ 3.4 kJ/g may 

result if significant spallation occurs. Spallation generally is undesirable since: I) a broad 

range of debris particle sizes typically is produced, leading to rough ablation crater surfaces, 

and 2) impulse generation typically is increased, leading to increased stress wave damage 

effects to surrounding healthy tissue. Furthermore, for the cardiovascular case, spallation 

is undesirable because the ablated debris may lodge downstream in the capillaries, leading 

to postoperative complications. 

For pulsed laser/tissue interactions (c/. Section 3.3.1 for the cw case) at a given 

incident laser wavelength .>., Q* ~ can be determined experimentally by measuring the pulse 

fluence (i.e. the pulse areal energy density; also termed the radiant exposuref7°l) F P (units: 

J/cm2 per pulse) and the areal mass loss per pulse 'AlP (units: g/cm2 per pulse) : 

(4) 

Q\ also can be determined by measuring the pulse fluence F P' the tissue density p (units: 

g/cm3), and the recession depth per pulse (also termed the etch depth per pulse or the 

ablation rate) ~P (units: em per pulse) : 

(5) 

3.2.2 Laser Parameter Space 

Figure 24 illustrates the regions within the laser parameter space that were explored 

in these laser /tissue interaction studies. This parameter space and its influence on laser /tissue 
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interaction phenomenology and effects were discussed in Sections 1.2 and 1.2.2.2 (both in 

Chapter 1 ). The boundaries of the parameter region in which the second generation (rp 

HF II) laser ablation experiments were conducted are represented by the two vertical lines 

(given by>.= 2.78 JJm and>.= 2.91 JJm) labelled "A" positioned "in front" of plane B. The 

boundaries of the parameter region in which the first generation (rp HF I) laser ablation 

experiments were conducted are represented by the vertical plane labelled "B". Finally, 

the boundaries of the parameter region in which the cw HF /DF laser ablation experiments 

were conducted are represented by the box labelled "C". Both rp ablation experiment laser 

parameter regions were constrained to isowaveform planes because pulse repetition 

frequency (PRF) and laser pulse width r were not varied within either set of experiments. 

Furthermore, the second generation rp HF laser ablation experiment parameter region was 

reduced to lines within its isowaveform plane because only discrete single-line (i.e. no 

multi-line) experiments were conducted. 

Table 9 lists laser parameter value ranges for all ablation studies by laser type and 

wavelength range. In the rp HF II experiments, normal aortal and corneal tissues were 

irradiated at a low pulse repetition frequency (PRF = 0.4 Hz) using two separate wavelengths 

(.A = 2. 78 and 2.91 JJm) in the single pulse (sp) limit at pulse fluences F P in the range 0.5 

- II J/cm2• These pulse fluences produced peak irradiances up to ca. 50 MW jcm2 for the 

pulse waveforms used [rp ~ 240 and 200 ns full width half maximum (FWHM) duration 

for>.= 2.78 and 2.91 JJm, respectively (cf. Figure 12 in Chapter 2)]. In the sp limit, no 

"memory" effects linger between pulses; the hot and chemically changing tissue which is 

formed during a pulse has time to cool and reach a "steady-state changed" condition prior 

to the next pulse of laser radiation. 

3.2.3 Tissue Properties and Characteristics 

The following subsections describe tissue properties and characteristics, and their 

influence on laser /tissue interactions. 

3.2.3.1 Chemical and Structural Properties and Characteristics 

Human aortal tissue is a highly organized, complex composite material with intricate 

microstructure and microchemical composition.171-75) The "baseline" tissue used 
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Figure 24. EXPERIMENTAL LASER PARAMETER SPACE. 
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Table 9 HF/DF CHEMICAL LASER PARAMETER RANGES FOR CW AND RP LASER 

ABLATION EXPERIMENTS 

Laser Pulse Pulse Waveform Wavelength Irradiance Fluence 
Width Repetition Range Range Range Range 

Frequency 

millisec sec-1 dimensionless J,Lm kW/cm2 J/cm2 

cw DF 76 - 242 1 8x10-2 - 2.4xiO-l 3.71 - 4.04 7.9 - 16.3 ---
cw HF 36 - 850 1 4x10-2 - 8.5x10-l 2.91 2.2 - 19.6 ---
rp HF I 5x 1 o-6 10 5xi0-7 2.74 - 3.00 --- 1.3 - 2.6 

rp HF I 5x 10-6 1 5xio-s 2.91 & 2.78 --- 0.3 - 2.6 

rp HF II 2x10-4 0.4 8xiO-B 2.91 & 2.78 --- 0.5 - 10.7 

in the present study was normal proximal thoracic aorta of a young adult, free from 

atherosclerotic deposits (fatty streaks, plaques, etc.). The structure of the normal aorta 

consists of three layers: the tunica intima, the tunica media, and the tunica adventitia. The 

total thickness of the specimens used in these ablation studies typically was 1.5 mm. The 

tunica intima, the innermost and thinnest (ca. 100 J,Lm thick in our specimens) layer, is 

composed primarily of endothelium and its underlying connective tissue (mostly elastin 

and collagen). The intima's inner limit is the endothelium, which borders the lumen, and 

its outer limit is the internal elastic lamina. The tunica media, the middle and thickest 

(ca. 1 mm thick) layer, is composed primarily of connective tissue elements (elastin and 

collagen). The adventitia begins at the outer limit of the media and gradually blends into 

the surrounding connective tissue. As noted in Section 3.2.1, normal aorta consists of 72% 

water, 25% protein, and 3% other materials, by weight. The nonaqueous fraction (also 

termed the dry weight, dry fraction, etc.) has a chemical composition which varies with 

age, sex, degree of atherosclerosis, and distance from the heart. The aortal specimens used 

in the RP HF II studies probably had a normal content of ca. 70:30 elastin:collagen. Aorta 

specimens were irradiated from the intimal (i.e. luminal) side of the vessel wall to a total 

ablation depth of less than 500 J,Lm, which corresponds to complete removal of the intima 

and partial removal of the media. 

Human corneal tissue is a highly organized complex composite material with intricate 
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microstructure and microchemical compositionJss] The anterior surface of the cornea 

consists of an epithelium (ca. 50 JJm thick), followed by Bowman's layer (a membrane ca. 

10 JJm thick), the stroma (the main structural element of the cornea; ca. 450 JJm thick), 

Descemet's membrane (ca. 10 JJm thick), and the endothelium (a single layer of cells ca. 

5 JJm thick). Bowman's layer consists of randomly oriented collagen fibrils that merge 

into the anterior stromal collagen fibrils. The stroma consists primarily of overlapping 

stack lamellae of long (>I 0 mm total length) parallel collagen fibrils with diameters in the 

22 - 32 JJm range. The stromal lamellae are embedded in water and extracellular matrix 

material. The epithelium was mechanically removed from all in vitro corneal specimens 

due to the tendency of this cell layer to slough off postmortem and the likelihood that this 

layer would be removed prior to laser ablation in the clinical setting. Corneal specimens 

were irradiated from the anterior side (with Bowman's layer being the first structure 

irrradiated) to a total ablation depth of less than 450JJm, which corresponds to complete 

removal of Bowman's layer and partial removal of the stroma. Laser ablation removal of 

less than I 00 JJm total thickness from the anterior surface is sufficient to correct even 

strongly myopic eyes (with refractive errors up to ca. I 0 diopters)J76,77] 

3.2.3.2 Optical Properties and Characteristics 

The manner in which optical properties can influence the spatial energy deposition 

profile (primarily through the optical penetration depth c5.>.) was discussed in Section 1.2.2.2 

(in Chapter I). Three techniques were used to measure room temperature tissue optical 

properties to perhaps correlate their effect on laser /tissue interactions. Section 3.2.3.2.1 

presents and discusses the IR absorption direct transmission mode measurements for 

biological tissue. Section 3.2.3.2.2 presents and discusses theIR absorption attenuated total 

reflectance (A TR) mode measurements on bulk specimens for biological tissue. Section 

3.2.3.2.3 presents and discusses the room temperature diffuse reflectance measurements of 

biological tissue at>.= 2.9JJm and 3.8JJm. Section 3.2.3.2.4 discusses the potentially transient 

and/or alterable nature of tissue optical properties, and presents IR absorption A TR mode 

measurements on bulk specimens of corneal tissue as a function of temperature. 
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3.2.3.2.1 Direct Transmission Infrared Spectra 

Figure 25 shows the room temperature IR absorption spectra of dehydrated human 

normal aortal tissue in the ). = 2.5 - 4.0 JSm wavelength region obtained from a thin (ca. 

lOJSm thick) tissue section using direct transmission Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) 

measurements. Absorption coefficients 1 (units: per em, cm-1) are plotted vs. frequency 

v (units: wavenumbers, cm-1; these units are proportional to photon energy). Optical 

penetration depth 6 (1-1; units: em; however, 6 in Figure 25 is given in JSm units) and 

photon wavelength ). (units: JSm) are also shown. All of the prominent absorption peaks 

result from hydrogenic stretch vibrational excitations of CH, NH, and OH bonds. The 

absorption spectra of aorta change as a function of water content, ranging from normal 

[fully hydrated; (cf. Figure 26)] through dry (fully dehydrated of "free" water) conditions. 

As discussed in Section 2.3.1.1.1, tissue sections cut to these fine thicknesses are highly 

prone to rapid dehydration. "Free" water rapidly escapes the tissue section at room 

temperature, leaving behind a residual amount of "bound" water. "Bound" water is water 

bound to peptide chains (most likely at the C=O and N-H groups) on proteins such as 

collagen.f78] Thermogravimetric (TGA) analysis has shown that temperatures of ca. 200°C 

are required to drive off "bound" water.l66J The broad band peaking at ca. 3.0 JSm probably 

is due to "bound" water. Dashed lines indicate laser wavelengths (.X= 2.78 and 2.91 JSm) 

used in the RP HF II ablation studies (cf. Section 3.4.2). Table 10 lists absorption coefficients 

1 and optical penetration depths 6>. for these same wavelengths. 

Absorption coefficients and optical penetration depths are given in base e values, 

assuming exponential attenuation : 

I( z)/ I = exp( -'YZ) = exp( -z/6) , (6) 

where I is the incident light irradiance and I( z) is the transmitted irradiance at a distance 

z within the tissue. Note that the peak absorption coefficient for aorta bpeak,aorta ~ ca. 

1000 cm-1) is almost one order of magnitude below that estimated in Section 2.3.1.1.1 (i.e. 

'Ypeak,tissue ~ ca. 7700 cm-1) for fully hydrated tissue. The following section presents IR 

absorption spectra for fully hydrated aortal tissue. 

Figure 26 is an infrared absorption spectra of calcified atherosclerotic plaque in a 

KBr matrix. The concentration of the material in the KBr pellet was not known, rendering 
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this a qualitative spectrum. Absorbance A (dimensionless) is plotted vs. frequency v (units: 

wavenumbers, cm-1). Photon wavelength>. (units: J.£m) also is shown. The bulk specimen 

was dried in an oven for 24 hours prior to embedding in the matrix. Thus, the band at 

ca. 3 J.£m due to the 0-H stretch of water undoubtedly is lower than would be expected 

for fully hydrated plaque. 

3.2.3.2.2 Infrared Attenuated Total Reflectance Spectra 

Figure 27 and Figure 28 show the room temperature IR absorption spectra (more 

properly, total attenuation spectra, but scattering contributions to the total attenuations are 

probably negligible) of fully hydrated human normal aortal and corneal tissues, respectively, 

in the >. = 2.5 - 4.0 I-'m wavelength region. These data were obtained using a Fourier 

transform infrared (FTIR) spectrophotometer equipped with an attenuated total reflectance 

(A TR) sample cell designed to permit accurate absorption measurements on highly absorbing 

materials. Absorption coefficients 'Y (units: per em, cm-1) are plotted vs. frequency v (units: 

wavenumbers, cm-1; these units are proportional to photon energy). Optical penetration 

depth o ('Y-1; units: em; however, o in Figures 27 and 28 are given in J.£m units) and photon 

wavelength>. (units: J.£m) also are shown. Additionally, Figure 28 shows spectra for cornea 

in several lesser degrees of hydration. Note that the 0-H stretch of water is the dominant 

absorption feature in this spectral region for both cornea and normal aorta. As the cornea 

becomes more dehydrated, some lower intensity bands begin to appear in the vicinity of 

v = 3000 cm-1 (cf. Figure 25 for corresponding bands in normal aorta, which are better 

resolved due to the sampling method). Absorption coefficients and optical penetration 

depths are given in base e values, as described in Section 3.2.3.2.2. Dashed lines indicate 

laser wavelengths(>.= 2.78 and 2.91 J.'m) used in the RP HF II ablation studies (cf. Section 

3.4.2). Table 10 lists absorption coefficients 'Y>. and optical penetration depths o>. for these 

same wavelengths. 
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Figure 25. DIRECT TRANSMISSION INFRARED ABSORPTION SPECTRA OF HUMAN 

NORMAL AORTA TISSUE SECTION. 
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Figure 26. DIRECT TRANSMISSION INFRARED ABSORPTION SPECTRA OF HUMAN 

CALCIFIED ATHEROSCLEROTIC PLAQUE IN A KBr MATRIX. 
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Figure 27. ATTENUATED TOTAL REFLECTANCE INFRARED ABSORPTION 

SPECTRA OF HUMAN NORMAL AORTA. 
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Figure 28. ATTENUATED TOTAL REFLECTANCE INFRARED ABSORPTION 

SPECTRA OF HUMAN CORNEA AS A FUNCTION OF WATER CONTENT 

(HYDRATION). 
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Table I 0 ABSORPTION COEFFICIENTS AND OPTICAL PENETRATION DEPTHS FOR 

HUMAN NORMAL AORTAL AND CORNEAL TISSUE:).= 2.78 AND 2.91 pm 

issue Hydration Figure 'Y~=2.91~m 0~=2.91~m 'Y~=2.78~m 0~=2.78~m 

cm-1 pm cm-1 pm 

normal aorta "very dry" 25 450 22 100 100 

normal aorta "normal" 27 12700 0.78 5700 1.7 

cornea "dry" 28 3200 3.1 1600 6.2 

cornea "normal" 28 12700 0.78 6100 1.6 

3.2.3.2.3 Room Temperature Diffuse Reflectance 

Table I 1 lists room temperature diffuse reflectance R~ (dimensionless; 0 ~ R~ ~ I) 

measurements at).= 2.9 and 3.8 pm (corresponding to HF and DF chemical laser wavelengths, 

respectively) for in vitro human normal aorta, in vitro human cornea, three calibration 

standards SRS2, SRSS, SRSJO (specifications in Section 2.3.1.2), the author's right index 

finger, and the cornea of the author's right eye. The room temperature thermal coupling 

coefficient a~ (dimensionless) for ). = 2.9 pm also is given. 

Table 1 I ROOM TEMPERATURE DIFFUSE REFLECTANCE VALUES 

Material Rs.s 1-1m R2.9 ~m a2.9~m 

dimensionless dimensionless dimensionless 

SRS2 0.02 0.02 N/A 

SRS5 0.08 0.08 N/A 

SRSIO 0.10 0.10 N/A 

in vitro human cornea 0.02 - 0.03 0.01 - 0.02 ~ 0.98 

in vitro human aorta 0.03 - 0.04 0.01 - 0.02 ~ 0.98 

in vivo GL V finger 0.03 0.03 ~ 0.97 

in vivo GLV cornea 0.02 not measured no value 
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The calibration material reflectance values are listed for informational purposes only. 

Unfortunately, the manufacturer's calibration reflectances did not extend to wavelengths 

longer than >. = 2.50 pm. Ranges indicate fluctuations in ratiometer readings. Note that 

for all biological tissue, room temperature reflectance values for >. = 2.9 pm are low (R~ 

~ 0.03), implying that the thermal coupling coefficients a:~ are high. 

3.2.3.2.4 Transient and Alterable Optical Properties 

All of the IR absorption spectra of aortal and corneal tissue presented in the previous 

subsections were obtained using room temperature samples. As tissue is heated and 

pyrolyzed, absorption spectra change markedly.[S5] Figure 29 shows infrared absorption 

spectra of human corneal tissue in the>.= 2.5 - 4.0pm spectral region at several temperatures 

ranging between 25 and 455 oc obtained during slow (I -2 oc;minute) heating in vacuo. 

As with the room temperature IR absorption spectra presented in last two sections, all of 

the prominent absorption features result from hydrogenic stretch vibrational excitations 

of CH, NH, and OH bonds. Note that at elevated temperatures, the OH stretch absorption 

"bleaches" faster than the CH stretch absorptions as a function of increasing temperature. 

Clearly, thermally-induced changes in composition are responsible for the observed changes 

in IR absorption coefficients as a function of increasing temperature. 

During laser ablation, it is possible that the optical properties of aortal and corneal 

tissue exhibit strong temporal and temperature dependence so that some "effective" 

absorption coefficient "'eee governs the laser energy deposition profile. However, the large 

disparity in the rate of energy input relative to the rates of chemical and physical processes 

involved in degradation, volatilization, etc, requires caution in applying isothermal 

phenomena to the laser ablation caseJ67] Also, residual energy left in the ablator between 

pulses may be sufficient to heat and, thus, alter (e.g. dehydrate) the receding surface about 

to receive the next pulse. As discussed in Sections 3.4.2.2.2.4 and 3.4.2.2.3.1 below, 

absorption coefficients {3~ at >. = 2. 78 and 2.91 pm for aortal and corneal tissue, derived 

from Beer's law "blowofr' model fits to quantitative ablation data, suggest that true effective 

absorption coefficients "'eee may be dominated by the properties of dehydrated and/or 

pyrolyzed tissue. 
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Figure 29. DIRECT TRANSMISSION INFRARED ABSORPTION SPECTRA OF HUMAN 

CORNEA AS A FUNCTION OF TEMPERATURE. 
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3.2.3.3 Thermal Properties and Characteristics 

The thermal properties of tissue, especially those related to heat transfer, can influence 

infrared laser /tissue interactions significantly under appropriate conditions. Although this 

work did not explore this facet of the ablation process, we expect that thermal properties 

played a minor role in determining the overall energy deposition profile within the laser 

parameter regime explored in the LP RP HF II studies. The thermal relaxation time Tth 

for heat conduction in a solid medium is defined as : 

Tth = d2j(4K.) ' (7) 

where d (units: em) is the distance which a thermal wave must travel before it is attenuated 

to 1/e (i.e. 36.8%) of its original amplitude, and K. is the thermal diffusivity (units: cm2jsec). 

An effective thermal diffusion length c5th can be approximated by rearranging Equation 

(7), and substituting c5th for d and the laser pulse width r P for Tth : 

(8) 

This relationship has been described elsewhere.l79] The thermal diffusivity K. for normal 

human aorta ranges from ca. 1.3xiQ-S - 1.6xlo-s cm2js over the 35 - 9YC temperature 

range.l80l Unfortunately, an experimental determination of K. for human cornea does not 

appear to be available in the literature. The room temperature K. of the cornea can be 

calculated from the measured room temperature thermal conductivity K [units: W /(cm·°K)], 

density c5 (units: gjcmS), and the the Specific heat capacity Cp (units: Jj(g·°K) : 

(9) 

The thermal conductivity K of human cornea is ca. 5.8xio-s W /(Cm°K).I81] The density 

of human cornea is ca. 1.05 gjcmSJ82] However, an experimental determination of the 

specific heat capacity CP does not appear in the literature either. Therefore, CP of human 

cornea will be estimated using the thermal properties of water, where CP = 4.178 Jj(g·°K), 

a common approximation in the literature.l7 ,88,84] The calculated value of K. is ca. I.3x I o-s 

cm2js, which probably is a reasonable estimate given that K. is ca. 1.5xio-s cm2/s for 

vitreous humor and water. Table 12 lists values of c5th for both human normal aorta and 
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cornea at Tp,2 .91~m = 200 ns and Tp,2 .78~m = 240 ns (cf. Figure 15 in Chapter 2). The 

temperature T (units: °C) corresponding to the thermal properties used in the cSth calculation 

also are given. 

Table 12 BIOLOGICAL TISSUE THERMAL DIFFUSION LENGTH ESTIMATES 

Tissue T K. c5th,2.9l~m c5th,2.78~m 

oc cm2js Jjm JJm 

human normal aorta 95 1.6xi0-3 0.36 0.39 

human cornea (est.) 25 1.3xi0-3 0.32 0.35 

Note that all calculated values of biological tissue cSth are less than the corresponding optical 

penetration depths listed in Table 10 for the same wavelengths. The "worst" case is fully 

hydrated corneal tissue yet, even then, c5~,2.9l~m/c5th,2.9l~m = 2.1 and c5~,2.78~mlc5th,2.78~m = 

4.1 . Although K. rises with temperature, the corresponding increase in cSth appears to be 

small so that the thermal diffusion length will not likely "overtake" the optical penetration 

depth. Furthermore, cSth is much smaller than the characteristic 90% peak fluence laser 

spot size radius R of ca. 60 by 40 #Jm (cf. Figure 36 and 38), limiting radial thermal losses. 

Hence, the energy deposition profile should be dominated by the optical properties of the 

tissue. 

3.2.4 Ablation Plume Characteristics 

The characteristics of the ablation plumes generated by laser/aorta and laser/cornea 

interactions are not well-known. Fast photography indicates that the plume generated by 

excimer laser (>. = 193 and 248 nm) ablation of in vitro bovine corneal tissue forms within 

500 ns (the shortest time delay used) after the laser pulse and continues to evolve until ca. 

5 - 15 #JS after the pulseJss] Photoacoustic studies of excimer laser (>. = 193 nm) ablation 

of in vitro rabbit corneas indicate that ablation commences within 10 ns (± 5 ns) of the 

laser pulse. However, measurements on discrete mass loss must be performed to quantify 

the spallation and/or "blowoff" contribution to the total mass loss. Preliminary sample 

probe laser attenuation results are presented in Section 3.4.1.2. Microscopic examination 

of collected plume particles is discussed in Sections 3.4.2.2.2.2 and 3.4.2.2.3.6. 
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Some general statements can be made on the role of plumes in laser/tissue interactions 

notwithstanding the lack of quantitative knowledge. Laser/beam plume interactions 

probably increase with fluence because of the corresponding increase in the density of 

vaporized material and/or solid ejecta in the plume. Measured values of the effective 

enthalpy of ablation Q\ (cf. Section 3.4.2.2.2.4 and 3.4.2.2.3.1) suggest that most of the 

mass removal is in the form of vapor phase products. If so, the major component of these 

vapor phase products should be water. At ). = 2.94 pm, water vapor at 1 atmosphere and 

300 oK has an absorption coefficient 7 of ca. 5xlQ-3 cm-1, corresponding to an optical 

penetration depth 6>. of ca. 200 cmJsa) Calculations have predicted that water vapor at 

100 atmospheres and 3000 oK has 7 of ca. 2.7 cm-1, corresponding to 6>. of ca. 0.4 cmJ87) 

Furthermore, the range of fluences explored in the RP HF II studies was below plasma 

threshold so that the plume consisted of only vapor phase products and particles. Thus, 

it is probably appropriate to assume that laser/plume interactions were minimal in these 

ablation studies. 

3.3 CW HF /DF Laser Ablation 

The first stage of our laser/tissue interaction studies explored cw HF /DF laser ablation 

of cardiovascular tissues. Looking back, these studies appear crude, at best. However, 

for the sake of completeness, the results are included. These results provide no more than 

a qualitative evaluation of biological tissue ablation performance in the cw HF /DF laser 

parameter regime. 

3.3.1 Single-Line HF Laser Studies: Normal Aorta (2.91 pm) 

A derivation has been presented elsewhere which shows that 

Q'* = I tbtf(p·l) , (10) 

where Q'* is the effective heat of ablation, I is the incident beam intensity, tbt is the 

burnthrough time, and I is the thickness of the target.[48) Rearranging Equation (10) yields: 

1/lbt = I/(Q'*·p·l)' (I 1) 

so that the slope of a plot of 1/tbt (i.e. inverse burnthrough time) vs. I should allow the 

direct determination of Q'* from a burnthrough experiment. 
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Figure 30 shows a typical data analysis output of the HELTST program summarizing 

the single-line HF laser ablation experiment data for 14 human normal aorta tissue samples 

(i.e. 49N0109A - L). The table across the top lists (from left to right) ablation experiment 

filename, peak intensities (Intensity,· units: kW jcm2), burn through times (Time; units: s), 

inverse burn through time (1 jT; units: 1/s), maximum reflectance (Ref P; units: 

dimensionless, but listed as % reflectance), average reflectance (Ref A; dimensionless, but 

given as % reflectance), and thermal coupling coefficient a A (1 -Ref A; dimensionless). 

Inverse burnthrough time (i.e. t BT-l) vs. peak intensity is plotted on the lower half of 

the page. Peak intensities (i.e. !peak) were used because the laser's Gaussian spatial beam 

profile was not uniform (i.e. "flat-top"); these intensities were calculated as twice the lje2 

irradiance. A statistical summary for the linear regression fit of the data is printed in the 

upper left-hand corner of the plot. The Y axis intercept, slope, and R 2 (i.e. goodness of 

fit) are listed, as well as the threshold ablation intensity (It; X axis intercept) and Q• 

calculated from the slope using Equation (II). 

Figure 31 shows sample data from one ablation experiment completed at a peak 

irradiance of ca. 5.8 kW /cm2. The top trace shows shutter opening and closing times 

together with the instantaneous laser power. The second trace records the burnthrough 

detector signal, showing a burnthrough time tbt of 100 ms. The third trace records the 

reflectance detector signal, which monitors the time-resolved total diffuse reflectance at 

the incident laser wavelength. The reflectance decreases during ablation and has an average 

value of 0.09. 

Table 13 summarizes the single-line cw HF laser ablation results, listing: 1) the average 

calculated Q• for the three experimental series [determined via point by point evaluation 

of Equation (10)], 2) the corresponding peak irradiance ranges, 3) the average thermal 

coupling coefficient aA, as determined from measured average diffuse reflectances during 

ablation [cf. Equation (3)], and 4) calculated enthalpies of mass removal [cf. Equation (I)]. 

Values following a ± sign indicate one standard deviation from the mean value. 
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Figure 30. TYPICAL CW HF LASER TISSUE ABLATION EXPERIMENT SUMMARY: 

HUMAN NORMAL AORTA. 
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Figure 31. TIME-RESOLVED DETECTOR RESPONSES DURING ABLATION OF 

HUMAN NORMAL AORTA. 
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Table 13 SINGLE-LINE CW HF LASER ABLATION RESULTS FOR NORMAL AORTA 

tissue type I Q* Q~ HMR 

kW/cm2 kJ/g dimensionless kJ/g 

normal aorta: 49N 4.2 - 12.3 4.8 ± 0.8 0.91 ± 0.02 4.4 ± 0.8 

normal aorta: 40N 5.3 - 19.6 6.7 ± 1.3 0.93 ± 0.01 6.2 ± 1.3 

normal aorta: 35N 7.5 - 19.6 6.8 ± 0.7 0.92 ± 0.02 6.3 ± 0.7 

3.3.2 Multi- Line DF Laser Studies: Cardiovascular Tissues 

DF chemical laser ablation studies were conducted in the manner described in Section 

3.3.1 for single-line HF laser studies. However, cardiovascular tissue types other than 

normal aorta were included in the test matrix. Table 14 summarizes the DF laser ablation 

results in the manner described in Section 3.3.1. 

Table 14 MULTI-LINE CW DF LASER ABLATION RESULTS FOR NORMAL AORTA, 

FATTY AORTA, NON-CALCIFIED ATHEROSCLEROTIC PLAQUE, AND CALCIFIED 

ATHEROSCLEROTIC PLAQUE 

tissue type I Q* Q~ HMR 

kW/cm2 kJ/g dimensionless kJ/g 

normal aorta: 3 7N 8.1 - 16.3 15.2 ± 3.4 0.84 ± 0.02 12.8 ± 3.4 

fatty aorta: 34F 8.0- 15.6 13.6 ± 2.5 0.81 ± 0.02 11.0 ± 2.5 

non-calcified plaque: 36P 8.1 - 15.3 19.3 ± 4.4 0.85 ± 0.02 16.4 ± 4.4 

calcified plaque: 38C 7.89 - 15.0 22.0 ± 3.8 0.87 ± 0.02 19.1± 3.8 

3.3.3 Photomicrograph/Video Observations 

Significant charring occured in all tissue types and at all irradiances. However, the 

calcified atherosclerotic plaque specimens had significantly more charring in and around 
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the ablation crater than the other three types of aortal tissue specimens. These effects, 

and the extensive thermal damage accompanying them, indicate that cw lasers are not 

suitable for tissue ablation applications. 

3.3.4 Discussion of Results 

The enthalpies of mass removal for normal aorta, determined from single-line HF 

laser experiments, are much larger than the enthalpy of vaporization of water Hv = 2.6 

kJ/g.l651 This obviously indicates that the process of tissue ablation cannot be likened to 

the vaporization of water. This assumption would neglect the sequence of higher enthalpy 

pyrolysis processes that occur in residual tissue following water evaporation during the 

ablation process. Furthermore, most organic polymers have some char yield. This residual 

char has a very high enthalpy of mass removal (ca. 29 kJ/g) if removed by thermochemical 

ablation. 

The enthalpy of mass removal for normal aorta derived from the multi-line DF laser 

experiments is significantly higher than was determined from single-line HF laser 

experiments. Since a:A for the DF laser studies is smaller than for the corresponding HF 

laser experiments, it is possible that significant reflected light is produced by in-depth 

penetration and scattering of the DF laser radiation. These effects might lead to greater 

irradiance losses lmA and /RT (cf. Section 3.2. I), which would suggest that less than half 

of the incident DF laser energy is channeled into tissue ablation. 

3.4 RP HF Laser Ablation 

The second and third stages of our laser/tissue interaction studies explored RP HF 

chemical laser ablation of human aorta and human cornea. The second stage ablation 

studies (RP HF I) were almost as primitive as the first stage cw HF /DF chemical laser 

ablation studies. However, for the sake of completeness, the results are included. The 

heart of this work is represented by the third stage ablation studies (RP HF II). 
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3.4.1 Helios PCLI HF Laser Experiments 

3.4.1.1 Multi-Line HF Laser Spatial Profile Data 

Figure 32 shows the slit-integrated laser spatial beam profile for the multi-line HF 

laser beam, recorded along the vertical and horizontal dimensions of the beam cross-section 

in the focal plane. Spot size dimensions were calculated as lje2 (i.e. 13.5%) of the peak 

beam profile signal. Horizontal lines in both figures indicate the I I e2 dimension and the 

dimension across a thermal paper burn taken just prior to the beam profile measurement. 

Note that thermal paper burns at moderate fluences of ca. 2 Jjcm2 are only 5% larger than 

measured lje2 spot sizes, providing a convenient quality control check on the laser beam 

spatial profile. 

3.4.1.2 Multi-Line HF Laser Studies: Normal Aorta 

The majority of the multi-line rp HF laser ablation studies was conducted on normal 

aorta. During these experiments, the crater depth determination technique improved 

significantly by use of a microscope whose focusing translation stage position was calibrated 

to a dial indicator, allowing noncontact depth determinations with accuracies of ca. ± 20 

J,Lm. Although this should have decreased the spread in the ablation data significantly 

when compared to the technique used in the cw HF /DF laser experiments, more than 100 

aortal tissue targets were shot before the data began to resemble anything other than a 

shotgun pattern. Figure 33 shows the "highest confidence" measured recession depths per 

pulse ~Pas a function of average (i.e. lje2) pulse fluence F (note: this is not a peak fluence 

FP; cf. Section 3.4.1.1) for normal human aorta at a laser pulse repetition frequency (PRF) 

of 10 Hz. All ablations were conducted to burn through, as in the cw HF /DF laser ablation 

studies. Figure 34 shows a typical data analysis output of the ABLDA T A program 

summarizing the multi-line HF laser ablation experiment data for 17 human normal aorta 

tissue samples. Table columns are self -explanatory. Note the consistency of the Q\ values, 

particularly when considering the wide range of etch depths (i.e. sample thicknesses) in 

the sample group. Ablation data for fluences F :5 ca. 1 Jjcm2 have been excluded (see 

discussion below). The highest fluence F of ca. 2.6 Jjcm2 for the recession depth data 

was the maximum attainable for the beam spot size used (ca. 950 x 700 J.lm). The depth 
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of focus constraint for burnthrough experiments imposed these relatively large beam 

dimensions (see related discussion below). In retrospect, the fluence (and therefore, Q\) 

values are suspect due to the use of average fluence (i.e. 1 je2) instead of peak fluence (cf. 

Section 3.4.2.1 below) which significantly underestimated the "true" values. These values 

can not be corrected post factum without detailed information on the fluence distributions 

within the laser beam cross-section in the focal plane. 

During these experiments, two important observations were made. First, leaving a 

sample in room air for ca. 15 minutes would reduce its susceptibility to ablation significantly. 

From their appearance, the samples obviously had dehydrated, suggesting that target room 

temperature absorption properties (cf. Figure 28; dry cornea absorption spectra) may 

influence ablation response strongly. It is suspected that the significant increase in the 

optical penetration depth due to dehydration affected the overall energy deposition profile 

to the point where energy densities within the sample were reduced below ablation threshold. 

The area under irradiation generally became highly scattering to visible light, taking on a 

rough, white appearance. For sufficiently high fluences, slight charring could be observed. 

Although the sample surface was altered, no ablation crater formed. 

Second, note that no recession depth data are given for fluences less than 1 J/cm2• 

Although ablation would readily begin for F P ~ 0.5 J/cm2 for both aortal and corneal 

tissue, it inevitably would stall somewhere within the sample, thereby precluding any 

burnthrough determination. This phenomenon was especially puzzling because steps were 

taken to ensure that the depth of focus exceeded the sample thickness, constraining fluence 

to remain constant throughout the ablation. Thermal paper burns confirmed that the depth 

of focus was greater than 2 mm; all aortal tissue targets for the experiment shown in Figure 

33 had thicknesses between 1.2 and I. 7 mm. Perhaps the multi-wavelength nature of the 

beam allowed the long penetration depth wavelength components to advance faster into 

the sample than the surface recession rate at low fluences, thereby dehydrating or otherwise 

altering material before the next laser pulse could ablate it. If so, the result would be an 

increasingly dehydrated slab of tissue at and just below the receding surface, eventually 

bringing ablation progress to a halt for a sufficiently thick sample. This explanation 

presumes that the decrease in absorption coefficient and corresponding increase in optical 

penetration depth at incident laser wavelengths could defeat the laser in the manner 
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Figure 32. HELlOS MODEL PCLI LASER MULTI-LINE BEAM SPATIAL PROFILE. 
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Figure 33. RECESSION DEPTH PER PULSE vs. AVERAGE FLUENCE FOR HUMAN 

NORMAL AORTA: MULTI-LINE RP HF LASER. 
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Figure 34. TYPICAL RP HF LASER TISSUE ABLATION EXPERIMENT SUMMARY: 

HUMAN NORMAL AORTA. 



RP ABLATION EXPERIMENT SUMMARY 

experiment date: 08/04/1987 

dataflle: 68N0804A.DAT 

laser: f!CLI 
wavelength: MULTI-LINE 
pulse repetition rate: 10 Hz 

joulemeter/energy correction factQr: 
sample density (units: g/cmA3): 1.00 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
SAMPLE SHOT ATTENUATOR JOOLEHETER AVERAGE TOTAL ENERGY SPOT FLIJENCE ETCH ETCH Q* ln(f) 

NAME TOTAL SCHEME !lEADING PULSE ENERGY TO SAMPLE SIZE DEPTH RATE 
(mV) (J) (J) (cmA2) (J/cmA2> (un) (un/pulse) (kJ/g) 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
68N0804B 75 17.31 0.017310 1.298250 0.006700 2.58 1650 22.0 1.2 0.9492 
68N0804C 66 16.94 0.016940 1.118040 0.006700 2.53 1690 25.6 1.0 0.9276 
68N0804D 69 16.91 0.016910 1.166790 0.006700 2.52 1480 21.4 1.2 0.9258 
68N0804E 70 16.27 0.016270 1.138900 0.006700 2.43 1460 20.9 1.2 0.8872 
68N0804F 78 13.79 0.013790 1.075620 0.006700 2.06 1510 19.4 1.1 0.7218 
68N0804G 73 13.40 0.013400 0.978200 0.006700 2.00 1230 16.8 1.2 0.6931 
68N0804H 80 13.44 0.013440 1.075200 0.006700 2.01 1430 17.9 1.1 0.6961 
68N08041 89 11.50 0.011500 1.023500 0.00670() 1. 72 1370 15.4 1.1 0.5402 
68N0804J 110 11.33 0.011330 1.246300 0.006700 1.69 1430 13.0 1.3 0.5253 
68N0804K 138 11.30 0.011300 1.559400 0.006700 1.69 1650 12.0 1.4 0.5227 
68N0804L 99 8.93 0.008930 0.884070 0.006700 1.33 1170 11.8 1.1 0.2873 
68N0804M 143 8.90 0.008900 1.272700 0.006700 1.33 1480 10.3 1.3 0.2839 
68N0804N 130 8.69 0.008690 1.129700 0.006700 1.30 1350 10.4 1.2 0.2601 
68N0804Q 91 10.71 0.010710 0.974610 0.006700 1.60 1350 14.8 1.1 0.4691 
68N0804R 91 10.85 0.010850 0.987350 0.006700 1.62 1370 15.1 1.1 0.4821 
68N0804S 80 12.40 0.012400 0.992000 0.006700 1.85 1330 16.6 1.1 0.6156 
68N0804T 86 12.24 0.012240 1.052640 0.006700 1.83 1430 16.6 1.1 0.6026 -Vo 
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described for the dehydrated tissue targets (see above). 

Figure 35 shows sample probe laser attenuation data recorded with a temporal 

resolution of ca. 20 ns during multi-line HF laser ablation of normal aorta. The top trace 

shows the incident HF laser (RP HF I) pulse (ca. 50 ns duration). The middle trace shows 

the total laser probe beam attenuation signal AT (both absorption and scatttering) vs. time; 

full scale vertical response corresponds to an attenuation of ca. 50%. A prompt, high 

attenuation signal peaks at 3 J.I.S after the initial laser pulse; this probably corresponds to 

appearance of a transient thermal lens (i.e. a region with a refractive index gradient) 

produced by hot vapor phase species (atoms and molecules) in the ablation plume. The 

time-of -flight (TOF) of this prompt attenuation signal corresponds to an average velocity 

passing through the laser focus of ca. 300 - 400 m/s (a typical velocity for a hot gas stream 

of atoms and molecules). On longer timescales (out to at least 450 J.I.S), the middle trace 

shows numerous large attenuations, which probably correspond to individual particles 

and/or clumps of particles. The bottom trace shows a portion of the middle trace on an 

expanded timebase. From the measured attenuations, using optical cross sections for 

spherical particles together with the probe laser beam spot size within the plume,[88l the 

larger particles are deduced to be tens of microns in diameter. Their time-of -flight 

distribution corresponds to a velocity range from a few to tens of meters/second (a typical 

range for large particles with a finite drag coefficient being accelerated by an entraining 

plume). 

3.4.1.3 Single-Line HF Laser Studies: Cornea (2.78 J.l.m and 2.91 J.Lm) 

Figure 36 shows measured recession depths per pulse Ap as a function of fluence F 

for in vitro human cornea at >. = 2.7 and 2.9 J.l.m in the vicinity of the ablation threshold 

fluence F 0. The total recession depths were determined with the microscope used throughout 

the RP HF II studies (cf. Section 2.2.2.2.6), offering significantly higher resolution and 

accuracy. However, experimental accuracies were not determined for this set of data. The 

spot size diameter D for these experiments was ca. 40 J.l.m. Corneal microsurgery 

considerations, described below, dictated this small dimension. Obviously, the 

corresponding shallow depth of focus (not measured) rendered burnthrough-type 

experiments impossible. Recession depths per pulse .6.P were determined by measuring 
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optically the total recession depth for a fixed number of laser pulses (typically 60). 

The sudden (i.e. impulse) removal of tissue with a rp laser generates shock (i.e. 

acoustic) waves in bulk tissue. This effect arises from the conservation of momentum --

material suddenly departing creates equal and opposite forces in the material remaining. 

These shock waves can propagate through biological tissue, disrupting healthy cell 

components (i.e. organelles) in tissue well away from the ablation zoneJ891 However, the 

magnitude of the shock waves should be somewhat proportional to the amount of material 

ablated. Therefore, by scaling the laser beam spot size D down to ca. 50 p.m, we hoped 

to reduce shock damage to tolerable levels. 

However, the experiment did not scale down well. For example, laser spot sizes of 

these dimensions could not be profiled quantitatively through any means available at the 

time (e.g. slit widths d were too large, detector linearity was questionable at such low light 

intensity levels, etc.). Therefore, the spot size dimension was taken from the dimensions 

of ablation craters in thermal paper or corneal tissue, as measured under a microscope. 

Admittedly, this is an extremely poor method for determining the spot size and a large, 

irrecoverable systematic error is suspected in the fluence component of these data (cf. 

Section 3.4.2.1 ). 

3.4.1.4 Photomicrograph/Video Observations 

Photomicrographs of multi-line HF laser ablation of aorta indicated that, for fluences 

sufficient to cause burnthrough (i.e. F > I Jjcm2), charring was not visibly apparent. 

However, for F ~ I Jjcm2, thermal damage and charring increase with decreasing fluence. 

This may indicate that at higher fluences and, consequently, higher ablation rates, material 

(and heat) removal occurs faster than thermal diffusion into surrounding material, and 

vice versa for lower fluences. 

Photomicrographs of multi-line HF laser ablation of cornea indicated that, for a 

given fluence, higher PRF appeared to increase the amount of material built up at the 

crater margin and produce observable charring in the same area. These effects were not 

explored or quantified. We suspect that the increased thermal damage is due to buildup 

of residual thermal energy from pulse to pulse (i.e there was insufficient time between 

pulses for the sample to cool). These thermal damage effects are less apparent for low 
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Figure 35. PLUME ATTENUATION DATA DURING RP HF CHEMICAL LASER 

ABLATION OF NORMAL HUMAN AORTA. 
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Figure 36. RECESSION DEPTH PER PULSE vs. AVERAGE FLUENCE FOR HUMAN 

CORNEA: ). = 2.78 J..'ID and 2.91 J..'ID. 
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PRF (i.e. ~ 1 Hz). 

An interesting phenomenon was observed upon video recording large spot size 

multi-line HF laser ablation experiments on cardiovascular tissue. During the first few 

pulses, while the receding ablation surface (i.e. crater bottom) still was visible, the surface 

took on a white (i.e. highly scattering) appearance for a few frames after the incident 

pulse. Curiously, this surface would more or less (it was difficult to assess color hues due 

to the graininess of the image) return to the color of the surrounding material. This return 

to "normal" appearance began at the periphery and rapidly (within a three to four frames) 

progressed to the crater center. Perhaps surface rehydration or cooling were responsible 

for this observation. 

3.4.2 Lambda Physik RP HF Laser Experiments 

Although limited quantitative results developed from the RP HF I studies, the 

experience and observation were critical to the design of the RP HF II studies. The 

following subsections describe a series of experiments which led to very high confidence 

recession depth measurements ~P as a function of peak pulse fluence F P' both for in vitro 

human normal aorta and cornea at two separate wavelengths. Significant improvement in 

measuring the peak fluence F P accurately and the recession depth per pulse ~P (i.e. the 

critical experimental parameters in determining Q* >.) was responsible for the success of 

these experiments. 

3.4.2.1 EYolution of the Laser Irradiance/Fiuence Definition 

The incident laser fluence F plays an important role in the determination of the 

fundamental material parameter Q\ [cf. Equation (5)] for rp laser interactions (for the cw 

case, the peak irradiance I does likewise). The fluence F is defined as: 

F=E/A, (12) 

where E is the incident energy and A is the cross-sectional area (i.e. spot size) of the laser 

beam in focal/target plane. Generally, measuring the laser beam incident energy E is a 

trivial excercise. However, measuring the spot size A is not necessarily so straightforward. 

In the multi-line RP HF I laser/tissue interaction studies, the lje2 spot size was 

defined as the lje2 diameter of the peak signal from a translating slit beam profiler (cf. 
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Figure 11 ). This definition carried over from the cw laser experiments. It is also the most 

common method reported in the literature to define a laser beam spot size, although its 

use should be restricted to Gaussian beam profiles only (admittedly misused in the RP HF 

I experiments). The full width at half the maximum (FWHM) of a measured spatial beam 

profile also is commonly used. In the single-line RP HF I studies, the spot size was reduced 

to dimension of tens of microns, so that spot sizes could be determined only by measuring 

crater profiles in thermal paper and the tissue itself. 

In the single-line RP HF II laser/tissue interaction studies, the lje2 spot size was 

increased to dimensions of ca. 200 microns for experimental considerations. However, the 

technique used in the RP HF I studies for determining laser beam spatial profiles (i.e. 

using thermal paper ablation crater dimensions) was adopted initially. More than 200 

aortal and corneal tissue targets would be shot before the systematic errors associated with 

this technique would become apparent. These systematic errors manifested themselves in 

discrepancies between ablation performance data for dusters of experiments. Individual 

experiment clusters consisted of ablation studies conducted over one to three days. The 

time period between clusters typically ranged from one to two weeks. The key observation 

was that dimensions of rp laser ablation craters in thermal paper, biological tissue, or any 

other test material are not linearly dependent on the incident laser energy. This observation 

reflects the fact that most real-world laser beam spatial profiles are not uniform; typically, 

they are Gaussian or something more non-uniform. Furthermore, rp ablation performance 

for any material is not linearly dependent on incident fluence over any significant range. 

The key question, then, in using ablation craters in any material to define spot sizes is: At 

what fluence is the beam spatial profile determination to be made? Ironically, the desire 

to measure the fluence is what motivated the beam spatial profile measurement in the first 

place. 

To cut through this Gordian knot, "true" fluence-independent spatial beam profiles 

had to be measured before ablation performance data with any quantitative significance 

could be obtained. "Only the pinhole provides information on detailed intensity structure 

of the (laser) beam."[57] The pinhole beam spatial profiler which was constructed (cf. 

Section 2.2.2.2.2) revealed intensity details within the spatial beam profile which heretofore 

had not been appreciated (cf. Figures 37 - 40 below). This, in turn, provided quantitative 
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feedback for evaluating the masking techniques, etc., employed to "clean up" the laser 

beam spatial profile. The end result was a laser beam spatial profile of modest quality. 

Once the laser beam spatial profile was well quantified, the next question was: How 

shall the beam cross-sectional area be defined? Initially, the lje2 (i.e. 13.5%) of the 

maximum signal isocontour was chosen. However, this definition of the spot size was not 

compatible with the manner in which the recession depth per pulse was determined. 

Typically, the total recession depth was measured optically at the bottom of the ablation 

crater. This avoided registration errors associated with measurements on steep crater walls. 

Obviously, using lje2 of the peak fluence significantly underestimates the fluence which 

produced the peak total recession depth. This changed the inquiry: What is the fluence at 

the bottom of the crater? The answer lay in the detailed intensity information provided 

by the pinhole laser beam spatial profiler. By integrating the intensity distributions over 

the complete beam profile and normalizing the distribution to the measured total pulse 

energy, the fluence within any energy isocontour region could be determined (cf. Section 

3.4.2.2.1 ). Thus, for non-uniform beam profiles, the quantitative determination of any 

material parameter in a laser /tissue interaction absolutely requires the accurate 

determination of the fluence in a manner compatible with the method for quantifying the 

ablation performance. 

3.4.2.2 Single-Line HF Laser Studies 

Single-line HF laser ablation studies were conducted at incident laser wavelengths >. 

= 2. 78 and 2.91 J.'m. These wavelengths were selected both for the large fraction of the 

multi-line beam energy they possessed (cf. Figure 16 in Chapter 2) and because of significant 

differences in absorption coefficients "/ (and corresponding optical penetration depths 6>.) 

for both human normal aorta and cornea. The hope was that any quantitative measurements 

of the ablation performance at these two wavelengths would provide insight into ablation 

mechanisms for biological tissue in the mid-infrared spectral region. 

3.4.2.2.1 Laser Beam Spatial Profile Data 

Laser beam spatial profiles (i.e. irradiance/fluence distributions) in the focal/target 

plane were measured by scanning a 25 J,£m diameter pinhole/detector combination 
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horizontally through a complete set of vertical positions (in increments of 25 pm in both 

dimensions). The array of measurements then was processed to generate energy isocontour 

and axonometric plots. Figures 37 and 38 show isocontour and axonometric plots, 

respectively, of the raw data used to determine the ~ = 2.78 pm laser beam spatial profile 

just prior to obtaining the ablation results discussed in Section 3.4.2.2.2.4 (in vitro human 

cornea data) and Section 3.4.2.2.3.1 (in vitro human normal aorta data). Absolute fluences 

were determined by integrating the measured energy distributions over the complete beam 

profile and normalizing these distributions to the measured pulse energies. The peak 

fluence F P used in these experiments was defined as 90% of the peak fluence as measured 

by these spatial beam profiles. This definition was chosen to correspond to the region 

within the ablation crater at which total recession depth determinations were made. Figures 

39 and 40 show the isocontour and axonometric plots, respectively, of the raw data used 

to determine the the ~ = 2.91 pm laser beam spatial profile just prior to obtaining the 

ablation results discussed in the sections described above for ~ = 2. 78 pm. 

3.4.2.2.2 Corneal Tissue Ablation Data 

A concern throughout all the HF /DF chemical laser /tissue interaction studies has 

been that the relatively inhomogeneous nature of biological tissue could become a significant 

source of scatter in the ablation performance data, reflecting spatially-resolved structural, 

optical and/or mechanical variations within the bulk tissue specimen. Of course, one could 

shoot thousands of samples and rely upon statistics to extract information. Such an approach 

was not practical because of limited resources and time. Furthermore, the random scatter 

could mask subtle ablation trends. Fortunately, human cornea is a relatively homogenous 

and structured biological tissues. These characterisitics probably stem from the cornea's 

role as a critical optical component (i.e. the collection lens) in a complex imaging system 

(i.e. the human eye). Because of its uniformity, human cornea was chosen as the test 

material for the "shake down" phase of the RP HF II laser ablation experiments. The 

following subsections, preceding the "highest confidence" corneal ablation results presented 

in Section 3.4.2.2.2.4, present three experiments aimed at evaluating potential data scattering 

sources. 
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Figure 37. LAMBDA PHYSIK RP HF LASER>.= 2.78 J.'ffi SPATIAL BEAM PROFILE: 

ISOCONTOUR PLOT. 
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Figure 38. LAMBDA PHYSIK RP HF LASER ). = 2.78 Jl.ffi SPATIAL BEAM PROFILE: 

AXONOMETRIC PLOT. 
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Figure 39. LAMBDA PHYSIK RP HF LASER>.= 2.91 J.lffi SPATIAL BEAM PROFILE: 

ISOCONTOUR PLOT. 
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Figure 40. LAMBDA PHYSIK RP HF LASER >. = 2.91 Jlffi SPATIAL BEAM PROFILE: 

AXONOMETRIC PLOT. 
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3.4.2.2.2.1 [).. vs. F: Central vs. Peripheral Cornea (2.78 Jlm) 

Figure 41 shows the patterns in which corneal buttons were punched out of the bulk 

material. Detail A shows the button pattern used in the earliest stage of the RP HF II 

experiments. The single outer circle represents the typical whole cornea with a diameter 

of ca. 10 mm. The group of small circles distributed randomly represents a "typical" pattern 

for punching out 2 mm diameter corneal buttons during the early stages of the RP HF II 

experiments. This random pattern occasionally resulted in waste of the precious eye bank 

corneal tissue so the button pattern shown in Detail B was adopted to minimize waste. 

The observation made after the first set of ablation experiments implementing this highly 

symmetric button pattern was almost stunning. The ablation data, which previously had 

a scatter of ca. ± 0.8 Jlm/pulse, collapsed to two distinct data lines separated by ca. 1 

Jlm/pulse with significantly less scattering. Figure 42 shows the measured recession depths 

per pulse f)..P as a function of average (i.e. lje2) pulse fluence F for ). = 2.78 Jlm. Even 

more surprising was the near 100% correlation between the ablation curves and the distances 

of the buttons from the center of the cornea. That is, the central buttons (i.e. the four 

buttons closest to the center in Detail B) ablated ca. 0.8 Jlm/pulse more efficiently than 

the peripheral buttons (i.e. the eight buttons further from the center in Detail B) over the 

indicated peak fluence range. This was a completely unexpected result, especially when 

considering that in the original tissue geometry, the button centers (i.e. the position aligned 

to the incident laser) had been only ca. 2.5 mm apart. 

The explanation for this observation lay with the technique used to restore normal 

water content in the corneal bulk specimens. The corneal press (cf. Section 2.2.2.1.3) used 

in these experiments presumed a uniform thickness of ca. 500 Jlm across the cornea. In 

actuality, the cornea is known to be thinnest in the center (ca. 520 Jlm) and thickest in 

the periphery (650 Jlm or more), as depicted in Detail CJ90] By compressing the cornea 

to a uniform thickness of ca. 500 Jlm, a radially symmetric hydration gradient had been 

unintentionally imparted to the bulk sample. This gradient is presumed to have been near 

100% normal water content (i.e. 78% water by weight) in the center decreasing to ~ 77% 

normal water content (i.e. 60% water by weight) near the corneal circumference. Although 

this experiment was conducted during the early stages (i.e. when F was taken to be the 

average lje2 fluence) of the RP HF II studies, thereby compromising the absolute accuracy 
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of the determined Q* values, it would be expected that this irrecoverable error (i.e. without 

detailed knowledge of the irradiance/fluence distribution) should be factored out when 

considering ratios of Q* values. Referring to Figure 42, Q* values (c/. Equation (5)] for 

central and peripheral cornea approached respective assymptotic values of ca. 1.7 J/cm2 

and 2.2 J/cm2 for average fluences F ~ ca. 1.1 J/cm2 (corresponding to the high coupled 

fluence limit (i.e. et.>.F ~ F 0 where Q* >.-+ Q* >.,lD = Q* >.,oo ); cf. Section 3.4.2.2.2.4 for detailed 

discussion). Following a similar analysis as presented in Section 3.2.1 [cf. Equation (2)], 

and assuming the water content of the peripheral buttons was 60% as estimated above, 

yields HMR,TA,peripheral ~ 3.5 kJ/g. Combining this value with the assumption that the 

thermal coupling coefficient a.>. of peripheral cornea is similar to central cornea provides 

a "baseline" estimate for Q\,peripheral of 3.5 kJ/g, resulting in a ratio of Q*>.,peripheral I 

Q* >.,central= 1.1 . This value is only 18% less than the experimental ratio of Q* >.,peripheral 

I Q* >.central= 1.3, indicating that Equation (2) does provide a means of estimating ablation 
I 

performance as a function of constituent mass fractions, at least within the laser parameter 

regime of the RP HF II experiments. Interestingly, only a decrease of ca. 12% in a.>.,peripheral 

is required so that the predicted Q* >. ratio would equal the experimental Q* >. ratio. All of 

this points to the need for accurate quantitive reflectance measurements during ablation 

in order to measure this fundamental material parameter. Furthermore, these quantitative 

observations correlate nicely with the qualitative observations made in the RP HF I 

experiments (cf. 3.4.1.1 ), indicating that room temperature absorption coefficients 1 and 

corresponding optical penetration depths 5>. may be indicative of the eventual tissue ablation 

response. 

The spatial dependence of tissue ablation responses demonstrated by this experiment 

may have widespread ramifications, especially when considering the relatively short 

distances (i.e. 2 - 3 mm) involved. Granted, the difference in ablation response described 

above was artificially imposed by effectively dehydrating the peripheral buttons. 

Nevertheless, these results may indicate that more attention needs to given to this tissue 

parameter, especially when there appears to be no mention in the literature of this laser 

effect. 
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Figure 4la. CORNEAL TISSUE 2 mm DIAMETER EXCISION BUTTON PATTERNS. 

Figure 4lb. CROSS-SECTIONAL DIMENSIONS OF HUMAN ADULT CORNEA. 
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Figure 42. RECESSION DEPTH PER PULSE vs. AVERAGE FLUENCE FOR .A = 2.78 

J.Lm: CENTRAL vs. PERIPHERAL CORNEA. 
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3.4.2.2.2.2 6. vs. F: Frozen vs. Fresh Tissue (2.78 pm} 

Because the supply of eye bank research corneal tissue was not consistent, stockpiling 

research tissue became necessary. However, stockpiling required a means of storage which 

would not compromise the chemical and structural integrity of the bulk specimens. Flash 

freezing and storage in liquid nitrogen appeared promising. Figure 43 shows the measured 

recession depths per pulse l:J.P as a function of average (i.e. 1/e2) pulse fluence both for 

fresh (i.e. never frozen, as the radioman says) and defrosted (from liquid nitrogen storage 

for a period of ca. 1 month) eye bank central and peripheral corneal tissue for incident 

laser wavelength .A = 2.78 J,£m. Obviously, liquid nitrogen storage did not appear to have 

affected the tissue's ablation response when compared to a fresh specimen identically 

processed (cf. Sections 2.2.2.1.3 and 2.4). 

3.4.2.2.2.3 6. vs. Number of Pulses to Target (2.78 J.'m) 

The need for these experiments arose from the manner in which the recession depth 

per pulse .6.P was measured (cf. Sections 3.4.2.2.2. I, 3.4.2.2.2.3, 3.4.2.2.2.4, and 3.4.2.2.3.1). 

Briefly, the tissue samples were irradiated for a constant number of pulses (typically, 25). 

The issue was whether tissue ablation performance data could be a function of the total 

number of pulses delivered to the target. Figure 44 shows measured .6.P as a function of 

total number of pulses (i.e. 1, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25) for .A = 2. 78 pm. Because the technique 

for measuring .6.P had an accuracy of ± 5 J,£m, an incident fluence was chosen which would 

ablate the corneal target with .6.P ~ 10 J,£m/pulse. Error bars for each .6.P data point are 

indicated when larger than the symbol. The variation in error bar magnitude arises from 

the estimated absolute measuring accuracy of± 5 J,£m, which is divided by the total number 

of pulses for each data point. Obviously, corneal tissue ablation response was not a function 

of the total number of pulses up to 25 for .6.P of ca. 10 J,£m/pulse. Of course, at higher 

or lower fluences, this may not be true. Time did not permit exploration of this parameter 

(thereby adding another dimension to an already enormous test matrix), but the fact that 

a randomly selected .6.P demonstrated no dependence on total number of pulses is 

encouraging. Figure 45 shows the corresponding results for human cornea ablated at .A = 

2.91 J,£m. Again, the conclusions are the same. 
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3.4.2.2.2.4 A vs. F (2.9l~m and 2.78~m) 

The corneal microsurgery constraint of a small laser beam spotsize (ca. 200 x 200 ~m 

1je2 dimensions) imposed a shallow depth of focus on the incident laser beam, rendering 

the burnthough-type experiments conducted in the cw and RP HF I laser/tissue interaction 

studies impossible. Average recession depths per pulse Ap were calculated by dividing the 

total recession depth (measured optically as the difference in the positions of a microscope 

focusing at the crater bottom and then at the sample surface) by the fixed number of laser 

pulses delivered (arbitrarily set at 25). 

Figure 46 shows the measured recession depths per pulse Ap as a function of peak 

pulse fluence F P for two wavelengths (.A = 2. 78 ~m and 2.91 ~m) of rp HF chemical laser 

irradiation. Figure 4 7 shows corresponding Q\ vs. F P data calculated using Equation (5) 

and a density p of 1.00 g/cms. Figures 46 and 47 indicate that Ap and Q* A are very similar 

for both irradiation wavelengths ). = 2.78 ~m and 2.91 J.Lm at FP < 3 J/cm2. At higher 

peak fluences, however, it is clear that ). = 2. 78 ~m ablation is less efficient. Two least 

squares linear fits to low fluence ). = 2.91 J.Lm (F P s 2.41 J jcm2) and ). = 2. 78 Jlm (F P s 

2.43 Jjcm2) data also are shown in Figure 46 (detailed discussion and an expanded view 

of these linear fits are presented below). 

The intercept parameter of the linear fit to the ). = 2.91 ~m data yields an apparent 

"threshold" fluence F 0 = 0.67 (±0.06) J /cm2 below which no recession occurs. Generalizing 

from the continuous wave (cw) case [cf. Equation (14) of Reference 52], we expect that 

the following one-dimensional (I D) form of Q* A is appropriate to match the measured 

fluence dependence over a wide range of fluences: 

(13) 

Figure 4 7 shows a least squares fit of Equation (13) to ablation data obtained at ). = 

2.91 #Jm using the "threshold" fluence F0 = 0.6 Jjcm2, an assumed coupling coefficient oA 

= 0.95, and a "best fit" enthalpy of mass removal HMR = 3.6 kJ/g. The high coupled 

fluence limit (oAFP )> F 0) value of Q•A,lD [denoted Q*A,oo in Figure 47; cf. Equation 1] is 

then 3.8 kJ/g, slightly larger than the estimated thermochemical ablation value of Q* A TA 
t 

= 3.4 kJ/g discussed in Section 3.2.1. Even at the highest fluence used in this study (F P 

~ 10 J/cm2), a small "10" loss still affects the measured value of Q*A. 
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Figure 43. RECESSION DEPTH PER PULSE vs. AVERAGE FLUENCE FOR .A = 2.78 

~m: FRESH vs. DEFROSTED CORNEA. 
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Figure 44. RECESSION DEPTH PER PULSE vs. TOTAL NUMBER OF PULSES FOR .A 

= 2.78 J.lffi. 
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Figure 45. RECESSION DEPTH PER PULSE vs. TOTAL NUMBER OF PULSES FOR .X 

= 2.91 Jlffi. 
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Figure 46. RECESSION DEPTH PER PULSE vs. PEAK FLUENCE FOR .A = 2.78 Jlffi 

AND 2.91 J.lm: HUMAN CORNEA. LINEAR FITS TO LOW FLUENCE DATA. 
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Figure 47. EFFECTIVE ENTHALPIES OF ABLATION Q*~ vs. PEAK FLUENCE FP FOR 

). = 2.78 J.Lffi AND 2.91 J.Lm: HUMAN CORNEA. 
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Figure 48 shows an expanded view (O~F P~3 J/cm2, 0~AP~6 J.'m/pulse) of the measured 

recession depths per pulse Ap as a function of peak pulse fluence F P for two wavelengths 

(.A = 2. 78 J,'m and 2.91 J,'m) of rp HF chemical laser irradiation. Two least square linear 

fits to low fluence ). = 2.91 J,'m (F P ~ 2.41 J /cm2) and ). = 2. 78 J,'m (F P ~ 2.43 J /cm2) data 

also are shown. The apparent threshold fluence F0 was 0.59 (±0.07) J/cm2 for ). = 2.78 

J,'m, and 0.67 (±0.06) J/cm2 for).= 2.91 J,'m. Substituting Equation (5) into Equation (13) 

yields: 

(14) 

Thus, Q\,oo -l can be derived from the slope parameter of a fit to AP vs. F p· This approach 

results in an effective enthalpy of ablation Q*2 .78~m = 3.60 (±0.23) kJ/g and Q*2 .91~m = 

3.66 (±0.22) kJ/g. 

The origin of the threshold fluence F 0 is primarily the loss of residual energy between 

laser pulses at low pulse repetition frequency PRF. At higher PRF, the threshold fluence 

is expected to drop as residual energy between pulses can contribute to mass removal during 

subsequent pulses. Following energy deposition by a given laser pulse, the tissue pyrolyzes 

and ablates to a particular recession depth governed by the energy balance equation for 

the coupled pulse fluence.l91] 

The residual energy a>..F p,res is approximately equal to the threshold fluence F 0 and 

is given by: 

r, 
a>..F p,res = p5 I Cp{T )dT = p5AH s ' 

0 

(15) 

where p is the tissue density, 6 is the optical penetration depth, Ts and T0 are the surface 

temperature during ablation and between pulses (i.e. room temperature at low PRF), 

respectively, Cp(T) is the temperature dependent specific heat capacity (units: J/(g°K)], 

and AH 8 is the total enthalpy required to heat the tissue from T 0 to T8 . As tissue cools 

between pulses, the residual energy is lost; this is the single pulse (sp) limit which pertains 

to our low PRF experiments. 

Two cases for reduction of Equation (15) to an inferred optical penetration depth 6 

are considered: 
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1) the treatment of corneal tissue properties and ablation as those of pure water vaporizing 

at T s = 1 oooc (which has been assumed in an ablation model by other workers[92]), and 

2) the treatment of corneal tissue properties and ablation as those of a dehydrated surface 

layer of residual organic solid with 22% the density of the original corneal tissue. 

Case 1 uses p = 1 g/cms and ~Hs = 313 J/g[65], leading to 5 = 13 jjm. Case 2 uses 

p = 0.22 g/cm3,together with estimates of Ts = IOOOoC (note that thermogravimetric 

measurements on collagen pyrolysis show that this high temperature is required for complete 

mass removal[66l) and ~Hs ~ 2 kJ/g, based on Cp ~ 2 J/(g°K). These parameters lead to 

5 = 14 jjm for Case 2. In both cases (or for any combination of the two), the inferred 

values of 5 are much larger than the anticipated optical penetration depths based on room 

temperature hydrated cornea absorption spectra (cf. Figure 28), suggesting that corneal 

tissue "bleaches" during (and following) laser pyrolysis and ablation as the tissue composition 

changes. In both case, the inferred values of 5 are smaller than the anticipated penetration 

depths based on room temperature dehydrated corneal absorption spectra (cf. Figure 29). 

The "bleached" corneal tissue may therefore be partly dehydrated and/or pyrolyzed material. 

The Beer's Law "blowoff" model states that: 

(16) 

where ~Pis the recession depth per pulse (units: em), /3>. is an effective absorption coefficient, 

F is the incident fluence at the sample surface, and F 0 is the "threshold fluence" below 

which no recession occurs.l93] The model is straightforward, stating that if a threshold 

fluence is known, then Beer's law should predict the maximum recession depth by defining 

the thickness of a sample for which a fluence F incident on the surface is attenuated to 

F 0 presuming the attenuation follows Beer's Law. Figure 49 shows the same ablation data 

presented in Figure 46. However, several iso-,8>. Beer's law "blowoff" model ablation curves 

are shown. The effective absorption coefficients for the four curves correspond to infrared 

absorption coefficients 1 (cf. Figure 28) for normal and dry cornea at ). = 2.78 jjm and 

2.91 jjm, as labelled. The figure implies that the effective absorption coefficient is 

decreasing with increasing fluence as the experimental curve crosses the various predicted 

curves. As discussed in Section 3.2.3.2.4, this may imply that the energy deposition profile 

may be dominated by the properties of dehydrated and/or pyrolyzed tissue. 
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Figure 48. RECESSION DEPTH PER PULSE vs. PEAK FLUENCE FOR ). = 2.78 J.'ffi 

AND 2.91 JJm: HUMAN CORNEA. EXPANDED VIEW OF LINEAR FITS TO LOW 

FLUENCE DATA. 
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Figure 49. RECESSION DEPTH PER PULSE vs. PEAK FLUENCE FOR .A = 2.78 J.Lm 

AND 2.91 J.Lm: HUMAN CORNEA. COMPARISON TO BEER'S LAW "BLOWOFF" 

MODEL. 
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At peak fluences exceeding 2 J/cm2, pulsed laser ablation caused audible explosive 

sounds ("popping") which undoubtedly are associated with large stress wave (and probably, 

shock wave) generation. 

3.4.2.2.2.5 Photomicrograph Observations 

Photomicrographs of irradiated samples taken after total recession depths were 

determined showed "clean" craters whose profiles strongly resembled the measured laser 

beam spatial profile at all but the lowest fluences. Crater rim formation was evident at 

all fluences, and appeared to increase as a function of fluence. Another feature observed 

at most of the fluences appeared to be stretch or strain marks emanating from the crater 

rim and extending radially from the crater center to distances of ca. 400 J.Lm. The surface 

appearance of the corneal ablation craters strongly resembled photographs of overhead 

views of meteorite impact craters on the moon. This included what appeared to be a 

radially-symmetric, gradually inclining slope, peaking at the crater rim. One possible 

exclamation is that the formation of the raised ablation crater rim stems from similar 

impulse forces emanating radially outward against the unablated bulk material, thus forcing 

it upward. In most of the photomicrographs, tens of particles were strewn about the crater 

vicinity, some with diameters of up to ca. 25 I'm but the large majority having diameters 

~ 10 J'm. No traces of charring were evident at any fluence. Some dehydration may have 

been present in the crater rim, but it was difficult to confirm visually. 

Ablated debris was collected in a few experiments at high peak fluence (F P = 8 - 9 

J/cm2) using microscope cover slips positioned 4 mm from corneal sample surfaces; the 

incident HF laser beam was transmitted directly through each cover slip so that whole 

ablation plumes were sampled. 

3.4.2.2.3 Cardiovascular Tissue Ablation Data 

3.4.2.2.3.1 ~ vs. F (2.91J'm and 2.78J'm) 

The RP HF II cardiovascular tissue ablation experiments were conducted in parallel 

with the corneal ablation experiments described in Section 3.4.2.2.2.4. For convenience, 

the same laser beam spot size of ca. 200 x 200 J'ffi was used. Average recession depths 

per pulse ~P were calculated by dividing the total recession depth (measured optically as 
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the difference in the positions of a microscope focusing at the crater bottom and then at 

the sample surface) by the fixed number of laser pulses delivered (arbitrarily set at 25). 

Figure 50 shows the measured recession depths per pulse ~P as a function of peak 

pulse fluence F P for two wavelengths (). = 2. 78 I'm and 2.91 I'm) of rp HF chemical laser 

irradiation. Figure 5 I shows corresponding Q* A vs. F P data calculated using Equation (5) 

and a density p of 1.00 g/cm3. Figures 50 and 5 I indicate that ~P and Q* A are very similar 

for both irradiation wavelengths ). = 2. 78 J'ffi and 2.91 J'ffi at each peak fluence F P over 

the range of peak fluences studied. Two least square linear fits to low fluence ). = 2.91 

I'm (Fp ~ 2.20 J/cm2) and).= 2.78 I'm (Fp ~ 2.00 Jjcm2) data also are shown in Figure 

50 (detailed discussion and an expanded view of these linear fits are presented below). 

The intercept parameter of the linear fit to the ). = 2.91 J'ffi data yields an apparent 

"threshold" fluence F 0 = 0.37 (±0.06) Jjcm2 below which no recession occurs. 

Figure 5 I shows a least squares fit of Equation (13) to ablation data obtained at ). = 

2.91 JJm using the "threshold" fluence F0 = 0.4 J/cm2, an assumed coupling coefficient o>. 

= 0.90, and a "best fit" enthalpy of mass removal HMR = 3.6 kJ/g. The high coupled 

fluence limit (o>.Fp ,_ F0) value of Q*A,lD [denoted Q*>.,oo in Figure 51; cf. Equation 1] is 

then 4.0 kJ/g, slightly larger than the estimated thermochemical ablation value of Q*>.,TA 

= 3.4 kJ/g discussed in Section 3.2.1. Even at the highest fluence used in this study (Fp 

~ 10 Jjcm2), a small "10" loss still affects the measured value of Q\. 
Figure 52 shows an expanded view (i.e O~F P~3 Jjcm2, O~~P~6J'm/pulse) of the 

measured recession depths per pulse ~P as a function of peak pulse fluence F P for two 

wavelengths (.A = 2. 78 JJm and 2.91 JJm) of rp HF chemical laser irradiation. Two least 

square linear fits to low fluence .A = 2.91 I'm (F P ~ 2.201 /cm2) and ). = 2. 78 I'm (F P ~ 2.00 

J/cm2) data also are shown. The apparent threshold fluence F0 was 0.30 (±0.10) J/cm2 

for).= 2.78 JJm, and 0.37 (±0.06) Jjcm2 for).= 2.91 Jlm. Q*>. 00 -1 can be derived from 
I 

the slope parameter of a fit to ~P vs. F P using Equation (14). This approach results in an 

effective enthalpy of ablation Q*2.78JJm = 3.65 (±0.33) kJ/g and Q*2.91JJm = 3.83 (±0.26) 

kJ/g (uncertainties are propogated standard deviations calculated from the data standard 

deviations; see Reference 52). 

Two cases for reduction of Equation (15) to an inferred optical penetration depth 5 

are considered: 
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Figure 50. RECESSION DEPTH PER PULSE vs. PEAK FLUENCE FOR A = 2.78 Jlm 

AND 2.91 Jlm: HUMAN AORTA. LINEAR FITS TO LOW FLUENCE DATA. 
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Figure 51. EFFECTIVE ENTHALPIES OF ABLATION Q*A vs. PEAK FLUENCE FP FOR 

). = 2.78 J.'ID AND 2.91 J.'ID: HUMAN AORTA. 
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Figure 52. RECESSION D~PTH PER PULSE vs. PEAK FLUENCE FOR A = 2.78 J,Lm 

AND 2.91 J.lm: HU~1AN AORTA. EXPANDED VIEW OF LINEAR FITS TO LOW 

FLUENCE DATA. 
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I) the treatment of aortal tissue properties and ablation as those of pure water vaporizing 

at T 8 = I oooc (which has been assumed in an ablation model by other workersl92]), and 

2) the treatment of aortal tissue properties and ablation as those of a dehydrated surface 

layer of residual organic solid with 28% the density of the original aortal tissue. 

Case I uses p = 1 g/ cm3 and !:::J.H 8 = 313 J 1 g[Gs), leading to 6 = 13 J.'m. Case 2 uses 

p = 0.28 gjcm3,together with estimates of Ts = IOOOoC (note that thermogravimetric 

measurements on collagen pyrolysis show that this high temperature is required for complete 

mass removal[66l) and fl.Hs ~ 2 kJ/g, based on Cp s:::s 2 J/(g°K). These parameters lead to 

5 = 7 J.'m for Case 2. In both cases (or for any combination of the two), the inferred 

values of 6 are much larger than the anticipated optical penetration depths based on room 

temperature hydrated aorta absorption spectra (cf. Figure 27), suggesting that aortal tissue 

"bleaches" during (and following) laser pyrolysis and ablation as the tissue composition 

changes. In both case, the inferred values of 5 are smaller than the anticipated penetration 

depths based on room temperature dehydrated aortal absorption spectra (cf. Figure 25). 

The "bleached" aortal tissue may therefore be partly dehydrated and/or pyrolyzed material. 

Figure 53 shows the same ablation data presented in Figure 50. However, several 

iso-.8>. Beer's law "blowoff" model ablation curves [calculated using Equation (15)] are 

shown. The effective absorption coefficients for the four curves correspond to the measured 

infrared absorption coefficients 1 (c/. Figures 27 and 25) for normal and "very-dry" aorta 

at .A = 2.78 J.'m and 2.91 J.'ffi, as labelled. The figure implies that the effective absorption 

coefficient is decreasing with increasing fluence as the experimental curve crosses the 

various predicted curves. As discussed in Section 3.2.3.2.4, this may imply that the energy 

deposition profile may be dominated by the properties of dehydrated and/or pyrolyzed 

tissue. 

At peak fluences exceeding 2 J/cm2, pulsed laser ablation caused audible explosive 

sounds ("popping noises") which undoubtedly are associated with large stress wave (and 

probably, shock wave) generation. 

3.4.2.2.3.2 Photomicrograph Obsen·ations 

Photomicrographs of irradiated samples, taken after total recession depths were 

determined, showed crater profiles closely resembling the measured laser beam spatial 
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profiles at all but the lowest fluences. However, the aortal ablation craters significantly 

differed from the corneal ablation craters in two respects. What appeared to be tens of 

subsurface air bubbles with diameters of 10- 200 I-'m were seen in the material surrounding 

the ablation crater. Bubbles were measured to depths of ca. 50-I 00 J£m below the sample 

surface. The bubble size, quantity, and distance from the crater margin increased as a 

function of fluence. The fluence thresholds for bubble formation were ca. 1.7 - 1.9 J/cm2 

for .A = 2.91 J£m and ca. 2.6 - 2. 7 J /cm2 for .A = 2. 78J£m. Furthermore, some material 

alteration, appearing as white, highly scattering regions (perhaps due to dehydration and/or 

protein coagulation) in the crater rims (sometimes extending into the crater), occasionally 

was present at random fluence levels. Crater rim formation was evident at all fluences, 

and appeared to increase as a function of fluence. The stretch or strain marks emanating 

from the crater rim observed in the corneal specimens were not evident. However, at low 

fluences (Fp ~ 1.5 J/cm2 for .A= 2.91 I-'m and Fp ~ 1.7 Jjcm2 for .A= 2.78 I-'m), strands 

of material were strewn extending radially from the crater rim to distances of ca. 150 J£m. 

The surface appearance of the aortal ablation craters resembled the corneal ablation craters 

only partially. The slope leading up to the crater rim appeared much steeper and did not 

extend outwards beyond ca. 100 J£m. Perhaps the formation of the raised ablation crater 

rim stems from impulse forces emanating radially outward against the unablated bulk 

material, thus forcing it upward. In most of the photomicrographs, tens of particles were 

strewn about the crater vicinity with diameters of up to ca. 25 J£m with the large majority 

having diameters~ 10 J£m. However, most of these particles appeared to be dirt, aluminium 

foil grindings, and other contaminants. No traces of charring were evident at any fluence. 

Ablated debris was collected in a few experiments at high peak fluence (F P = 8 - 9 

Jjcm2) using microscope cover slips positioned 4 mm from aorta sample surfaces; the 

incident HF laser beam was transmitted directly through each cover slip so that whole 

ablation plumes were sampled. Photomicrographs of the particle distribution on the cover 

slips were recorded and examined. Several hundred irregularly shaped chunks, strands, 

and other debris particles were observed. Typical dimensions were 10 - 20 J£m, but a 

small quantity of the particles did have dimensions of up to 100 J£m. 

j: 

I 
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Figure 53. RECESSION DEPTH PER PULSE vs. PEAK FLUENCE FOR .A = 2.78 J.'ffi 

AND 2.91 J.'m: HUMAN AORTA. COMPARISON TO BEER'S LAW "BLOWOFF" MODEL. 
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3.4.2.3 Comparison with Related Results 

Of the eleven mid-IR ablation references cited in Chapter 1, only three have published 

quantitative ablation results for either cardiovascular or corneal tissue. Results for mid-IR 

laser ablation of human cardiovascular tissue do not appear to have been published outside 

of our group. Figure 54 compares our mid-IR ablation results for human normal aorta 

with those of J.T. Walsh, et a/, for bovine aorta using an Er:Y AG laserJ12] Two possible 

causes for the obvious discrepancy in the data sets come to mind immediately: first, 

possible differences in chemical composition between bovine and human tissue and, second, 

the Er:Y AG laser's much longer but complex pulse width (r P ~ 200 iJSec, or almost three 

orders of magnitude longer than the RP HF II laser). The pulse is typically a macropulse, 

consisting of a "train" of hundreds of micropulses. Such a complex manner of delivering 

the incident laser energy could conceivably cause significant differences in the effects 

produced by the Er:Y AG and the HF chemical lasers. However, without side-by-side 

comparisons, this analysis is purely speculative. 

An examination of the J.T. Walsh group's experimental procedure also yields two 

likely causes for the disparity in experimental results. Their claim of a "uniform intensity 

profile" is questionable since the measured irradiance/fluence distributions indicate a 

fluctuation of ca. 30% in irradiancejfluence values within the reported beam diameter, 

with the intensity distribution peaking somewhat sharply in the center. Such a beam spatial 

profile is reminiscent of our experience with the RP HF I laser, which also produced 

"efficient" ablation. However, measuring the maximum recession rate without, at the same 

time, accounting for the irradiance/fluence (i.e. the peak fluence) which produced that 

recession rate, tends inevitably to overaverage the fluence, thereby underestimating fluence 

and overestimating ablation efficiency (i.e. too high ~P and too low Q*). Additionally, 

the use of the full width half maximum (FWHM) of the measured irradiance/fluence 

distribution as the spot size A over which to average the total beam energy undoubtedly 

contributed to the higher recession rates reported in the J.T. Walsh, et al paper for a given 

fluence. 

One quantitative ablation study of human cornea with mid-IR lasers has been reported 

by T. Bende, et al, using a Q-switched Er:YAG laserJ15} Another study of bovine corneas 

by D. Stern, et a/ using a Raman-shifted Nd:Y AG laser also will be included in this 
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discussion.l17] Figure 55 shows a comparison of the results of these two studies with our 

HF laser ablation studies of human cornea. Interestingly, the D.S. Stern, et a/ bovine 

cornea data resemble our human cornea data more closely than the T. Bende, eta/ human 

cornea data. The lack of quantitative information in the T. Bende, et a/ paper makes it 

difficult to pinpoint possible experimental causes for the radically different behavior 

exhibited by their data. This study did use a Q-switched Er:YAG laser to get a much 

shorter pulse width rP (i.e. ca. 280 nsec; comparable to what the RP HF II laser produced) 

than the "normal-spiking-mode" Er:YAG laser used in the J.T. Walsh, eta/ studies. However, 

the "trade-ofr' and reason that J.T. Walsh, et a/ reported for not using the Q-switched 

Er:Y AG laser was the poor pulse-to-pulse stability in the output beam energy (ca. ±50%). 

This may explain the discrepancy, but it is only speculation. 

The resemblance of the D.S. Stern, et a/ data to our own is interesting. One major 

difference in the laser parameters of their study was their use of a pulse width T P of ca. 

6 ns, which may have resulted in different laser effects since the laser pulse interaction 

with the plume would be expected to be much smaller than for the HF laser pulse width 

Tp of ca. 200 ns. The resemblance between the two data sets suggests that laser/plume 

interactions were minimal in our RP HF II ablation studies. However, as with the J.T. 

Walsh, eta/ paper, serious reservations arise regarding the Stern, eta/ method for determining 

beam spot size and, consequently, its reported fluence values for a given recession rate. 

Their technique, which consisted of ablating "unexposed but developed Polaroid film and 

examining it under a microscope with a calibrated reticle (to measure the dimensions of 

the ablation crater)," undoubtedly led to overaveraging (i.e. underestimating) the fluence 

and overestimating the ablation efficiency (i.e. too high ~P and too low Q*). Therefore, 

I suspect that any favorable comparison (without further information on their experimental 

details) is only coincidental. 

3.4.2.4 Conclusions and Future Experiments 

In considering our results, the similarity in ablation thresholds F 0 and effective 

enthalpies of ablation Q• .x for the two HF chemical laser wavelengths (). = 2.78 and 2.91 

J.'m) both for cornea (for F P < 3 J jcm2) and normal aorta (for F P < 10 J jcm2) was a 

surprising result. Given the large differences in hydrated and dehydrated tissue infrared 
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Figure 54. RECESSION DEPTH PER PULSE vs. PEAK FLUENCE: COMPARISON OF 

RESULTS FOR HUMAN NORMAL AORTA. 
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Figure 55. RECESSION DEPTH PER PULSE vs. PEAK FLUENCE: COMPARISON OF 

RESULTS FOR HUMAN CORNEA. 
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absorption coefficients 1 and optical penetration depths S). for both tissue types at these 

wavelengths, we had expected .A = 2.91 I-'m ablation to proceed more efficiently than .A = 

2. 78 I-'m. (This may indicate that transient optical properties of these tissue during ablation 

and over these fluence ranges are actually quite similar for both laser wavelengths.) Although 

the expected behavior was observed for cornea for FP > 3 J/cm2, in the abscence of 

additional experimental information (such as direct measurements of the coupling coefficient 

a). as a function of fluence), we can only speculate that new phenomenology (such as plume 

blockage by hot vaporizing water) becomes important at higher fluences for .A = 2.78 I-'m 

vs . .A = 2.91 I-'m corneal ablation. 

The air bubbles observed in the photomicrographs of the ablated aortal samples are 

particularly disturbing. The formation of these bubbles, especially at distances up to 200 

Jjm (i.e. one crater diameter) from the crater margin, indicates the presence of high pressures 

occurring within the crater "venting" through surrounding tissue. The pressures are 

sufficiently high to separate the layers of the arterial wall. A likely separation point would 

be the boundary between the tunica intima and tunica media, since this was the approximate 

depth at which the bubbles appeared. Apparently, the strength of the bond between the 

lamellae of the cornea is sufficient to contain this pressure within the ablation crater until 

it has vented to the atmosphere. 

The insight gained on the energetics of mid-infrared laser/tissue interactions is the 

most important result of these ablation studies. Normal aortal tissue ablation data obtained 

at .A = 2.78 I-'m and 2.91 I-'m are consistent with a high coupled fluence effective enthalpy 

of ablation Q*00 = 4.0 kJ/g and a threshold fluence F0 = 0.4 Jjcm2. Likewise, corneal 

tissue ablation data obtained at .A = 2.91 I-'m are consistent with a high coupled fluence 

effective enthalpy of ablation Q* 00 = 3.8 kJ/g and a threshold fluence F 0 = 0.6 J/cm2. 

For normal aortal tissue, the difference between Q* 00 = 4.0 kJ/g and the estimated 

thermochemical ablation value Q*TA = 3.6 kJ/g is small. Likewise, for corneal tissue, the 

difference between Q* 00 = 3.8 kJ/g and the estimated thermochemical ablation value Q*TA 

= 3.4 kJ/g is small. These small differences in the experimental and 

thermochemically-predicted Q* certainly suggest that most of the mass removal is in the 

form of vapor phase products. 

Important questions regarding the ablation mechanism still remain unanswered. 
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Although the energetics suggest ablation is occuring in thermochemical equilibium, it 

cannot be definitively stated until experimental measurements of discrete mass loss (i.e. 

particle size, distribution, and fraction of total mass ablated; to quantify the "spallation" 

and/or "blowofr' contribution to the total mass loss) and ablation product distributions (i.e. 

time-of -flight mass spectrometric and spectroscopic absorption studies of ablation plumes; 

to explore reaction mechanisms and energy channels) are obtained. 

The test matrix definitely should be expanded to explore the waveform dimension 

of the laser parameter space defined above (c/. Figure 24). Photoacoustic studies of the 

shock waves generated in rp ablation should accompany this experimental excursion because 

it is obviously vital in medical applications to understand and control the acoustic disruption 

of cell components during rp ablation. Another dimension which should be added to the 

test matrix would be the tissue property of water content (hydration). As indicated by 

our qualitative observations, ablation performance as a function of hydration should yield 

very interesting results. Successfully applying techniques of laser beam integration to yield 

true "flat-top" beam spatial profiles would go a long way in reducing the uncontrolled side 

effects which undoubtedly accompany target (both in vitro and in vivo) exposure to the 

broad range of irradiance/fluence values characteristic of nonuniform beam profiles. 

Experiments measuring tissue optical properties during ablation are definitely called 

for. Time-resolved reflection, absorption and scattering studies would certainly provide 

important clues on the role of transient and altered tissue optical properties in defining 

the overall energy deposition profile. Fast, low temperature pyrometry must be developed 

so that measurements during and after ablation may shed light on the thermal processes 

involved. High speed photography may be the only means of generating an integrated 

view of the overall ablation process. 
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4 LASER-INDUCED FLUORESCENCE SPECTROSCOPY OF BIOLOGICAL TISSUES 

4.1 Introduction 

As described in Section 1.2.2.1, a desire to develop a spectroscopic diagnostic technique 

for differentiation of normal from atherosclerotic cardiovascular (CV) tissue motivated the 

laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) studies. The diagnostic was envisioned as a remote sensing 

device; hence, compatibility with optical fiber technology was a design constraint. The 

CV tissue fluorescence studies can be divided roughly into three projects: 1) diagnostic 

technique evaluation, 2) optical fiber feasibility demonstration, and 3) elucidation of the 

nature of the fluorescence. Most of these experiments were conducted using in vitro human 

cardiovascular tissue, which will be the focus of this chapter. 

Significant effort was directed towards quantitative analyses of the fluorescence data, 

primarily in the form of computer deconvolutions of the "supposed" three band origin of 

the tissue fluorescence spectra, and subsequent statistical analyses, which used 

deconvolution-determined parameters. These analyses have been described elsewhere for 

normal vs. malignant lung tissue.f94] However, a discussion of the quantitative analyses 

for cardiovascular tissue has been omitted because in vivo studies conducted by others in 

the field invalidated the three band origin of the fluorescence which our deconvolution 

model presumed.f6l The fluorescence structure so prevalent in in vitro CV tissue could not 

be reproduced during human in vivo experiments, indicating the presence of an artifact in 

the in vitro results. This other work demonstrated that in vitro fluorescence studies 

approximated the "true" in vivo fluorescence only in very limited circumstances (cf. Section 

4.2.3). 

This unexpected and highly significant revelation, coupled with our limited access 

to resources for conducting human in vivo studies, effectively terminated the project. Since 

a significant portion of this work has questionable direct extrapolation to the in vivo 

situation, the discussion which follows is limited and qualitative in nature. Nonetheless, 

the experimental approach was fundamentally sound and much insight into biological tissue 

fluorescence was gained. Consequently, these studies provide a foundation for possible 

future in vivo experiments. 
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4.2 Cardio"Vascular Tissue 

The CV tissue fluorescence studies explored the fluorescence signatures produced by 

the various tissue types representing the progressive stages of atherosclerosis (cf. Table 3 

in Section 2.2.1.1.3). Results for the coronary arteries [i.e. right coronary artery (RCA), 

left descending coronary artery (LOA), and the circumflex coronary artery (CFX)] and 

aorta (mostly thoracic with some illiac) have not been segregated because the LIF spectra 

did not appear to be a function of tissue type. These tissue types are referred to collectively 

as cardiovascular (CV) tissue. When appropriate, the specific tissue type used in any 

particular experiment will be given. Ultraviolet/Visible/Near Infrared (UV /VIS/NIR) 

absorption studies of CV tissue provided information on tissue absorption bands, which 

serve either as potential fluorescence excitation bands or artifact sources (cf. Section 1.2.2.2). 

4.2.1 Laser-Induced Fluorescence Studies 

4.2.1.1 Fluorescence Excitation Experiments 

The first step was the selection of an optimal excitation wavelength -Xex for exciting 

and discriminating among the fluorescence spectra of the various CV tissue types. Only 

Ar-ion laser wavelengths were considered. Figure 56 shows a partial matrix of LIF spectra 

for four Ar-ion laser -Xex and three tissue types [i.e. normal (NOR) artery, noncalcified 

atherosclerotic plaque (NCP}, and calcified atherosclerotic plaque (CAL); "fatty streaks" 

(FAT) were not present on the specimen used in this matrix] from the same donor specimen. 

Intensity (dimensionless; given as photon counts) vs. frequency v (wavenumbers; units: per 

em, cm- 1) is shown in the plot for each matrix element. Not surprisingly, the LIF spectra 

show that the "blue" (i.e. the shorter wavelength) shoulder of the broad fluorescence band 

is losing intensity as .\ex increases. Note the three distinct fluorescence signatures for the 

three tissue types which -Xex = 457.9 nm yields, thus establishing the basis for its use 

throughout these studies. 

4.2.1.2 .\=457 .9 om Fluorescence Experiments 

Figure 57 shows typical LIF spectra of NOR, FAT, NCP, and CAL cardiovascular 

tissue for -Xex = 457.9 nm. These results have been reproduced in other studies.l95] The 

NOR, FAT, and NCP samples came from the same donor specimen. As Figure 57 also 
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depicts, the single feature which distinguished NOR samples from the other tissue types 

is the characteristic three peak shape, with intensity decreasing for longer wavelengths. 

There appears also to be a trend in the LIF band structure paralleling the progression of 

atherosclerosis. Briefly, atherosclerotic plaque formation is thought to begin with an injury 

to the endothelium (cf. Section 3.2.3.1 ). Smooth cells begin to migrate into the intima and 

proliferate. Lipid deposition (i.e. fatty streaks) is followed by fibrosis (i.e. noncalcified 

plaque) which is followed by the final disease stage of calcification (i.e. calcified 

atherosclerotic plaque). The LIF spectra indicate that, as atherosclerosis develops, the 

"resolved" three peak band structure gradually blends into one featureless band (i.e. calcified 

plaque). These results, seemingly confirmed by others (cf. Section 1.3.2), generated 

appreciable excitement because it appeared that discrimination between the various tissue 

types was possible using LIF. Calcified plaques tended to fluoresce more intensity than 

other tissue types.f25] Figure 58 shows the significant variations in the LIF spectra of NOR 

CV samples which occasionally were recorded. At the time, these extreme cases were 

disregarded as aberrational but, in retrospect, they reflected the presence of a reabsorption 

artifact (cf. Section 4.2.3). 

4.2.1.3 Fluorescence Bleaching Rate Experiment 

Early in the work, it became apparent that fluorescence absolute intensity decreased 

with time (i.e. bleached). This effect became more pronounced at higher laser irradiances. 

The Raman spectrophotometer used in these studies was sufficiently sensitive that, typically, 

irradiances of only ca. I 00 p.W /mm2 were used. Figure 59 shows the effect of laser exposure 

duration on the absolute intensity of the LIF band. Successively less intense traces represent 

ca. 20 additional minutes (time period to scan the monochromator from v = 24000 cm-1 

to 12000 cm-1 and back to v = 24000 cm-1) of exposure time. 

4.2.1.4 Fluorescence Collection Via Optical Fibers 

Once the utility of fluorescence as a diagnostic for atherosclerosis appeared to have 

been established, it became important to demonstrate its effective application through 

optical fibers. Figure 60 shows spectra obtained using a single optical fiber (to carry both 

the excitation wavelength to the sample surface and the resulting fluorescence back to the 
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Figure 56. LASER-INDUCED FLUORESCENCE OF CARDIOVASCULAR TISSUE AS 

A FUNCTION OF EXCITATION WAVELENGTH AND TISSUE TYPE. 
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Figure 57. TYPICAL LASER-INDUCED FLUORESCENCE SPECTRA (>-ex= 457.9 nm) 

OF NORMAL CARDIOVASCULAR TISSUE, FATTY STREAKS, NONCALCIFIED 

ATHEROSCLEROTIC PLAQUE, AND CALCIFIED ATHEROSCLEROTIC PLAQUE. 
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Figure 58 . LASER-INDUCED FLUORESCENCE SPECTRA: EXTREME EXAMPLES 

OF NORMAL CARDIOVASCULAR TISSUE. 
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Figure 59. LASER-INDUCED FLUORESCENCE SPECTRA OF NORMAL 

CARDIOVASCULAR TISSUE: BLEACHING RATE MEASUREMENTS. 
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Figure 60. LASER-INDUCED FLUORESCENCE SPECTRA: NORMAL-ORIENTED 

OPTICAL FIBER COLLECTION. 

Panel 1 shows a background spectrum of the Raman/LIF bands from the laser/ fiber 

coupling point. Panel 2 shows the combined sample LIF spectrum and optical fiber 

Raman/LIF spectrum. Panel 3 shows the sample LIF spectrum obtained by digitally 

subtracting the spectrum in Panel 1 from the spectrum in Panel 2. 
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monochromator collection optics) in the configuration described in Section 2.3.2.1.2 and 

depicted in Detail B of Figure 20 (i.e. the optical fiber main axis oriented perpendicular 

to the sample surface). The first panel shows the background spectrum of the optical 

fiber's strong Raman bands (and a weak broad fluorescence band), originating from the 

point at which the laser was coupled to the fiber (i.e. at the focus of the first fluorescence 

collection lens) and with no sample positioned at the optical fiber fluorescence sampling 

end. The second panel in Figure 60 shows the combined LIF /Raman spectrum obtained 

when a calcified plaque sample was positioned at the optical fiber fluorescence sampling 

end. The third panel shows only the calcified plaque LIF spectrum, obtained by digitally 

subtracting the background spectrum from the combined LIF /Raman spectrum. 

The first panel in Figure 61 shows the LIF spectrum of a specimen in the off -axis 

excitation configuration described in 2.3.2.1.1. The second panel shows the LIF spectrum 

of the same specimen at the same location obtained using a single optical fiber as just 

described, except in the configuration depicted in Detail C of Figure 20 (i.e. the optical 

fiber main axis oriented parallel to the sample surface). The optical fiber Raman bands 

were not digitally subtracted from the combined LIF /Raman spectrum. These spectra 

show that optical fiber collection of LIF reproduced the LIF results using the two lens 

collection system of the off -axis excitation configuration (cf. Section 2.3.2.1.1 ). Although 

the ability to collect LIF spectra via optical fiber was demonstrated early in these studies, 

the two lens collection system (i.e. no optical fiber) of the off -axis excitation configuration 

was retained for most of this work for convenience. 

4.2.1.5 Fluorescence of Mechanically Removed Plaque 

Figure 62 illustrates the effect of mechanically removing a calicified atherosclerotic 

plaque to determine if a "normal" fluorescence signature occurs at the plaque/nonplaque 

boundary (i.e. a first order approximation to the situation of a laser ablating through the 

plaque and encountering healthy tissue). A small (ca. 2 mm wide by 4 mm tall by I mm 

thick) calcified plaque surrounded by fatty streaks and noncalcified plaque was located in 

a specimen. The first panel shows typical LIF spectrum for this calcified plaque while 

still embedded in the bulk tissue. The second panel shows the calcified plaque sample 

after removal from the bulk tissue which, not surprisingly, is similar to the first panel 
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spectrum. The third panel is the LIF spectrum of the "subplaque" region exposed by 

removal of the calcified plaque. This LIF spectrum indicates "normal" tissue and contrasts 

greatly with the spectra of the first two panels. These results never were duplicated using 

a laser to ablate the plaque. 

4.2.1.6 Fluorescence of Pure Chemical Components 

During attempts to determine the chemical origin of CV tissue fluorescence, two 

candidate substances were studied. One study had reported that cellular autofluorescence 

(a medical term used to signify the "native" fluorescence of a substance as opposed to the 

"introduced" fluorescence of, say, a biological immunofluorescent probe) is probably due 

to endogenous flavoproteins.!96] Figure 63 shows the LIF spectra for four riboflavin 

dilutions as labelled. The shape of the LIF band, however, appears too narrow to account 

entirely for the CV tissue fluorescence band. 

The second substance analyzed was calcium hydroxyapatite [Ca5(P04)a0H)], the single 

largest component of calcified atherosclerotic plaque. I would like to thank Dr. Dieter 

Heymann of the Rice University Geology Department for kindly providing the specimen. 

Figure 64 shows the LIF spectrum of this specimen. It strongly resembles the calcified 

plaque bandshape, with peak intensity frequency displaced ca. 300 cm-1 to the red. 

4.2.1.7 Fluorescence of Isolated Components: 

During these studies, indirect evidence began to mount that blood somehow played 

a role in the fluorescence (cf. Section 4.2.3) of CV tissue. Dr. Michele Sartori graciously 

donated a small quantity of fresh human blood for experiments. Panel I of Figure 65 

shows the LIF spectrum for freshly-drawn whole blood, indicating very little fluorescence. 

Another freshly-drawn whole blood specimen was centrifuged at ca. 6000 rotations per 

minute (RPM) for a period of one hour. Panel2 shows the LIF spectrum of the supernatant, 

which consisted mostly of plasma and was amber in color. Interestingly, this plasma 

component of blood fluoresces moderately and its LIF spectrum is virtually identical to 

the riboflavin solution LIF spectrum shown in Figure 62. Panel 3 shows the LIF spectrum 

for the red blood cell fraction that had been centrifuged out of the whole blood. This 

LIF band was much broader but less intense than that of the supernatant component. 
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Figure 61. LASER-INDUCED FLUORESCENCE SPECTRA: COMPARISON OF 

OFF-AXIS EXCITATION CONFIGURATION vs. PARALLEL-ORIENTED OPTICAL 

FIBER CONFIGURATION. 

Panel 1 shows the LIF spectrum of a specimen recorded using the off -axis excitation 

configuration. Panel 2 shows the LIF spectrum collected at the same point on the specimen 

used for the Panel 2 spectrum through a parallel-oriented (i.e. 45° aluminum-coated optical 

fiber end collecting fluorescence perpendicular to main fiber axis) optical fiber. 
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Figure 62. LASER-INDUCED FLUORESCENCE SPECTRA: EFFECT OF MECHANICAL 

REMOVAL OF CALCIFIED ATHEROSCLEROTIC PLAQUE. 
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Figure 63. LASER-INDUCED FLUORESCENCE SPECTRA: RIBOFLA YIN DILUTIONS. 
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Figure 64. LASER-INDUCED FLUORESCENCE SPECTRA: CALCIUM 

HYDROXYAPATITE. 
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Figure 65. LASER-INDUCED FLUORESCENCE SPECTRA: WHOLE BLOOD AND 

ISOLA TED FRACTIONS. 
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4.2.2 UV /Vis/NIR Absorption Experiments 

Figure 66 shows the measured total attenuation coefficient 1 (units: per em, cm- 1) 

as a function of wavelength ). (units: nm) for a section of normal aorta having a thickness 

of ca. 100 p,m. The two bands in the mid-infrared spectral region, with maxima at ). = 

1450 and 1930 nm, are overtone absorptions of tissue water. The bands in the UV /VIS 

spectral region, with maxima at ). = 410, 540 and 580 nm, are absorption bands of 

oxyhemoglobin and deoxyhemoglobin (the band at).= 410 nm also is known as the Soret 

band).[97] 

4.2.3 Role of Hemoglobin Reabsorption in Tissue Fluorescence 

As discussed above, the in vivo work conducted by other groups (see Reference 28) 

demonstrated that an artifact was present in the in vitro studies which had been conducted 

up to that time. The probable culprit was hemoglobin reabsorption. For sufficiently large 

optical penetration depth 8>., tissue absorption bands to the red of ).ex can filter (i.e. reabsorb) 

any emitted light of the same wavelength as the fluorescence passes through the resulting 

volume element in the tissue on its way to the surface. Figure 67 shows a UV /VIS 

absorption spectrum [absorbance (dimensionless, shown in arbitrary absorbance units) is 

plotted as a function of v (units: wavenumbers, cm-1)] of a thin section of normal aorta 

in the v range of ca. 17000 to 21000 em -1 (.A = 590 - 480 nm) superimposed on a fluorescence 

spectrum of normal aorta. Note that the two tissue absorption bands due to hemoglobin 

coincide with the dips in the fluorescence spectrum. The results presented in the following 

subsections offer evidence which supports this model of in vitro fluorescence in CV tissues. 

4.2.3.1 Near-in vivo Studies: Heart Transplant Tissue 

Early in these studies, a concern existed that in vitro results might not represent 

accurately "true" in vivo fluorescence spectra. To approach one step closer to "true" spectra, 

specimens of CV tissue from heart transplant operations were obtained. Because these 

specimens came directly from the operating room to the spectrophotometer, it was hoped 

they would closely represent in vivo fluorescence. Figure 68 shows a typical LIF spectrum 
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of a normal section from one of four transplant CV specimens studied. The lack of the 

three band structure observed in the in vitro normal CV tissue specimens, in retrospect, 

should have raised greater inquiry at the time. 

4.2.3.2 Time-Resolved Fluorescence 

Brief time-resolved fluorescence studies of in vitro normal aorta were conducted at 

the Shell Westhollow Research Laboratories. I would like to thank Dr. Thomas Cellucci 

and Shell Westhollow for their generosity in providing laboratory equipment and personnel 

support. Emission was excited at ).ex = 458 nm using a broad band visible source passing 

through a monochromator. Emission was collected in separate experiments at ). = 516 and 

553 nm (the maxima of the two most intense bands in the three band LIF spectrum of 

normal CV tissue). Measurements were not conducted on the lowest intensity band because 

of limited equipment time (the first two experiments were conducted over a time period 

of ca. 6 hours each). Decay constants derived from a tri-exponential function [i.e. a 

weighted sum of exponential terms: A 1exp( -tjr1) + A 2esp( -tjr2) + A 3exp( -t/r3)] fit to 

the time-resolved fluorescence decay curves are listed in Table 15. The similarity of these 

time constants for the two bands indicates that the origin of the emission is the same. 

Furthermore, these constants resemble fluorescence decay constants of flavins for similar 

).ex·l98l Although histologic studies have suggested that the structural proteins elastin and 

collagen are responsible for the fluorescence,[28] we suspect otherwise. Elastin and collagen 

do not absorb at ).ex= 457.9 nm (i.e. ).ex for these studies) or 476.0 nm ().ex for Reference 

28). On the other hand, flavoproteins in aqueous solution (cited above in Reference 96 

as the likely fluorophore in cellular fluorescence) strongly absorb these ).ex• having an 

absorption band peaking at ). ~ 450 nmJ99] 
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Figure 66. UV/VIS/NIR TOTAL ATTENUATION SPECTRUM OF 100J.lm THICK 

NORMAL AORTA SECTION. 
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Figure 67. SUPERIMPOSED LASER-INDUCED FLUORESCENCE AND UV/VIS/NIR 

TOTAL ATTENUATION SPECTRA: NORMAL AORTA. 
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Figure 68. LASER-INDUCED FLUORESCENCE SPECTRA: NEAR-in vivo HEART 

TRANSPLANT CORONARY ARTERY TISSUE. 
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Table 15 TIME-RESOLVED FLUORESCENCE DECAY CONSTANTS FOR NORMAL 

AORTA: .Aex = 458 nm. 

Emission Al I A2 I A3 Tl I T2 T3 

nm dimensionless ns 

516 0.8(±0.1) 0.35(±0.03) 0.04(±0.0 1) 0.7(±0.1) 3.3(±0.2) 9.7(±0.4) 

553 1.0(±0.2) 0.37(±0.03) 0.06(±0.0 1) 0.7(±0.2) 3.4(±0.2) 9.1(±0.4) 

4.2.3.3 Fluorescence Depth-Profiling: Sample Thin Sections 

Figure 69 shows spatially-resolved LIF spectra for normal aorta. A specimen with 

a thickness of ca. 1 mm was sectioned into three slabs of approximately 300 J.Lm thickness 

each using a cryostat/microtome. The origin of each slab within the original specimen is 

indicated in the figure. The LIF spectra of the slab closest to the surface (probably 

consisting of both the intimal and medial layers) resembled the LIF of normal CY tissue. 

The LIF spectra of the central slab (probably consisting of only the medial layer) had 

almost no structure. The LIF spectra of the outer slab (probably consisting of medial and 

adventitial layers) had the most structure fluorescence of the three. The thickness of ca. 

300 J,Lm was chosen because thinner sections (typically,~ 150 J,Lm) exhibited little, if any, 

structured fluorescence, indicating a pathlength dependence which reabsorption would be 

expected to exhibit (cf. Section 4.2.3.5). The spatial dependence of the LIF spectra as a 

function of section depth suggests hemoglobin diffusion (i.e. contamination) of the outer 

layers of the arterial wall. 

4.2.3.4 Fluorescence Structure Bleaching: Saline Immersion 

Panel I of Figure 70 shows the LIF spectrum of a normal aorta specimen. To mimic 

physiological conditions, this specimen was immersed in a Kreb's solution (a 0.9% saline 

solution including physiological concentrations of various electrolytes present) at a 

temperature of ca. 37 oc (i.e. normal body temperature) for a time period of 2 hours. 

Panel 2 shows the LIF spectrum collected at the same position on the specimen as used 

for Panel I. Not only has the LIF structure almost disappeared, but the LIF intensity has 
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increased. This indicates that this procedure dissolved the hemoglobin (i.e. the reabsorption 

species) out of the specimen. The reverse experiment of soaking the tissue in blood to 

reintroduce the three band structure to the LIF spectrum was not performed. 

4.2.3 .5 Fluorescence Pathlength Dependence: Optical Fiber Penetration 

This set of experiments, coupled with the results of the UV /Vis/NIR absorption 

experiments (cf. Section 4.2.2), proved hemoglobin reabsorption to be the origin of the 

structured LIF observed in normal aorta samples. The apparatus used for these experiments 

is described in Section 2.3.2.1.3 and depicted in Figure 21 (both in Chapter 2). LIF spectra 

of a normal aorta sample (thickness: ca. 1.25 mm) were collected as a function of volume 

element to determine any pathlength dependence which reabsorption phenomena should 

exhibit. Figure 71 shows LIF spectra as a function of optical fiber penetration (i.e . 

increasing penetration decreases the volume element pathlength) into the sample. Each 

spectrum represents an additional sample penetration of ca. 250 pm. The difference 

between the sample thickness (i .e. 1.25 mm) and the optical fiber penetration depth is the 

pathlength of the fluorescence volume element being measured. 

This series of LIF spectra indicates clearly that the structure of the three band 

fluorescence in normal aorta is due to reabsorption. Panel 1 of Figure 72 shows a LIF 

spectrum of the same specimen with the optical fiber "drill" retracted to the ca. 750 J.Lm 

sample depth position (corresponding to the middle LIF spectra in Figure 71) to demonstrate 

that changes in the five LIF spectra shown in Figure 71 were not time-dependent phenomena 

(i.e. this spectrum was recorded at the conclusion of recording the five spectra). Panel 2 

shows the LIF spectrum of the normal specimen used in these experiments at a surface 

point almost directly "beneath" the optical fiber penetration "hole", recorded with the 

apparatus in the normal off -axis excitation configuration. The relative peak heights of 

this spectrum closely resembles those of the LIF spectrum recorded at the ca. 500 J.Lm 

depth, which may indicate the approximate depth dimension of the fluorescence volume 

element being sampled in the off -axis excitation configuration. 
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Figure 69. LASER-INDUCED FLUORESCENCE SPECTRA: SPATIAL DEPENDENCE 

ON SAMPLING DEPTH FOR NORMAL AORTA. 
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Figure 70. LASER-INDUCED FLUORESCENCE SPECTRA: EFFECT OF SALINE 

IMMERSION AT 3rC. 
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Figure 71. LASER-INDUCED FLUORESCENCE SPECTRA: FLUORESCENCE 

VOLUME ELEMENT PATHLENGTH DEPENDENCE (OPTICAL FIBER 

PENETRATION EXPERIMENT). 
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Figure 72. LASER-INDUCED FLUORESCENCE SPECTRA: CONTROL SPECTRA FOR 

OPTICAL FIBER PENETRATION EXPERIMENT. 
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4.3 Conclusions 

Although the most promising fluorescence feature of in vitro cardiovascular tissue 

studies ultimately proved to be a post-mortem artifact, these studies have contributed much 

to the development of remote spectroscopic diagnostic techniques for atherosclerosis and 

the understanding of tissue optical properties in the visible spectral region . The hypothesis 

under which we set out remains viable. One should be able to differentiate spectroscopically 

between two such chemically dissimilar tissue types as normal and atherosclerotic 

cardiovascular tissue. Certainly, future studies, benefitting from these studies, should 

concentrate on using only fresh transplant tissues for all in vitro experiments to minimize 

the presence of post- mortem artifacts. Thorough excitation and corresponding emission 

studies should be conducted at all wavelengths in the ultraviolet and visible. Studies 

currently exploring excitation wavelengths in the ultraviolet spectral region have reported 

initial success in differentiating normal from atherosclerotic in vitro cardiovascular 

tissueJlOO] However, as the experience of these studies has shown, in vivo experiments 

would appear essential to confirm any spectroscopic results involving in vitro biological 

tissues. 
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6.1 Houston Advanced Research Center CW HF /DF Chemical Laser Test Resource 
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The HARC cw hydrogen fluoride (HF)/deuterium fluoride (DF) chemical laser test resource 
includes a cw HF /DF chemical laser system, a test chamber, and beam. target. and plume diagnostic 
instrumentation equipped with a realtime computer data acquisition and processing system. The 
facility has been used to study cw HF/DF chemical laser interactions with more than 120 different 
materials in order to ana!yze their intrinsic ablation performance and to measure their time-resolved 
responses and properties under well-characterized laser irradiation conditions. Fundamental studies 
of laser/materials interactions have been performed in order to obtain mechanistic understanding 
of the physical and chemical processes that produce the phenomenology and effects associated with 
thermal coupling and thermochemical ablation of carbon-based and other materials irradiated by 
cw infrared lasers at irrad!ances up to 200 kW /cml. In addition, the facility has been used to 
complete screening measurements on candidate ~er hardened materials io preparation for larger 
scale laser effects testing. 

Figure 1 shows a typical experimental configuration. The basic apparatus components are: 

I) a cw Hf/DF chemical laser system (Helios Mode! CLIV) that produces up to 150 W multiline 
output in the 2.6-3.1 ).'m (HF) and 3.7-4.1 ~m (DF) spectral regions [the system also produces up 
to 40 W sinsle line out~ut in grating-tuned operation], 

2) an optical cteiivery system that is suitable for irradiating samples with excellent control of beam 
position, irrad!ance, and tim" on targt'!t, 

3) laser beam diagn·::;st!cs that char-acteriz~ wavelengths, short term and long term power levels, 
beam profiles, and irnld.iance di.'ltributicns en target, 

4) an evacuabie sampl~ chamber that incorpora~ a carousel with sixteen samples and accurate 
positioning controls; the chamber perm..its experiment; in vacuum and in controlled atmospheres 
and has several viewing ports together with an internally mounted integnting sphere reflectance 
measurement system. 

5) a computer controlled laser probe absorption spectrometer system that provides quantitative 
time-resolved measurements on plume species. 

6) additional target and plume diagnostics instrumentation (an optical multichannel analyzer for 
plume emission Spec:tro!:Copy, optical pyrometers for front and back surface temperature mea
surements, a burnthrough detector, a microbalance for determination of mass losses, videotape and 
fast framing cameras and recorders, a quadrupole mass spectrOmeter for analysis of ablated species. 
and a photomicrography system). and 

7) fast (up to 100 MHz bandwidth) transient digitizers and digital oscillosc:opes plus a minicomputer 
system for experiment:ll control and data acquisition aud processing (for sixteen channels of 
information with a 40 kHz/channel acquisition rate). 

The experimental program has led to the identification of new high performance materials and 
their important properties and to the development of mechanistic model! that guide the design of 
superior laser hardened and/or oxidation resistant materials. 

For further information, contact Dr. Michael Berry at (713) 363-7970. 

A Texas Researt:.1 Consomum Founoed By 
Rice University • Texas ;.&M Umvers1ty • University of Houston • The University of Texas at Ai.lslin 
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LASER APPUCAT10NS RESEARCH CENTER 

J802 Researcn Forest Dnve 
The Wooalands. Tex.JS 77381 
i13/363-7920 

HARC cw HF/DF Cbemjc;li L3Ser Test Resoyrc:e: Statement or Capabilities 

The HARC continuous wave (cw) hydrogen fluoride (HF) and deuterium fluoride (DF) chemic:J.l 
laser test resource can be used to: 

1) irradiate samples with very well-characterized cw HF /DF chemical laser beams with a ne~r
Gaussian beam profile, peak irradiances up to 200 kW /cm.J, and peak powers up to 150 W; 

2) irradiate samoles for fixed and well-measured periods of time (10 ms up to minutes) in vacuum 
or under controlled atmospheres (air, inert gas, etc.) at pressures up to 1 atmosphere; 

3) carry out time-resolved measurements of target responses and laser/materials interaction 
phenomena as functioru of laser parameters (irradiance, spot size, angle of incidence, etc.), sample 
geometry, and atmo:;phere; these time-resolved measurements include: 

A) burnthrcugh time (and times for parti:d burnthroughs), 

B) front and back surface temperatures, 

C) front surface reflectance at HF/DF laser wavelengths and (optionally) at other infrared, 
near infrared, visible, and ultraviolet wavelengths, and 

D) plume absorptions and/or emissions due to atomic, molecular, particulate, and plasma 
!tpecies; 

4) record these time-resolved data with transi~nt digitiuers and a fast minicomputer system for 
rapid analysis and processing; 

5) obtain videotape and fast framing camera movies of target responses during laser irradiation; 

6) measure mass losses, m~>rpbological changes, and other post-irradiation properties of samples; 
and 

7) obtain photomicrographic records of pre- and post-irradiated materials. 

Other optional experiments that can be performed include irradiation at CO~z, exci.mer, and 
other wavelengths (including the overtone HF chemical laser near l • 1.3 p.m}, imldiation by lasers 
with pulsed waveforms, and analyses of ablated species by mass spe<:trometry and by matrix isolation 
infrared spectroscopy. 

Many experimental capabilities are mobile for use at other laser test facilities. 

The attached description on "The Houston Area Research Center (HARC) cw HF /DF Chemical 
Laser Test Resource• provides details on the experimental apparatus. 

For further information, contact Dr. Michael Berry at (713) 363-7970. 

A Texas Researcn Consortium Founaea By 
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Continuous wave (cw) hydrogen fluoride (HF)/deuterium fluoride (DF) laser/materials interaction 
appantus. A cw HF / DF chemical laser irradiates samples contained within a vacuum chamber. 
Portions of the laser beam are directed by a beamsplitter BSI and a wedged chamber window onto 
beam diagnostics equipment (a power meter, a fast response power monitor, and a fast response 
beam profile monitor). A fast acting shutter S controls irradiation times on target. An optical 
delivery system (comprising attenuators, beam steering mirrors Ml and M2, and a focussing lens) 
provides accurately positioned beams on target with controlled and measured irradiance distributions. 
An alignment scope facilitates accurate positioning of the focussed laser beam onto the target 
surface. Realtime target responses are monitored with time-resolved target diagnostics instru
mentation [optical pyrorneters for front and back surface temperature measurements, a burnthrough 
detector, an integrating sphere with a filter plus fast response detector for reflectance measurements, 
camera systems (both videotape and fast framing cameras, not shown), and an optical multichannel 
analyzer for target and plume emission measurements]. Signals from the beam, target, and plume 
diagnostics are digiti7.ed, recorded, and pr<X:essed using transient digitizers, digital oscilloscopes, 
and a minicomputer system. 

A laser probe absorption spectrometer is also combined with the laser/materials interaction 
apparatus to provide spectroscooic measurements on plume vapor and plasma species. In the bottom 
part of the figure, a ;;w ion l:.uer pul'lps a single frequency tunable cw ring dye laser system 
(Coherent, Inc. Modul 69~-21) wltich produces spectral outputs over the visible/near infrared (..\ 
• 400-900 nm w:n:~!cc~th) spectral regions. The dye laser system can also be combined with 
intracavity (not shown) and exte:nal second harmonic (2w) generation crystals to produ.:e tunable 
ultraviolet (..\ • 200-4QO n.m wavelength) spectrcll outputs. The visible spectral region of the cw 
dye laser systems is scanned electrollic:illy over a 30 GHz bandwidth and is pas.<;ed through an 
electro-optical modulator (a "noise eater-: not shown) to obtain stable low noise probe signals. A 
reierence cavity within the dye laser system is used to verify single freQuen::y operation during 
scans. The low noise scanned (or rued frequency) dye laser probe beam is directed toward the 
vacuum chamber by the beam discriminator (used to isolate the frequency doubled beam from the 
fundamental dye laser beam), focussed to a narrow beam waist in front of the target surface and 
within the ablation plume by lens L, and detected by a f".tlter and/or small monochromator plus 
fast photodiode PDl combination. Beamsplitter BS2 directs a portion of the probe beam to 
photodiode PD2 for power and ratioed absorption measurements. The dye laser output wavelength 
is calibrated by monitoring tellurium (Te) or iodine (12; not shown) cell absorption signals detected 
by photodiode PD3 and by using an interferometric measurement system (wavemeter). The probe 
beam can be positioned accurately within the ablation plume for spatial resolution of plume 
absorptions as functions of distance from tile sample surface and of d.isnnce from the plume 
centerline (i.e .• the axis of cylindrical symmetry). The laser probe absorption spectrometer and all 
the detection electroniC! are computer controlled by a LSI-11 / Camac-based system. 

Various rued frequency probe lasers are also used to obtain quantitative measurements on 
atomic, molecular, particulate, and plasma species contained in the laser induced ablation plumes. 

A 7exas Researc1 Cocsc~um Founce1 Bv 
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6.2 SPEX.BAS 



REM STITLE:'SPEX.BAS • SPEX to IBM PC file transfer progr .. • 

REM SLINESIZE:120 SPAGESIZE:55 

'SPEX.BAS · 

AUTHOR: G.L.VALDERRAMA DATE: 02·MAR·86 

This progr11111 transfers single data files from the SPEX 

DATAMATE to the IBM PC via the RSZ32 port. The first 

two lines of any SPEX file consist of file parameters. 

Line 1 contains the title of the file as entered on the 

OATAMATE. Line 2 contains the I"'UUDer of points, the 

start scan position, the scan increment, the laser 

line, the data type, and some 16lidentified characters. 

However, these parameters are all contained in a single 

string. Thus, in the first part of subroutine 10000, 

each individual parameter is seperated from the string. 

(A detailed description of the sequence of infor.etion 

within the first two lines can be found in the SPEX 

DATAMATE INSTRUCTION MANUAL, page 3·48.) In the second 

part of subroutine 10DOO, the rest of the SPEX file 

(i.e. the spectral intensity data points) is then 

transferred to th~ ar~ay ST~ES(n). In subr~tine 

20000, (X,Y) or (scan position,spectral intesity) data 

pair; are genersted based on the above parameters and 

SiO~E$(n). The data pairs along with the title of the 

fil~ 3r~ then stored on disk in a user-specified file. 

hot2 that ~en th~~h all SPEX files are transfe~red in 

te~ns of a~olute wav~rs, this pr~r~ will 

autaro~~tically corwert to delta wav.ervnbers if the file 

coodsts of a Rana11 spectr·un. This is ~ by checking 

for the presence of a lase~line. That is, fluorescence 

spectra are scanned in absol~te wavenumbers on the 

DATAMATE so no laserl ino: is present. 

KET OFF:CLOSE 

ON ERROR GOTO 30000 

DIM STORE$(5005) 

1000 CLS 

GOSUB 10000 

BEEP 

GOSUB 20000 

'be sure to change line 10700 also if 

•you change the size of array STORE 

IF (REPEATS="T" OR REPEATS=")"') THEN GOTO 1000 

GOTO 30000 

10000 'open RSZ32 port and receive/store data transmission from SPEX 

PRINT"Please begin trllr'ISIIIitting SPEX data file . " 

PRINT" (enter 'TRA,F<filervnber>' on the DATAMATE>" 
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PRINT 

OPEN "C0M1:9600,N,8,1,CS,DS,CO,LF" AS *1 

INPUT #1,STORES(1) 

INPUT #1,STORES(2) 

TITLELENGTH•LENCSTORESC1))·4 

TITLES=MIDSCSTORES(1),2,TJTLELENGTH) 

NUMPTS•VAL(MIDS(STORE$(2),2,5)) 

START~=VAL(MIDS(STORES(2),7,9)) 

INCREMENT•VALCMIDS(STORES(2),16,9)) 

LASERLINE•VALCMIDS(STORE$(2),25,9)) 

10700 IF NUMPTS>5005 THEN GOTO 10800 

PRINT"Data transmission in progress.• 

PRINT"File being received is: •,TITLES 

PRINT 

ClOCK=O:TICK=6:TTMEaNUMPTS\TICK 

LOCATE 8,15:rRINT TIME 

LASTI=IIIJMPTS+2 

FOR 1=3 TO LAST! 

IN~UT #1,STORES(!) 

STORES(I)rMIDS(STORES(I),3,12) 

c:.OCK=CLOCK+1 

lF ~LOCK=TICK THEN TIME=TlME·l:lOCATE 8,15:PRINT TIME:CLOCK=O 

NEXT l 

CLOSE 

C1.S 

GOTO 10900 

10800 'Error mes~age that file is too lerge 

CLS 

PRINT"The file you are tryi!"'g to transfer is too large.• 

PRINT"You will need to IKldi fy this pr~r• by changing the" 

PRINT" dimension of the array STORE(n) to n •",NUMPT$+2,•.• 

PRINT"You will also need to IKldify the file size filter in" 

PRINT" line 10700 (i.e. 'IF NUMPTS >size of array STORE')." 

END 

10900 RETURN 

20000 'Store data file on disk as per user and check to continue 

FILES 

PRINT:PRINT 

PRINT"Transmission completed. File is ready for disk storage." 

PRINT"File transferred was: ",TITLES 

PRINT 
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INPUT"Do you want to store this file on disk? (Y/N):",REPLYS 

IF NOT(REPLYS•"Y" OR REPLYSa"yM) THEN GOTO 20500 

INPUT"Enter the name to store this file lllder: ",FILES 

PRINT"File storage to disk in progress." 

PRINT 

OPEN FILES FOR OUTPUT AS tl2 

PRINT #2, TITLES 

IF LASERLINE=O.OO THEN CHANGESIGNz-1 ELSE CHAN~ESIGNz1 

FOR J=1 TO NUMPTS 

~AVENUMBER=LASERLINE-CHANGESIGN*(START~N-((J-1)*1NCREMENT)) 

PRINT #2,USING"######.#I ";~VENlJIBER; 

PRINT #2,USING"#.#:#I"~'"' ";VAL(STORE$(J+2)); 

NEXT J 

CLOSE 

PRINT"Fi le storage c~leted." 

PRINT 

2050C IN~UT"lransfer at'ld/or store another file? CY/N): ",REPEATS 

20900 RETURN 

30000 'exit prcgr&m 

c~csr:: 

PRINT 

PRl~T"Exitir.g program." 

ENO 

C:\GLV\DISKCUMP> 
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6.3 SPXlPLOT.BAS 



230 

REM STITLE:'SPX1PLOT.BAS • Plotting and Graphing Progr .. • 

REM SLINESIZE:120 SPAGESIZE:SS 

'original core program: PLOTTING.BAS 

'K. V. Reddy, 03 May 1984 

'Does graphics on Hercules board and HP7470A plotter 

'Draws 2 curves 

'present modified program: SPX1PLOT .BAS 

'modified beginning 18·JUL·85 

'8y J. Valderr1111111 and R. Chin 

'To plot and graph data trai"'IIIDitted fr0111 SPEX RAMALOG 

microcomputer with program SPEX.SAS 

DEFINT I·N,G 

DIM X(~,00),Y(2100),Z(2100),DAT(2,2100),TITLESS(3) 

REM X ARRAY IS HORIZO~TAL, Y ARRAY VERT. PEN 1, Z ARRAY VERT. PEN 2 

GRFM1S>:"l" 

NOJRV=1 

NXTIC:S: NYTIC=S 

XV=1 

YV=2 

NOIIll4*1 

CALL GHOOE 

KEY OFF 

ON ERR~ UOTO 20000 

GOSU8 1000 

LINE INPUT"PLT>11 ,REPS 

PARM1S:LEFTSCREPS,2) 

PARM2SaMIDSCREPS,3,2) 

L=UNCREPS) 

L1=1NSTR(REPS,""") 

XVALS:RIGHTS(REPS,L·l1) 

XVAL1Sa11011 

XVALZ$&"0" 

l2=LENCXVALS) 

IF l2<1 THEN GOTO 300 

L3=1NSTR(XVALS,•,•) 

'no.of curves 

'SET TIC DEFAULTS 

IF L3<1 THEN XVAL1S:XVALS 

IF L3<1 THEN GOTO 300 

XVAL1SaLEFTSCXVALS,L3·1) 

XVALZS&RIGHTSCXVALS,L2·L3) 

'PROMPT 

'GET COMMAND CODE 

'2ND CatWID CODE 

'GET LENGTH OF REPLY 

'FIND THE "•" SIGN 

'HERE'S THE PARAMETERS 

'ZERO THESE PARMS 

'GET LENGTH OF PARM STR 

'NO PARMS ENTERED 

'FINO THE COMMA 

'NO SECOND PARM 

'11 PARM 

'#12 PARM 
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300 

1000 

E1•VAL(XVAL1S) 

E2•VAL(XVAL2S) 

IF ABS(VALCPARM2S)) > 0 THEN E1•VALCPARM2S):E2•VAL(XVAL1S):E3•VAL(XVAL2S) 

IF PARM1S="LI 11 THEN GOSUB 1000:PFLG•1 

IF PARM1S="TI" THEN GOSUB 3000:PFLG•1 
'LIST REQUESTED 

'GET TITLE INFO 
IF PARM1Sa"CL" THEN CALL CLRSCR:LOCATE 1,1:PFLG=1 

IF PARM1S="PL 11 THEN GOSUB 10000:PFLGo:1 'GOPLOT 

IF PARM1S="XA" THEN GOSUB 3200:PFLG=1 'GET X•AXIS LABEL 

IF PARM1S="YA 11 THEN GOSUB 3400:PFLG=1 

IF PARM1Sa 11NC 11 THEN NC1JP.V=E1:PFLG=1 '~SER OF CURVES 

IF PARM1S="GS" THEN XINCH=E1 :YINCH•E2:PFLGa1 'PLOT SIZE 

IF PARM1S="I<O" THEN MANL=E1:GOSUB 11400:PFLGa1 
IF PARM1S="DI 11 THEN GOSUB 11300:PFLGa1 'LIST FILES 
IF PARt11S="Gi' 11 THEN GRFMTS=PARM2S:PFLG•1 
IF PARM1S="SC" THEN G~B 3600:PFLG=1 'GO SCALE' PLOT 
IF PAI'<MiS="XM" THEN GOSUB 3700:PFLGa1 'Scales x axis only 
IF PARM1S=11YM" THEN GOSUB 3800:PFLG-1 'Scales y axis only 
IF PARM1S= 11XV11 THEN XV•E1:PFLG•1:XNF=E2 

IF PARM1$a"NT" THEN NXTit=E1 :N\'TIC=E2:PFLGa1 'USERS TICS 

IF PARM1S="ill;" THEN NONUM=E1 :PFLr.=1 'NO LABELS 

IF PARM1S="Y\'11 THEN YV=E1:PFLG=1:YMFaE2 

IF !>ARM1S="GR" THEN AX=E1 :GOSUB 11000:PFLG=1 'GO GRAPH 

IF PARM1S""fT" THEN FIT=E1 :PFLG=1 

IF P~RM1S="EX" THi:N CALL TMCXlt:END:PFLG=1 

IF PARM1S="7" THEN GOSUB 22000:PFLG•1 

IF PARM•S="ZV" THEN ZV•E1:ZNF•E2:PFLG=-1 

IF PFL.G=O TI'EN BEEP:BEEP 

PFLG=O 

AX=O 

GOTO 230 

'SUBROUTINE LIST:..............,._.,,..,..w...,a..,.,_ ... ,.._, ... ~..,.. .... 

LOCATE 1,1 

CALL CLRSCR 

PRINT"2nd Filespec:":fiLENNIES 

PRINT"Fi lespec:":DATAFLES 

PRINT"X·varieble:":XV 

PRINT"Z-varieble:•:zv 

PRINT"Y·variable:":YV 

PRINT"Number of curves:•:NCURV 

LOCATE 1 ,30:PR I NT"T i tle:":TITLES 

LOCATE 2,30:PRINT"X-axis Lebel:":XLABELS 

LOCATE 3,30:PRINT"Y-axis Lebel:•:YLABELS 
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LOCATE 4,30:PRINT•Graph Form.t:•;GRFMTS 

LOCATE 5,30:1F AX•1 THEN PRINT•No Axis end Labels• 

LOCATE 1,60:PRINT"HP7470A:• 

LOCATE 2,60:PRINT•Graph Size:• 

LOCATE 3,60:PRINT•Height:•;YINCH 

LOCATE 4,60:PRINTMWidth :•;XINCH 

LOCATE 7,1:PRINT"Scaling (AJM):•;SClS 

PRINT"XMIN:•;XMIN 

PRINT"XMAX:•;XMAX 

PRINT"YMIN:•;YMIN 

PRINT"YMAX:•;YMAX 

RETURN 

3000 LlNE INPUT•Enter 3rd line of title for plot:•,TITLESSC3) 

RET\JRII 

32CO LliiE IN!>UT"Enter X·axis Label:•,XLASELS 

RET\JR'I 

3400 LINE INPUT"Enter Y·axis Label:•,YLABELS 

RET\JI!N 

3600 'SIJBRClJTINE SCALING 

INPUT•XMtN,XKAX,YMIN,YMAX:•;XMIN,XMAX,YMIN,YMAX 

SCLSa•'M• 

RET'.JU 

3700 ·~outine to scala- x u.is only 

IF P•RM?.Sa~tN• TH~ lNPUT•XMIN:•,XMtN:GCTO 3790 

IF PUH:ZSa•AX• THEN INPUT"XM.U:• ,XMAX:GOTO 37'90 

INPUTWXMIN,XMAX:•,XMtN,XMAX 

3790 SClSa"M• 

R.ETURN 

3800 'Slbroutine to scale y axis only 

IF PARMZS-•tN• THEN INPUT•YMIN:•,YMIN:GOTO 3890 

IF PARMZS-•AX• THEN INPUT•YMAX:•, YMAX:GOTO 3890 

INPUT-YMIII,YMAX:•,YMtN,YMAX 

3890 SClSa"M· 

RETURN 

10000 'CRT Graphics 

IF PARM2Sa•A • OR PARM2Sa•A• THEN SClSa•A• 

IF SClSa"M• THEN GOTO 10020 

Rat DETERMINE THE ARRAY MIN ANO MAX VALUES 

XMIN-1E+30:XMAX•·1E+30 

YMIM•1E+30:YMAX•·1E+30 

2MIN-1E+30:ZMAX•·1E+30 
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FOR J•1 TO NPTS 

IF XCJ)<XMIN THEN XMIN•X(J) 

IF XCJ)>XNAX THEN XNAX•X(J) 

IF Z(J)<ZMIN THEN ZMIN•ZCJ) 

IF Z(J)>ZMAX THEN ZMAX•ZCJ) 

IF Y(J)<YMIN THEN YMIN~YCJ) 

IF Y(J)>YMAX THEN YMAX•Y(J) 

NEXT J 

NTCURVaNQJRV 

WHIL£ NTQJRV•2 

IF ZMAX>YMAX THEN YMAX•ZMAX 

IF ZMIN<YMIN THEN YMIN•ZMIN 

NTCURV•O 

WEND 

10010 'Deterwine the Ranges 

XMINa0.95*XMIN : XMAX•1.05*XMAX YMINa0.95*YMIN YMAX•1.05*YMAX 
10020 XRANGE a XMAX·XMIN 

YR.U:GE = YMAX·YMIN 

NYTIC=S : NXTIC=S 

XTIC=XRA~G:/NXTIC 

YTIC•YRANGE/NYTIC 

REM Start sending plot to crt 

CLS 

CAll GMOOE 

CAll ClRSCi! 

GXMIW=95:GX~AX:695:GYMIN=315:GYMAX~15 

GXRAIIG~ aGJ01.A.X • GX1oi I N 

GYRANGE•GYMAX·GYMIN 

GXTICaGXRANUE*XTIC/XP.ANGE 

GrTIC:GY~Aij~E*YTIC/YRANGE 

REM: Draw axes 

CALL PLOTCGXMIN,GYMIN) 

GXOaGXMIN:GYO&GYMIN 

GYU=GY0·7:GYDaGY0+7 

XSFa:GXRANGE/XRANGE : YSF=GYRANGE/YRANGE 

FOR GX•GXMIN TO GXMAX STEP GXTIC 

CALL MOVECGX,GYO) 

CALL DLINECGX,GYU) 

GX1aGX+GXTIC 

IF GX1>GMAX THEN GX1"'GMAX 

CALL MOVE(GX,GYO):CALL DLINECGX1,GY0) 

NEXT GX 

CALL PLOT (GXMIN,GYMIN) 

GYPREVaGYMIN : GXR • GXMIN + 10 

FOR GYaGYMIN TO GYMAX STEP GYTIC 

CALL MOVECGXMIN,GY) : CALL DLINE(GXR,GY) 

GY1aGY+GYTIC 

IF GY1>GYMAX THEN GY1aGYMAX 

CALL MOVECGXMIN,GY):CALL DLINECGXMIN,GY1) 
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NEXT GY 

CALL PLOT CGXMIN,GYMAX) 

GYD•GYMAX+7 

FOR GX=GXMIN TO GXMAX STEP GXTIC 

CALL MOVECGX,GYMAX):CALL DLINECGX,GYD) 

GX1zGX+GXTIC 

IF GX1>GXMAX THEN GX1aGXJW( 

CALL MOVECGX, GYMAX) :CALL DLINECGX1, GYMAX) 

NEXT GX 

CALL PLOT(GXMAX,GYMIN) 

GXL=GXIWC-10 

CALL MOVE(GXMAX,GYMIN):CALL DLINECGXL,GYMIN) 

GYPREV•GYMIN 

FOR GYaGYMIN TO GYMAX STEP GYTIC 

CALL MOVECGXMAX,GYPREV) 

CALL DLINECGXMAX,GY) 

CALL MOVECGXHAX,GY):CALL DLINECGXL,GY) 

GYPREV=GY 

NEXT GY 

'Begin plotting data points 

'Check forth~ graph format, if lines are req. goto 10120, 

'if both lines & symbols are req. goto 10140 

'if none specified just plot symbols 

IF GRFMTS="L" ~ GRFMTS="l" THEN GOTO 10120 

IF GRFI>lTS="SL" Or< GRFMU"'"Sl" Tli£:11 GOTO 10140 

IF GRFMTS="LS" OR GRFMTS="ls~ THEil :OCTO 10140 

'Plot sy.~E~CJls or.ly section 

FOR J=1 TC' liFTS 

X=X(J):Y,.,Y(J) 

IF Y>YMAX THEN V=YKAX 

GX=XSF*(X·XHIN)+GXMIN 

GY=YSF*(Y·YMIN)+G~~IN 

1 F GX<GXMIN OR G)(>GXMAX THEil 10100 

IF GY>GYMIN OR GY<GYMAX THEN 10100 

GYUP=GY-3 : GYDN•GY+3 : GXLF•GX-5 : GXRT•GX+S 

CALL MOVECGX,GYUP) CALL DLINECGX,GYDN) 

CALL MOVECGXLF,GY) CALL DLINECGXRT,GY) 

10100 NEXT J 

IF NCURV~2 THEN GOTO 10132 

GOTO 10200 

'PLOT SECOND CURVE ~/LINES 

'Plot with lines that connect the data points 

10120 IFPOINT=O '!nit. first point plotted 

FOR J•1 TO NPTS 

X=X(J) : Y•Y(J) 

IF Y>YMAX THEN y .. yMAX 

GX=XSF*CX·XMIN)+GXMIN 

GY=YSF*(Y·YMIN)+GYMIII 

IF GX<GXMIN OR GX>GXMAX THEN 10130 
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IF GY>GYMIN OR GY<GYMAX THEN 10130 

IF IFPO!NT=O THEN CALL MOVECGX,GY) IFPOINT•1 

CALL DLINECGX,GY) 

10130 NEXT J 

'Plot 2 nd curve 

10132 NTCURVaNCURV 

IIHILE NTilJRV•2 

IFPO!NT•O 

FOR J•1 TO NPTS 

X=X(J) : Y•Z(J) 

'!nit. first point plotted 

IF Y>YMAX THEN Y•YMAX 

GX=XSF•(X·XMIN)+GXMIN 

GYzYSF•(Y·YMIN)+GYMIN 

IF GX<GXMIN OR GX>GXMAX THEN 10134 

IF GY>GYMIN OR GY<GYMAX THEN 10134 

IF IFPOINT=O THEN CALL MOVECGX,GY) lFPOINT•1 

CALL DLINECGX,GY) 

i0134 NEXT J 

NTOJRV=O 

liE NO 

GOTO 10200 

10140 'Plot b.lth Syni..'Ols and lines 

IFPOtNT•O '!nit. first point plotted 

FCit J=1 TO NPTS 

X=X(J);YzY(J) 

IF Y>YMAX THE~ Y=YM4X 

GX=~SF•CX·XMIN)+GXMIN 

GY=YSF•(Y·YMIN)+GYMIN 

IF GX<GXJo:IN OR GX>GXMAX THEN 10150 

IF GY>GYMIN OR GY<GYMAX THEN 10150 

IF lFPOI~TsO THEN CALL MOVE(GX,GY) IrPOINTz1 

CAlL DLINECGX,GY) 

G~GY-3 : GYDN=GY+3 : GXLF•GX·5 : GXRT=GX+5 

CALL MOVE(GX,GYUP) CALL DLINECGX,GYDN) '•ke '+' s)'I!Dol 

CALL MOVECGXLF,GY) CALL DllNECGXRT,GY) 

CALL MOVECGX,GY) 

10150 NEXT J 

10200 'Done with plotting data points 

'Plot Fitted Curve 

GXSTEPaGXMAX·GXMIN 

XSTEP=CXMAX·XMIN)/GXSTEP 

FOR J•O TO GXSTEP 

X=XMIN+XSTEP-J 

Y=O 

FOR K=1 TO N 

Y=Y+COEFF(I()•(XA(I(·1)) 

NEXT I( 
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GXzXSF•(X-XMIN)+GXMIN 

CY=YsF•(Y·YMIN)+GYMIN 

IF GX<GXMIN OR GX>GXHAX THEN 10202 

IF GY>GYMIN OR GY<GYMAX THEN 10202 

CALL PLOT(GX,CY) 

' 1 0202 NEXT J 

REM Label y-axis units 

FOR J=O TO NYTIC 

Y•YMIN+YTIC"'J 

CY•GYRANCE/YRANGE•(Y·YMIN)+GYMIN 

YS:STRS(Y) :NCHARX.LEN(YS) 

NE=O : NE•INSTR(YS,•E•) : KNE=NE-1 IF KNE>S THEN KNEES 

IIHILE NE>O 

YNS=• 0.00•: MIOS(YNS,1,KNE)-MIDSCYS,1,KNE) 

YNS=YNS+RICHTS(YS,NCHARX-NE+1) : YS=YN$ : NCHARX.LEN(YS) 

NE=O 

1/END 

CX=GXMI 11·9-CNCHARX·> .5) 

GY=GY+S 

IF Y=YHIN THEN GY=GY-5 

CALL TEXT8(GX,GY,Y$) 

NEXi J 

REM: lABEL THE X-AX!S UNITS 

GY=!iYMlN.,.11 

FUR J•O TO NXTIC 

X=XMUI+XT!C"'J 

GX=XSF•(X-XMIN)+GXMIN 

XS=STRSCX) : NC~ARX.LEN(X$) 

NE=O : NE=INSTR(XS,•E•) : KNE•NE-1 IF KNE>S THEN KNE=5 

IIHILE NE>O 

XNS.• 0.00•: MIDSCXNS,1,KNE)-MIOSCXS,1,KNE) 

XNS=XNS+RIGHT$(XS,NCHARX-NE+1) : XS&XNS : NCHARX=LEN(X$) 

NE=O 

liE NO 

IF J=NXTIC THEN 10300 

GOTO 10310 

10300 IF NCHAR%>2 THEN GX•GX-(9-CNCHARX-2))·3 

IF NCHAR%<3 THEN GXaGX-(9-(NCHARX-1))-4 

GOTO 10320 

10310 GX=GX-(9-CNCHAR%+1))/2 

10320 CALL TEXTB(GX,GY,XS) 

NEXT J 

REM: LABEL THE PLOT TITLE,XLABEL,YLABEL 

' Label Title 

NCHARzLENCTITLE$) : IF NCHAR=O THEN TITLES.• • 

NCHARX.INT(LEN(TITlE$))/2 
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GYcGYMAX·4 

GX•359·9'"NCHAR% 

CALL TEXTB(GX,GY,TITLES) 

GX=550 :DSzOATES: CALL TEXTB(GX,GY,DS) 

'Label X·axis 

NCHAR•LEN(XLABELS) : IF NCHAR•O THEN XLABELS.• " 

NCHAR%-INT((LEN(XLABELS))/2) 

GY•343 

GXo:359·9'"NCHAR% 

CALL TEXTB(CX,GY,XLABELS) 

'Label Y·axis 

NCHAR=lEN(YlABELS) : IF NCHAR=O THEN YLABELS." " 

NCHARXz (LEN(YLABELS)) 

IF NCHAR%>Z2 THEN NCHARX.Z2 

GY=174·(NCHARX•7) 

FOR J%-1 TO NCHAR% 

cx-o 
GY=GY+14 

Y$= MIDS(YLABELS,J%,1) 

CAll ieliB(GX,GY,YS) 

NEXT JX 

RETURN 

'Interact with user to cheek his satisfaction 

GX:S : CY=343 : PRCI4PTS."Is Plot Ok(y/n)? 

CllliGXVS."Enter new XMIN,XMAX, Y!ollN, YMAX: " 

HPP~t~TS."Do you want to plot ~· H?·74~0A(y/n)? 

CALL TEXT8(GX,GY,PRCI4PTS) 

llS..IIIPIJT~( 1 ) 

'WHILE DS=•P :D$31NKEYS : WEND 

IF os..-ay• OR DS."Y" THEN GOTO 10350 

LOCATE 1,12: PRINT SPACES(66) 

LOCATe 1,12 :PRINT CHNGXYS;:INPUT XMIN,XMAX,YMIN,YMAX 

GOSU8 10020 

os-•• 
10350 CAll TEXTB(GX,GY,HPPRCI4PTS) 

OS.. I NPIJTS( 1 ) 

'WHILE OS."" : DS.INKEYS : WEND 

• 

" 

IF 0$ • "Y" or DS.N)"' THEN GOSUB 11000 

D$2'0• 

'Plot on HP·7470A 

RETURN 

10400 'Plot 1n0ther set of data points, with filled Squares 

lll%::10 : HT"..=6 

FOR Ja:1 TO NPTS 

GX•XSF-(X(J)·XMIN)+GXMIN 

GYo:YS~(Z(J)·YMIN)+GYMIN 

IF GX<GXMIN OR GX>GXMAX THEN 10420 

IF GY>GYMIN OR GY<GYMAX THEN 10420 
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GYUP•GY-CHT%/2): GYDN•GY+CHT%/2) GXLF•GX-(WD%/2) GXRT•GX+(WD%/2) 

CALL BLKFILCGXLF,GYDN,WDX,HTX) 

10420 NEXT J 

RETURN 

10500 'Plot Fitted Curve 

GXSTEPwGXMAX ·GXMI N 

XSTEP•(XMAX·XMIN)/GXSTEP 

FOR JcO TO GXSTEP 

X•XMIN+XSTEP*J 

Y=Slopeofline*X+Ordinatelntercept 

GX•XSF*CX-XMIN)+GXMIN 

GY•YSF*CY·YMIN)+GYMIN 

IF GX<GXMIN OR GX>GXMAX THEN 10520 

IF GY>GYMIN OR GY<GYMAX THEN 10520 

CALL PLOTCGX,GY) 

10520 NEXT J 

RETURN 

11000 'HP 7470A PLOTTER PROGRAM, NAME: HP7470SR.BAS 

'Drives HP 7470A plotter that haa serial interface 

'Baud Rate • 9600 : Parity • none : Comm.Port • 1 

' 1 f you don't like to use comm. port 1, change line 350 appropr. 

'X Array i~ Horizcntal,Y Array is Vert. PEN 1 

'Pass X() , Y() Arrays, and NPTS 

GOTO 11010 

REM Deten11i r.e the X and Y Array Boollds 

XMIN•+1E+30:XMAX=-1E+30 

YMINa+1E+30:YMAX•-1E+30 

FOR J•1 TO HPTS 

IF X[.l]<XMIH THEN XMIN=X[Jj 

IF X[J]>XMAX THEN XMAX•X[J] 

IF Y[J]<YMIN THEN YMIN•Y[J] 

IF Y[J]>YMAX THEN YMAX=YtJ] 

NEXT J 

11010 •oeten.ine Ranges 

IHPMIN•-5000 : IHPMAX-5000 : IHPRANGE•IHPMAX-IHPMIN 

XRANGE a XMAX·XMIN : YRANGE a YMAX·YMIN 

XTIC•XRANGE/NXTIC : YTIC=YRANGE/NYTIC 

XSF•IHPRANGE/XRANGE : TSF•IHPRANGE/YRANGE 

IHPXTIC=INT(XTIC*XSF) : IHPYTIC•INT(YTIC*TSF) 

8UFSaCHRSC27)+•.a• : ESaCHRSC27)+•.E• 

OPEN •CCM1:9600,N,8,1,CS,DS65000• AS 11 

REM START SENDING DATA TO HP-7470A 

IHPXMIN•INT(CXSF*(XMIN-XMIN))+IHPMIN) 

IHPXMAX•INT((XSF*(XMAX·XMIN))+IHPMIN) 

IHPYMIN=INTCCYSF*CYMIN·TMIN))+IHPMIN) 

IHPYMAX=INT((YSF*(YMAX-YMIN))+IHPMIN) 

IHPXMINSzSTRS(IHPXMIN):IHPXMAXS=STRS(IHPXMAX) 

IHPYMINSaSTRSCIHPYMIN):IHPYMAXSaSTRSCIHPYMAX) 
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'Start Sending to the plotter 

IF XINCH•O THEN XINCH&8 

IF YINCH•O THEN YINCH-5.25 

NXINCH•INTCXINCH*1000)+2000 : NYINCH•INTCYINCH*1000)+1500 

PLOTS="IN;SP1;1P 1300,750 ,"+STRS(NXINCH).-,-.STRS(NYINCH)+•;• 

PRINT t1,PLOTS 

PLOTS="SC -.IHPXMINS+•,"+IHPXMAXS+•,-.IHPYMINS+•,•+IHPYMAXS+•;• 

PRINT t1,PLOTS 

'Draw Axes 

IF PARK2Sa"NA" THEN GOTO 11030 

PLOTS="PA;PU-.IHPXMJNS+•,"+IHPYMINS+•;•:PRINT t1,PLOTS 

PLOTS=• • 

FOP. IHX•IHPXMIN TO IHPXMAX STEP IHPXTIC 

PLOT$a•PO-.STRS(IHX).-,"+IHPYMINS+";XT;• 

PRINT t1,PLOTS 

NEXT IHX 

F'LOTS=·•PU;PU .. I HPXMINS+" I "+IUPYMI NS+"; ":Pii'INT 11 ,PLOTS 

PLOTS:=• " 

~OR IHY=IHPYM!Ii TO IHPYfo\AX STEP IHPYTIC 

PLOTS="PA;PD -.IHPXMINS+•,~+STRS(iHY)+";YT;" 

PRINT t1,PLOTS 

NEXT IHY 

PLOTS~•PU;~:PRINT t1,PLO~S 

PI.OTS:uPA;P'.J-.IHP~INS+•,"+IHPYIWCS+•;•:PRINT t1,PLOTS 

FOR iHX•lHPXMIN TO IHP~ STEP IH?XTIC 

PLOTS.."PD"+STRS(IHXi~,"+IHPYMAXS+";XT;":PRINT 11,PLOTS 

NEXT !HX 

PL07S=•~;PC'~IHPXMAXS+•,"+IHPYMIWS+";u:PRINT t1,PLOTS 

FOR IHY::[HP'/MIN TO IHPYMX STEP IHPYTlC 

PLOTS="PA;PD .. IHPlOW($+• I "+!:TRt(!HY)+";YT;":PRINT 11 ,PLOTS 

NEXT IHY 

11030 'Start Plotting D•ta Points 

IF GRFMTSa•S• or GRFMTSa•s• THEN PLOTSa"PU;SM+;•: GOTO 11060 

IF GRFMTSa"L" or GRFMTS=•l• THEN PLOTSa"PU;SM;• 

IF GRFMTS="SL" or GRFMTSa•sl• THEN PLOTSa•PU;SM+;" 

IF GRFMTS="LS" or GRFMTSa•ls• THEN PLOTSa•PU;SM+;• 

PRINT t1,PLOTS 

'plot with lines or s~ls and lines 

I FPOINT=O 

FOR Ja1 TO NPTS 

Y::Y(J):X=X(J) 

IF Y>YMAX THEN Y•YMAX 

IF X<XMIN OR X>XMAX THEN 11050 

IF Y<YMIN OR Y>YMAX THEN 11050 

IHX=INT(((XSF*(X·XMIN))+IHPMIN)) 

IHY=INTCCCYSF*(Y·YMIN))+IHPMIN)) 

XSaSTRS(IHX) : YSaSTRS(IHY) : XYSaXS+•,"+YS+•;• 

IF IFPOINT•O THEN PLOTSa•PU•+XYS+•PU;• :PRINT t1,PLOTS:IFPOINT•1 
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PLOTSa"PO"+XYS 

PRINT t1,PLOTS 

11050 NEXT J 

11052 NTCURV-NCURV 

WHILE NTCURV•2 

PLOTSa"PU;SP2;" PRINT 11,PLOTS 

IFPOINT•O 

FOil J•1 TO NPTS 

X•X(J) : Y • ZCJ) 

IF X<XMIN OR X>XMAX THEN 11054 

IF Y<YMIN THEN 11054 

IF Y>YMAX THEN Y•YMAX 

IHX•I~T(((XSF*(X-XMIN))+IHPMIN)) 

IHY•INTCCCYSF*(Y·YMIN))+IHPMIN)) 

'Plot 2 net curve 

XSzSTRSCIHX) : YS.STRS(IHY) : XYS.XS+•,"+YS+";" 

IF IFPOINT•O THEN PLOTSa"PU"+XYS+"PU;• :PRINT t1,PLOTS:IFPOINT•1 

PLOT$a"P0"+XYS 

PRINT t1,PLOTS 

11054 NEXT J 

PLOT$a" " 

PLOT$a"PU;SM;SP1;":PRINT t1,PLOTS 

NTC:Ui!\'..0 

\JEND 

PLOTSz•PU;SM;":PRINT t1,PLOTS 

GOTO 11100 

11060 PRINT t1,PLOTS 

IFPOINT"'O 

FOR J=1 TO NPTS 

X.,XlJ) : Y=Y(J) 

IF X<XH!Ii 011 X>XMAX THEN 11070 

IF Y<YMIN THEN 11070 

IF T>TMAX THEN Y•YMAX 

IHX•INTCCCXSF*(X-XMJN))+IHPMIN)) 

IHY=INT(CCYSF*CY-YMIN))+IHPMIN)) 

'label y·axis units 

'Plot symbols only 

XSzSTRS(IHX) : Ts-STRS(IHY) : XYSaXS+•,-.yS+•;• 

IF IFPOINT•O THEN PLOTSa"PU"+XYS+"PU;• :PRINT t1,PLOTS:IFPOINT•1 

PLOTS:"PU"+XYS+"PO;• 

PRINT tl,PLOTS 

11070 NEXT J 

PLOTS=•PU;SM;":PRINT t1,PLOTS 

IF FJT•1 THEN GOTO 11052 

NTOJRVa:NCURV 

WHILE NTC1JRV•2 

'DRAW LINES 

PLOTS=•PU;SP2;SM*;" PRINT t1,PLOTS 

IFPOINT•O 

FOil J•1 TO NPTS 

X•XCJ) : Y• ZCJ) 
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IF X<XMIN OR X>XMAX THEN 11074 

IF Y<YMIN THEN 11074 

IF Y>YMAX THEN Y•YMAX 

IHX•INT(((XSF*(X-XMIN))+IHPMIN)) 

IHY•INT(((YSF*(Y·YMIN))+IHPMIN)) 

XSaSTRS(IHX) : YSaSTRS(IHY) : XY$cXS+•,-.yS+•;• 

IF IFPOINT=O THEN PLOTSa•PU-.XTS+•PU;• :PRINT t1,PLOTS:IFPOINT•1 

PLOTSa"PUM+XYS+"PD;• 

PRINT t1,PLOTS 

11074 NEXT J 

PLOTSa"PU;SM;SP1;":PRINT t1,PLOTS 

NTOJRV"O 

IIEND 

11100 'label Y-Axis Units in scientific notation 

IF NONUH.,O THEN GOTO 11280 'graph axes but no labels 

IF PARM2Sa"NA" THEN GOTO 11280 'graph without axes or labels 

IF PARM2S•"NS" THEN GOTO 11120 'non-scientific notation labels 

PLOTS="SR . 75, 1.5;":PRINT 11 ,PLOTS 

FOR Y=YMJN•YTIC TO YMAX STEP YTIC 

IF Y<=O THEN GOTO 20000 

INTY=INT(L0G(Y)/LOG(10)) 

YNUMrY/(1~~INTY) 

•set char size 

YNUH,.CINTCYNUM*1C0)/100 'get rid of floating point shit 

IHV=INTC(YSF•(Y-YMIN))+IHPMIN) 

NCHAR=LEW(STRS(YNUM)) 

IF IICIIAI1=5 THEil Z::ROS=CHRS( 0) 

Jr NCMAR~ THEN ZERO$=CHRS(48) 

IF NCHAR=2 THEN ZEROS=CHRS(46)+CHRS(48)+CHRS(48) 

NCHAii:=-8.5 

PLOTS="PU"•IHPXMINS+a,-.sTRS(!HY)+•;CP11+STRS(NCHAR)+",·.2S;LB"+STRS\YNUM)+ZF.ROS+CHRS(69) 

PRINT #1,PLOTS 

NEXT Y 

GOTO 11150 

11120 'Label y axis in numeric (i.e. not scientific) notation 

'determine length of longest y axis label for label indention 

MAXLENY=O 

FOR Y•YMIN+YTIC TO YMAX STEP YTIC 

IF ASS(Y) > 1 THEN KYCINT=100 ELSE KYCINT=10000 

Y=CINT(Y*KYCINT)/KYCINT 

LENGTHY=LEN(LEFTS(STRSCY),6)) 

'get rid of floating point shit 

IF LENGTHY > MAXLENY THEN MAXLENY•LENGTHY 

NEXT Y 

NCHAR=·1*(MAXLENY+.5) •set indentation for y axis tick label 

'begin labelling y axis 

FOR Y"YMIN+YTIC TO YMAX STEP YTIC 

IF ABS(Y) > 1 THEN KYCINT•100 ELSE KYCINT=10000 
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Y•CINTCY*KYCINT)/KYCINT 'get rid of floating point shit 

IHY•INTCCYSF*(Y·YMIN))+IHPMIN) 

PLOTS.•PUM+IHPXMINS+",M+STRS(IHY)+•;CP"+STRS(NCHAR)+•,·.2S;LB"+LEFTS(STRS(Y),6)+CHRS(3) 

PRINT t1,PLOTS 

NEXT Y 

11150 'Label X·Axis 111its 

IF NONUM•O THEN GOTO 11280 

FOR X•XMIN TO XMAX STEP XTIC 

IHX=INTC(XSF*(X·XMIN))+IHPMIN) 

NCHAR=·CLENCSTRSCX)))/2 

PLOTS."PU"+STRSCIHX)+•,"+IHPYMINS+•;CP"+STRS(NCHAR)+•,·1;LB"+STRS(X)+CHRSC3) 

PRINT t1,PLOTS 

NEXT X 

'Label the plot title, xlabel,ylabel 

PLOTS="SR 1.2,2.2;• 

PRINT t1,PLOTS 

FOR 1=1 TO 3 

PLOTS="SP2;PU"+STRS(IHPXMIN+IHPRANGE/2)+•,"+STRS(IHPYMAX+(.8·1*.2)*2000)+";" 

PRINT t1,PLOTS 

TITLES=TITLESSCI) 

NCHAR=LENCTiiLES) 

PLOTSa"CP'~STRSC·NCHAR/2)+•,·0.25;LB"+TITLES+CHRSC3) 

PRINT M1,!>LOTS 

NEXT I 

NCHAR~·CCLEN(XLABELS))/2) 

PLOTS="PU"+STR~(IHPXMIN+IHPRANGE/2)+11 ,"+STRSCIHPYMIN·2000*.45)+•;• 

P:.OT2S="CP11+STRS(NCKAR)+",·0.25;LB"+XLAaELS+CHRS(3):PLOTS=PLOT$+PLOT2S 

PRINT #1 ,PLOTS 

'plot ylabei 

NCHAR•·CCLEN(YLABELS))/4) 

NCHAR1•·6 

PLOTS="PU"+STRS(IHPXMIN)+•,"+STRS(IHRANGE/2)+";CP"+STRS(NCHAR1)+•,"+STRSCNCHAR)+";• 

PLOTZS="DI 0,1;LB•+YLABEL$-I-CHR$(3)+"DI 1,0;• 

PLOTS.PLOTS+PLOT2S 

PRINT #1,PLOT$ 

11280 PLOTSa"PU;SPO;• PRINT t1,PLOTS 

CLOSE t1 

RETURN 

11300 'SUBROUTI~E TO LIST DIRECTORY 

PRINT:FILES:PRINT 

RETURN 

11400 'SUBROUTINE TO READ DATA 

•store pen 
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PRINT"Data File Name:";DATAFLES;:INP\JT": ",RS:IF RS<>•• THEN OATAFLES.RS 

INPUT"Enter I"JUli)er of colUIInl in File:",FSTC 

n-o 

TITLESS(2)=DATAFLES 

OPEN OATAFLES FOR INPUT AS 11 

INPUT 11,TITLES$(1) 

11405 IF EOF(1) THEN GOTO 11410 

Z""ZX+1 

FOR K=1 TO FSTC 

INPUT 11,DATCK,Z%) 

NEXT K 

GOTO 11405 

11410 NPTSzZX 

CLOSE 11 

FOR J-=1 TO NPTS 

IF X~F=O THEN X(J)=DATCXV,J) 

IF YNFzO THEN Y(J)=OATCYV,J) 

IF NCURV=2 AND ZNF=O THEN Z(J)=OAT(ZV,J) 

NEXT J 

11490 RETURN 

20000 'Error· Kessage Subroutine 

CLS 

RESI.J1E 230 

RETURN 

22COO 'Help Subroutine 

PRINT"L! •••••• List current status of all parameters" 

PRINT"CL •••••• CLears screen-

PRINT"Pl. ••••• Plot data on screen-

PRINT"GR •••••• GRaph data on plotter" 

PRINT"GRNA •••• GRaph No Axes" 

PRINT"GRNS •••• GRaph No SCientific notation" 

PRINT"XA •••••• set X Axis label" 

PRINT"YA •••••• set Y Axis label" 

PRINT"NCzf •••• Number of CUrves to plot• 

PRINT"GS-#,t •• set Graph Size" 

PRINT"RO •••••• ReaD data file CRD=1 for IIIIIBJIIl input of data) 

PRINT"GF •••••• Graph Fonaat CGFS or GFL or GFSL) 

PRINT"SC •••••• SCale plot CSCzf,t,t,t)" 

PRINT"YM •••••• set Y scale Max lnd •in (also YMAX or YMIN) 

PRINT"XM •••••• set X scale Max and •in (also XMAX or XMIN) 

PRINT"XV-# •••• set colll.llll I"JUli)er for x data (also YV or ZV)" 

PRINT"EX •••••• EXit the program-

PRINT"NTzf,f •• set Number of Ticks on x andy axes• 

PRINT"NNzf •••• No Numbers (0 for no numbers,1 for numbers>" 

PRINT"? ••••••• type help list• 
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RETURN 

END 
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6.4 PE330.BAS 



rem Stitle:'PE330.BAS - PE330 Cont~oller end Plotte~' 

rem Slinesize:120 Spagesize:55 

'To cont~ol PE330 ~emotely via IBM PC and RS·Z32 lnte~face 

set all scan pa~-te~s 

230 

t~ansfe~ all data to-~ and floppy disk 

plot date to HP7470 plotte~ 

CALL CLRSCR 

OEFINT I·N,G 

DIM X(2100),Y(2100),Z(2100),S(1),TITLESS(3),0AT(Z,Z100) 

GRFMT~"L" 

IIIAIT=3 

NCURV•1 

CALL GMOOE 

KEY OFF 

ON ERI:OR GOTO 25000 'GOTO HELP 

XV=1:YV=2:XINCn=7.5:YINCHz5.ZS 'PLOTTER DEFAULT VALUES 

OFEN"COK1:2400,N,8,1,CS,DS,CD,LF• AS 11 

GOSUB 500 'WAIT 

PRINT #,,"E,1,0" 

GO!:UB 500 

'COMMUNICATE IIITH P~ 

'IIAIT 

PRINT #1,aF,35,3" 

GOSUB 500 

PR!WT #~,"f,3S,l• 

LO:ATE 1,1: CALl CLRSCR 

II>P'Jr''?~OT (?) OR PEI<KIN ELMER CE>•;INS 

IF III~"E" THEN GOSJB 40000 'LIST ref! PERKIN ELMER ACQUISITION PARMS 

IF IIIS="E" TtiEN GOTO 2."~0 

GOWB 1000 ' OTHeRWISE DC PLOTTING LIST 

LINE INI"VI'"P!. T>" ,REPS 

PARM1S=LEFTS(REPS,2) 

PARM2SaMICSCREPS,3,2) 

L•LENCREPS) 

L1.,1NSTR(REPS,"'"") 

XVALS=RIGH1S(REPS,L·L1) 

XVAL 1~"0" 

XVAL2Ss"0" 

LZ.,LENCXVALS) 

IF L2<1 THEN GOTO 300 

L3•1NSTR(XVALS,",") 

IF L3<1 THEN XVAL1S=XVALS 

IF L3<1 THEN GOTO 300 

XVAL1~LEFTS(XVALS,L3·1) 

XVAL2SaRIGHTS(XVALS,L2·L3) 

'PRCJ4PT 

I GET aMIAND CCX>E 

'2ND CCMWID CCX>E 

'GET LENGTH OF REPLY 

'FIND THE ••• SIGN 

'HERE'S THE PARAMETERS 

'ZERO THESE PARMS 

'GET LENGTH OF PARM STR 

'NO PARMS ENTERED 

'FIND THE aMIA 

'NO SECOND PARM 

'#1 PARM 

'tiZ PARM 

300 E1=VALCXVAL1S) 

E2=VAL(XVALZS) 

IF ABSCVALCPARMZS)) > 0 THEN E1•VAL(PARMZS):E2•VALCXVAL1S):E3•VALCXVALZS) 
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IF PARM1S•"LI" THEN GOSUB 1000:PFLG•1 

IF PARM1Sa»Tiu THEN GOSUB 3000:PFLG-1 
'LIST REQUESTED 

'liET TITLE UIFO 
IF PARM1Sz"Cl" THEN CAll CLRSCR:LOCATE 1,1:PFLG-1 

IF PARM1Sz•PL• THEN GOSUB 10000:PFLG-1 'GOPLOT 

IF PARM1Sa•XA• THEN GOSUB 3200:PFLGa1 'CET X-AXIS LABEL 

IF PARM1Sz•sT• THEN GOSUB 11350 :PFLGa1 'STORE 

IF PARM1Sz»YA• THEN GOSUB 3400:PFLG•1 

IF PARM1S="NC" THEN NCURV•E1:PFLGa1 'NLMBER OF CURVES 

IF PARM1S="GS" THEN XINCH=E1:YINCH•E2:PFLG•1 'PLOT SIZE 

IF PARM1S="DI" THEN FILES:PFLG•1 'LIST DIRECTORY 

IF PARM1Sz11YM" THEN GOSUB 5000:PFLGa1 'RESCALE YMAX 

IF PARM1S="RO" THEN MANL•E1 :GOSUB 1 1400:PFLGa1 

IF PARM1S="GF• THEN GRFMTS=PARM2S:PFLG•1 

IF PARM1Sz•sc• THEN GOSUB 3600:PFLGa1 'GO SCALE PLOT 

IF PARM1Sz"XV" THEN XV•E1:PFLG•1:XNF•E2 

IF PARMI$z»SG" THEN SG=E1:PFLG•1:SGF•E2 'SIGMA COL FOR TDIC 

IF PARM.IS=•yyu THEN YV=E1:PFLG=1:YNF=E2 

IF PARM1S="GR" THEN AX=Et:GOSUB 11000:PFLG•1 'GO GRAPH 
IF PARM1S="FT11 THEN FIT•E1 :PFLG• 1 
IF PARM1S="FP11 THEN GOSUB 24000:PFLG=1 

IF PARH1S="EX'' THEN CAll TMODE:ENO:PFLG=1 

IF PARH1S="7" THEN GOSUB 2SOOO:PFLGa1 'HELP FILE 
IF PARI41S="ZV11 THEN ZV=E~:ZNF•E2:PFLG=1 

IF PAP.I41~"E" THEN GOSUB 40000:PFLG=1 
IF PARH1S="P" THfN GOSUB 1000:PFLG•1 

IF PARM1S='DV• THEN GOSUB 20025:PFLG=1'DIV Y/Z 

'START OF PERICI~ ELMER ACQUISITI~ PARMS 

IF PARM1S="I«l" THEN GOSUB 500CC:PFLC=1 'SET MODE 

IF PARMlS="RG" THEN GOSUB 51000:PFLGz1 'SET START 

IF PARM1S="RT" THEN GOSUB 53000 :PFLG=1 'SET RESPONSE 

IF PARM1Sz•SL• THEN GOSUB 56000:PFLG•1 'SET SLIT 

IF PARM1Sz•ss• THEN GOSUB 54000:PFLG•1 'SET SCAN SPEED 

IF PARM1Sz•Ys• THEN GOSUB 55000:PFLG•1 'SET SCALE 

IF PARM1Sz•AZ" THEN GOSUB 57000:PFLG•1 'SET AUTO 0 

IF PARM1S=•GT" THEN GOSUB 58000:PFLGz1 'GOTO WAVELENGTH 

IF PARM1Sz"GO" THfN GOSUB 59000:PFLG•1 'START SCAN 

IF PARM1Sz•E?" THEN GOSUB 60000:PFLG=1 'CET HELP LIST FOR PE 

IF PARM1S="RM" THEN GOSUB 61000:PFLG•1 'SET PE RECORD MODE 

IF PARM1S=•RC" THEN GOSUB 63000:PFLG=1 'RECONNECT PC TO PE 

IF PARM1S="QT• THEN GOSUB 62000:PFLG=1 'liET TO MANUAL MODE 

IF PARM1Sz•ac• THEN GOSUB 64000:PFLG•1 'SET BACICGRClJND CANCEL 

IF PARM1Sz"CF" THEN CLOSE 11:CLOSEI2 

IF PFLGaO THEN BEEP:BEEP 

PFLG=O 

AX=O 

GOTO 230 

'SUBROUTINE IWAITCIWAIT•1,32 SECONDS) 
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500 FOR 1Ta1 TO I~IT*1000:TTaiT/100:NEXT IT 

RETURN 

1000 I SUBROJT INE LIST .. _______ , .............................. __ _ 

LOCATE 1,1 

CALL CLRSCR 

PRINT"2nd Filespec:•;FILENAME$ 

PRINT•Filespec:";OATAFLES 

PRINT"X·variable:•;XV 

PRINT•Z·variable:";ZV 

PRINT"Y·variable:•;YV 

PRINT"Nurber of curves:•;NCUilV 

LOCATE 1,3D:PRINT"TITLE1:";TITLESS(1) 

LOCArE 2,30:PRINT"TITLE2:•;TITLES$(2) 

LOCATE 3,30:PRINT"TITLE3:•;TITLES$(3) 

LOCATE 4,30:PRINT"X·axis Label:";XLABELS 

LOCATE 5,30:PRINT"Y·axis L&tel:";YI..ABEL$ 

LOCATE 6,30:PRINT"Graph Fonnat:•;GRFMTS 

LOCATE 7,30:IF AX=1 THEN PRINT"No Axis and Labels" 

LOCIITf ~ ,60:PRIIiT"IIP747ilA:" 

LOCATE 2,60:PRINT"Graph Size:• 

LOCATE 3,60:PRlNl"H~i;ht:";YIIiCH 

LOC.~n:: 4,60:PRINT"1Jidth :";XINCH 

LOCATE 7,1 :PRINT"Scal ing (A/M):";SCL$ 

PRINT"XHIN:";XMIN 

P~I~T"XMAX:";XMAX 

~RINT"YMIN:•;TMIN 

PRINT"YMAX:";YMAX 

RETURh 

3000 PRINT"TITLE L#1:•;TITLESSC1);:LINE INPUT": •,TS:IF TS<>•• THEN TITLES$(1)aT$ 

PRINT"TITLE L#2:•;TITLES$(2);:LINE INPUT": •,TS:IF TS<>•• THEN TITLES$(2)zT$ 

TITLES$(3)=0ATAFLE$ '3rd line is the datafi le l\llllle 

RETURN 

3200 LINE IN~JT"Enter X·axis Label:",XLABELS 

RETURN 

3400 LINE INPUT"Enter Y•axis Label:•,YLABELS 

RETURN 

3600 'SUBROJTINE SCALING 

INPUT"XMIN,XMAX,YMIN,YMAX:•;XMIN,XMAX,YMIN,YMAX 

SCLS="M" 

RETURN 
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5000 'Subroutine to rescale ymax only 

INPUT"YMAX:";YMAX 

SCL$a"MN 

RETURN 

10000 'CRT Graphics 

IF (PARM2Sa"A " OR PARMSZS.•A•) THEN SCLSa•A• 

IF SCLS="M• THEN GOTO 10020 

REM DETERMINE THE ARRAY MIN AND MAX VALUES 

XMIN•1E+30:XMAX•-1E+30 

Y~IN•1E+30:YMAX•-1E+30 

ZMIN•1E+30:ZMAX•-1E+30 

FOR J•1 TO NPTS 

IF X(J)<XMIN THEN XMIN•X(J) 

IF X(J)>XMAX THEN XMAY=X(J) 

IF Z(J)<ZMIN THEN ZMIN=Z(J) 

IF Z(J)>ZMAX THEN ZMAX•Z(J) 

IF Y(J)<YMIN THEN YMIN•Y(J) 

IF Y(J)>YMAX THEN YMAX•Y(.I) 

NEJCT J 

NTCURV:.t;C1J11V 

WHILE NTCUP.V=2 

IF ZMAX>YJWC THEN YMAX=ZM.IJ( 

IF ~~IN<YM!N THEN YMIH•ZMIN 

IITCUI!Vo.O 

WEWD 

10010 'Dct~~ine the Ranges 

XMIH=0.95*XMIN : XMAX=,.OS*XMAX YMIN=0.95*YMIN YMAX=1.05*YMAX 

10020 XRANC~ a XMAX-XMIN 

YRANGE • YMAX-YMIN 

NYTIC=S : KXT!r.•S 

XTIC•XRANGE/NXTIC 

YTIC•YRANGE/NYTIC 

REM Start sending plot to crt 

CLS 

CALL GMOOE 

CALL CLRSCR 

GXMIN=95:GXMAXz695:GYMIN=315:GYMAX•15 

GXRANGE=GXMAX- GXM IN 

GYRANGE=GYMAX-GYMIN 

GXT I C=GXRAIIGE*XT I C/XIWIGE 

GYTIC=GYRANGE*YTIC/YIWIGE 

REM: Draw axes 

CALL PLOT(GXMIN,GYMIN) 

GXO=GXMIN:GYO•GYMIN 

GYU=GY0·7:GYD•GY0+7 

XSFaGXIWIGE/XRANGE : YSF•GYRANGE/YRANGE 
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FOR GX•GXMIN TO GXMAX·GXTIC STEP GXTIC 

CALL MOVE(GX,GYO) 

CALL DLINECGX,GYU) 

GX1•GX+GXTIC 

CALL MOVE(GX,GYO):CALL OLINE(GX1,GY0) 

NEXT GX 

CALL PLOT CGXMIN,GYMIN) 

GYPREV•GYMIN : GXR • GXMIN + 10 

FOR GY&GYMIN TO GYMAX·GYTIC STEP GYTIC 

CALL MOVE(GXMIN,GY) : CALL DLINE(GXR,GY) 

GY 1 :GY +GYTI C 

CALL MOVE(GXMIN,GY):CALL DLINE(GXMIN,GY1) 

NEXT GY 

CALL PLOT (GXMIN,GYMAX) 

GYO=GYMAX+7 

FOR GX•GXMIN TO GXMAX·GXTIC STEP GXTIC 

CALL MOVE(GX,GYMAX):CALL DLINE(GX,GYO) 

GX1:GX+GXTIC 

CALL MOVE(GX,GYAAl() :CALL DLINE(GX1 ,GYMAX) 

NEXT GX 

CALL PLOT(GXMAX,GYMIN) 

GXL=GXMAX· 10 

CAlL MOVE(GXMAX,GYMIN):CALL DLINECGXL,GYMIN) 

GYI:'I!EV•GYMlll 

fOR GY=GYM1N TC GYKAX STEP GYTIC 

CAi..l IICVC:CGX!WC,G':PREV) 

C.\l.l Oi. i ~E ( GXIWC, GY) 

CALL MOVE ( GXMAX , G"() : CAlL 0 Ll NE ( GXL , GY) 

GYPREV=CY 

NEXT GY 

'Begin plotting data points 

'Check for the graph format, if lines are req. goto 10120, 

'if both lines & s~ls are req. goto 10140 

'if none specified just plot symbols 

IF GRFMTSa"L" OR GRFMTSa"l" THEN GOTO 10120 

IF GRFMTSa"SL" OR GRFMTSz"sl" THEil GOTO 10140 

IF GRFMTSa"LS" OR GRFMTS="ls" THEN GOTO 10140 

'Plot syab)ls only seC:tion 

FOR Ja1 TO NPTS 

GX=XSF*(X(J)·XMIN)+GXMIN 

GY=YSF*(Y(J)·YMIN)+GYMIN 

IF GX<GXMIN OR GX>GXMAX THEN 10100 

IF GY>GYMIN OR GY<GYMAX THEN 10100 

GYUP=GY·3 : GYDN=GY+3 : GXLF=GX·S : GXRT=GX+S 

CALL MOVE(GX,GYUP) CALL OLINE(GX,GYON) 

CALL MOVE(GXLF,GY) CALL DLINE(GXRT,GY) 

10100 NEXT J 

IF NCURV=2 THEN GOTO 10132 

GOTO 10200 

'PLOT SECOND CURVE ~/LINES 
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'Plot with lines that connect the data points 

10120 IFPOINTcO 'lnit. first point plotted 

FOR J•1 TO NPTS 

X•X(J) : Y•Y(J) 

GX•XSF*(X·XMIN)+GXMJN 

GY•TSF*(Y·YMIN)+GYMJN 

IF GX<GXMJN OR GX>GXMAX THEN 10130 

IF GY>GYMJN OR GY<GYMAX THEN 10130 

IF IFPOINTcO THEN CALL MOVE(GX,GY) JFPOINT=1 

CALL DLINE(GX,GY) 

10130 NEXT J 

'Plot 2 nd curve 

10132 NTCURVIIIICURV 

WHILE NTCURVo:2 

IFPOINT•O 'lnit. first point plotted 

FOP J•1 TO NPTS 

X=X(J) : Y=Z(J) 

cx~XSF*(X·XMIN)+GXMIN 

GY=YSF*(Y-YMIN)+GYMIN 

!F GX<GXMIN OR GX>GXMAX TI!Eii 10134 

IF GY>GYMIN OR GY~GYMAX THEN 10134 

IF IFPOINT•O THEN CALL MOVE(r~,GY) IFPOINT•1 

CALL DLINECGX,GY) 

10134 NEXT J 

NTCURV=O 

WEND 

GOTO ,0200 

10140 'Plot both syri)ols and lines 

IFPOINT=O '!nit. first point plotted 

FOR J•1 TO NPTS 

GX=XSF*(X(J)·XMJN)+GXMIN 

GY•YSF*(Y(J)·YMIN)+GYMIN 

IF GX<GXMIN OR GX>GXMAX THEN 10150 

IF GY>GYMIN OR GY<GYMAX THEN 10150 

IF IFPOJNTaO THEN CALL MOVE(GX,GY) : IFPOJNT•1 

CALl DLINE(GX,GY) 

GYUPaGY-3 : GYDN•GY+3 : GXLF•GX·5 : GXRT=GX+5 

CALL MOVECGX,GYUP) CALL DLINE(GX,GYDN) 

CALl MOVE(GXLF,GY) CALL DLINE(GXRT,GY) 

CALL MOVE(GX,GY) 

10150 NEXT J . 

10200 'Done with plotting data points 

'Plot Fitted Curve 

GXSTEf>aGXMAX · GXM IN 

XSTEPc(XMAX·XMJN)/GXSTEP 

FOR Ja:O TO GXSTEP 
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X,.XMIN+XSTEP"J 

Y•O 

FOR IC•1 TO II 

Y•Y+COEFF(IC)•(XA(IC-1)) 

NEXT K 

GX•XSF*(X·XMIII)+GXMIII 

GY=YSF•(Y·YMIII)+GYNIII 

IF GX<QCMIN OR GX>GXMAX THEN 10202 

IF GY>GYNIN OR GY<GYMAX THEN 10202 

CALL PLOT(GX,GY) 

' 10202 NEXT J 

REM Label y·axis ~.nits 

FOR JaO TO NYTIC 

Y=YMIN+YTic-J 

GY=GYRANGE/YRANGE*(Y·YMIN)+GYMIN 

YSaSTRSCY) :NCHARXaLEN(YS) 

NE•O : NE•INSTR(YS,•E•) : ICNF.•NE-1 IF KNE>S THEN ICNE:S 

WHILE NE>O 

Y~S:• 0.00• : MIOS(YN$,1,1CNE)~IOS(YS,1,KIIE) 

YNS=YNS+RIGHTS(YS,NCHARX·NE+1) : YSaYNS : NCHARX&LEN(YS) 
NEo:O 

IIEI!C 

GX=~IN·9*(NCHA~X•.5) 

Gf:GY+S 

IF Y=YM!N THEN GY~GY-5 

CALL TEXTB(GX,GY,Y$) 

NEXT J 

REM: LABEL THE X-AXIS UNITS 

GY•GYNIN+11 

FOR JaQ TO NXTIC 

X=XMIII+XTic-J 

GX=XSF*(X·XMIN)+GXMIII 

XS=STRS(X) : NCHARX=LENCXS) 

NEaO : NE•INSTR(XS,•E•) : KIIE•NE-1 IF ICNE>S THEN KIIE•S 

WHILE NE>O 

XII$&• 0.00•: MIOS(XNS,1,KIIE)-MIOS(XS,1,KIIE) 

XNSaXNS+RIGHTS(XS,NCHARX-NE+1) : XS.XNS : NCHARX&LENCXS) 

NE.O 

WEND 

IF J ... XTIC THEN 10300 

GOTO 10310 

10300 IF NCHARX>2 THEN GX=GX·(9"(NCHARX·2))·3 

IF NCHARX<3 THEN GX&GX-(9"(NCHARX·1))·4 

GOTO 10320 

10310 GX•GX-(9"(NCHARX+1))/2 

10320 CALL TEXTBCGX,GY,XS) 

NEXT J 
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REM: LABEL THE PLOT TITLE,XLABEL,YLABEL 

' Label Title 

TITLES.OATAFLES 

NCHAR•LEN(TITLES) : IF NCHAR•O THEN TITLES.• • 

NCHARX.INT(LEN(TITLE$))/2 

GY•GYMAX-4 

GX=359-9*NCHAR% 

CALL TEXTB(GX,GY,TITLES) 

GX=SSO :DSzOATES: CALL TEXTBCGX,GY,DS) 

'Label X-axis 

NCHAR•LEN(XLABELS) : IF NCHAR=O THEN XLABELSa• • 

NCHARX=INT((LEN(XLABELS))/2) 

GY•343 

GX=359-9*NCHAR% 

CALL TEXTB(~,GY,XLABELS) 

'Label Y-axis 

NCHAR=LEN(YLASELS) : IF NCHAR=O THEN YLABELSa• • 

NCHAR%= (LEN(YLABELS)) 

IF NCHAR%>27. THEN NCHAR%=22 

GY~174-(NCHAR%*7) 

FOR J%=1 TO NCHARX 

GX=O 

GY=GY+14 

YS= MIOSO'LABELS,J%, 1) 

CALL TEXTB(GX,GY,YS) 

NEXl J~ 

RfTURN 

'Interact with user to check his satisfaction 

GX=S : GY=343 : PROM?TS=•Is Plot Ok(y/n)? 

CHNGXYS="Enter new XMIN,XMAX, YMIN, YMAX: • 

HPPROMPTSa-Do you want to plot on HP-7470A(y/n)? 

CALL TEXTB(GX,GY,PROMPTS) 

OS=INPUT$(1) 

'WHILE 0$:.'"• :OSciNICEYS : WEND 

IF DS=•y• OR DSc"yM THEN GOTO 10350 

LOCATE 1,12: PRINT SPACE$(66) 

LOCATE 1,12 :PRINT CHNGXYS;:INPUT XMIN,XMAX,YMIN,YMAX 

GOSlJB 10020 

10350 CALL TEXTB(GX,GY,HPPROMPT$) 

OS=INPUT$(1) 

'WHILE OS=•• : DS=INI:EYS : WEND 

n 

• 

IF DS • •y• or DS=•ya THEN GOSUB 11000 

os.•• 
'Plot on HP-7470A 

RETURN 

10400 'Plot another set of data points, with filled Squares 
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lo'D~10: Hn-6 

FOR J•1 TO NPTS 

GX•XSF*(X(J)·XMIN)+GXMIN 

GY•YSF*(Z(J)·YMIN)+GYMIN 

IF GX<GXMIN OR GX>GXMAX THEN 10420 

IF GY>GYMIN OR GY<GYMAX THEN 10420 

GYUP--GY·(Hn/2): GYDNaGY+(Hn/2) : GXLFaGX·(IollX/2) GXRTaGX+(IollX/2) 

CALL BLKFIL(GXLF,GYDN,IollX,HT%) 

10420 NEXT J 

RETURN 

10500 'Plot Fitted Curve 

GXSTEP•GXMAX·GXMIN 

XSTEP.CXMAX·XMIN)/GXSTEP 

FOR J•O TO GXSTEP 

XzXMIN+XSTEP*J 

Y•SlopeofLine*X+Ordinatelntercept 

GX=XSF*(X·XMIN)+GXMIN 

GY=YSF*(Y·YMIN)+GYMIN 

IF GX<GXMIN OR GX>GXMAX THEN 10520 

IF GY>GYMIN OR GY<GYMAX THEN 10520 

CALL PLOTCGX,GY) 

10520 NEXT J 

RETURN 

11000 'HP 7470A PLOTTER F'RCGKAM, NAME: HP7470SR.BAS 

•ori~~ HD 7470~ plo:ter that has serial interface 

'Baud Rate • 9600 : Parity • none : Comm.Port = 1 

'If y~>V don't like to use comm.port 1, change line 350 appropr. 

'X Array is Horizontal,Y Array is Vert. PEN 1 

'Pass X() , Y() Arrays, and NPTS 

GOTO 11010 

REM Determine the X and Y Array Bounds 

XMIN:+1E+3D:XMAX•·1E+30 

YMINa+1E+30:YMAX•·1E+30 

FOR J•1 TO NPTS 

IF X[J]<XMIN THEN XMIN•X[J] 

IF X[JJ>XMAX THEN XMAX•X[Jl 

IF Y[Jl<YMIN THEN YMIN=Y[J] 

IF Y[J]>YMAX THEN YMAX•Y[J] 

NEXT J 

11010 'Determine Ranges 

IHPMIN•-5000 : IHPMAX•5000 : IHPRANGE•IHPMAX·IHPMIN 

XRANGE • XMAX·XMIN : YRAIIGE • YMAX·YMIN 

XTII>XRAIIGE/5 : YTIC•YRAIIGE/5 

XSF•I HPRANGE/XRAIIGE : YSF• I HPRANGE/YRANGE 

IHPXTIC=CINT(XTIC*XSF) : lHPYTIC•ClNT(YTIC*YSF) 

BUFS=CHRS(27)+".B" : E~CHRS(27)+".E" 

CLOSE 

OPEN •COM1:9600,N,8,1,CS,DS100DO• AS 11 
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REM START SENDING DATA TO HP·7470A 

IHPXMIN•CINT((XSF*(XMIN~XMIN))+IHPMIN) 

IHPXMAX•CINT((XSF*(XMAX·XMIN))+IHPMIN) 

IHPYMINaCINT((YSF*(YMIN·YMIN))+IHPMIN) 

IHPYMAXaCINT((YSF*(TMAX·YMIN))+IHPMIN) 

IHPXMINSaSTRS(IHPXMIN):IHPXMAXSaSTRS(IHPXMAX) 

IHPYMINSaSTRS(IHPYMIN):IHPYMAXSaSTRS(IHPYMAX) 

'Start Sending to the plotter 

IF XINCH=O THEN XINCH-6 

IF YINCH•O THEN YINCH-4.5 

NXINCHsCINT(XfNCH*1000)+2000 : NYINCH•CINT(YINCH*1000)+1500 

PLOTSa•IN;SP1;1P 850,750 ,-.STRS(NXINCH)+",-.STRS(NYINCH)+•;• 

PRINT 11,PLOTS 

PLOTSa•sc -.IHPXMINS+•,-.IHPXMAY.S+",-.IHPYMINS+•,-.IHPYMAXS+•;• 

PRINT 11,PLOTS 

'Draw Axes 

IF AX=1 THEN GOTO 11030 

IF PARM2$:•tu." THEN GOTO 11030 

PLOTSa11PA;PU''+IHPXMINS+• , 11+1HPYMINS+•; 11 :PRINT 11,PLOTS 

PLOT~" • 

fOR IHX•IH~XMIN TO IHPXMAX STEP IHPXTIC 

PLOT$a"PD"+STRS{IHX)+",-.IHPYMINS+";XT;" 

PRINT 11 ,PLOTS 

NEX~ IHX 

PLO!$.:"PU;PU"+IHPX"'INS+•,•+IHPYMINS+11 ;":PRINT 11,PLOTS 

FOP. IHY•IHPYHIN TC IHPYMAX STEP IHPYTIC 

?LOTSa"PA; P:> "+I HPlOUNS+•, "+ST!'!S( I H'f)+" ;YT; • 

PRINT. f1,PLOTS 

NEXT lliY 

PLOTSa•PU;•:PRINT ll,PLOTS 

PLOTSa•PA;PU11+IHPXMIN$+•,-.IHPYHAXS+•;•:PRINT 11,PLOTS 

FOR IHX•IHPXMIN TO IHPXMAX STEP IHPXTIC 

PLOTSa11P0 11+STRS(IHX)+•,-.IHPYMAXS+11 ;XT;":PRINT f1,PLOTS 

NEXT IHX 

PLOTSa•PU;PU"+IHPXMAXS+•,-.IHPYMINS+•;•:PRINT 11,PLOTS 

FOR IHY•IHPYMIN TO IHPYMAX STEP IHPYTIC 

PLOTSa"PA;PD -.IHPXMAX$+11 ,"+STRS(IHY)+11 ;YT; 11 :PRINT 11 ,PLOTS 

NEXT IHY 

11030 •start Plotting Data Points 

IF GRFMTSa•s• or GRFJCTSa•s• THEN PLOTSa"PU;SM+;•: GOTO 11060 

IF GRFMTSa•L• or GRFJCTSa•l• THEN PLOTSa•PU;SM;• 

IF GRFMTSa•sL• or GROOSa•sl• THEN PLOTSa"PU;SM+;• 

IF GRFMTS=11 LS" or GROO$a11 la• THEN PLOT$a"PU;SM+;• 

PRINT 11,PLOTS 

'plot with lines or s~ls and lines 

IFPOINT•O 

FOR J•1 TO NPTS 
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IF X(J)<XMIN OR X(J)>XMAX THEN 11050 

IF Y(J)<YMIN OR Y(J)>YMAX THEN 11050 

IHX=CINT(((XSF•(X(J)·XMIN))+IHPMIN)) 

IHY•CINT(((YSF•(T(J)·YMIN))+IHPMIN)) 

XS&STRS(IHX) : YSaSTRS(IHY) : XTSaXS+•,-.vS+•;• 

IF IFPOINT•O THEN PLOTSa•PUK+XTS+MPU;• :PRINT 11,PLOTS:IFPOINT•1 
PLOTSa•PO•+XTS 

PRINT #1,PLOTS 

11050 NEXT J 

11052 NTCURVKNCURV 

IIHILE NTCURVa2 

PLOTS=•PU;SP2;'' PRINT #1 ,PLOTS 

IFPOINT•O 

FOR J•1 TO NPTS 

X•X(J) : Y • Z(J) 

IF X<XMIN OR X>XMAX THEN 11054 

IF Y<YMIN OR Y>YMAX THEN 11054 

IHX=CINT(((XSF•(X·XMIN))+IHPMIN)) 

IHY•CINT(((YSF•(Y·YMIN))+IHPMIN)) 

'Plot 2 nd curve 

XS=STRS(IHX) : YSaSTRS(IHY) : XTSaXS+",K+YS+•;• 

IF IFPOINT:O THEN PLOTSa"PU•+XYS+"PU;" :PRINT #1,PLOTS:IFPOINT•1 

PLOlS="PO''+XYS 

PRINT #1,PLOTS 

11054 NEXT J 

PLOTSa• • 

rLO,Sa•PU;SM;Sr1;•:PRINT #1,PLOTS 

NTCURV=O 

loiEND 

PLOTS. .. •PU; SM;": PRINT #1 , PLOTS 

GOlO 11100 

11060 PRINT 11,PLOTS 

IFPOINT=O 

FOR J=1 TO NPTS 

X=X(J) : Y•Y(J) 

IF X<XMIN OR X>XMAX THEN 11070 

IF Y<YMIN OR Y>YMAX THEN 11070 

INXcCINT(((XSF-(X·XMIN))+IHPMIN)) 

IHT•CINT(((YSF•(Y·YMIN))+IHPMIN)) 

'label y·axis units 

'Plot syai)ola only 

XS=STRS(IHX) : TScSTRS(!HY) : XYS=XS+•,K+YS+•;• 

IF IFPOINT•O THEN PLOTSa•PUK+XTS+•PU;• :PRINT #1,PLOTS:IFPOINT•1 

PLOTSa•PUK+XYS+•PO; • 

PRINT #1,PLOTS 

11070 NEXT J 

PLOTSa&PU;SM;•:PRINT #1,PLOTS 

IF FIT=1 THEN GOTO 11052 

IITCURV•NCURV 

Will LE NTCURV•2 

'DRAII LINES 
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PLOTS=•PU;SP2;SM•;• PRINT t1,PLOT$ 

IFPOINTII() 

FOR J•1 TO NPTS 

X•X(J) : Y•Z(J) 

IF X<XMIN OR X>XMAX THEN 11074 

IF Y<YMIN OR Y>YMAX THEN 11074 

IHX=CINT(((XSF*(X·XMIN))+IHPMIN)) · 

IHY•CINTCCCYSF*(Y·YMIN))+IHPMIN)) 

XS.STRSCIHX) : YS-STRS(IHY) : XTS-XS+","+Y$+•;• 

IF IFPOINT•O THEN PLOTS.•PU"+XT$+•PU;• :PRINT t1,PLOTS:IFPOINT•1 

PLOTS=•PU•+XYS+•PD;• 

PRINT 11 , PLOTS 

11074 NEXT J 

PLOTS:•PU;SM;SP1;•:PRINT 11,PLOT$ 

NTCliiiVII() 

WEND 

11100 'Label Y-Axis Units 

IF AX=1 THEN GOTO 11280 

PLOTS="SR . 75,1.5;•:PRINT 11,PLOTS 

FOR Y•YMIN TO YKAX STEP YTIC 

IHY=CINT((YSF*(Y·YMIN))+IIIPMIN) 

NC~~=LENCSTRS(Y)) 

NCHAP. •·(NCHAR+1) 

'set char size 

PLOTS="PU"+l iiPXI41NS+•, "+STRS( IHY)+";CP"+STRSCNCHAR)+",- .25;LB"+STR$(Y)+CHRS(3) 

PR;NT 11,PLOT$ 

NE~ T 

'Label X·AT.is u1its 

FOR x~x~IN TO XMAX STF.P XTIC 

IHX=CINTC(XSF*(X·X~IN))+IHPV.IW) 

NCHAR=·(LF.N(STP.S(X)))/2 

PLOTS="PU"+STRS{IHX)+","+IHPYMINS+•;CP"+STRS(NCHAR)+",·1;LB"+STRS(X)+CHRS(3) 

PRINT 11,PLOTS 

NEXT X 

'Label the plot title, xlabel,ylabel 

PLOTS=•SR 1.2,2.2;• 

PRINT 11 , PLOTS 

TITLES$(3)-DATAFLES 

FOR 1•1 TO 3 

PLOTS="SP2;PU"+STRSCIHPXMIN+IHPRANGE/2)+•,"+STRS(IHPYMAX+(.8·1*.2)*1HPTTIC)+•;• 

PRINT 11 , PLOTS 

TITLES=TITLES$(1) 

NCHAR=LENCTITLES) 

PLOTS=•CP"+STRS(·NCHAR/2)+•,-0.25;LB"+TITLES+CHRS(3) 

PRINT 11,PLOTS 

NEXT I 

NCHAR=-(CLENCXLABELS))/2) 

PLOTS=•PU•+STRS(IHPXMIN+IHPRANGE/2)+•,"+STRS(IHPYMIN·IHPYTIC*.45)+•;• 

PLOT2$a•CP"+STRS(NCHAR)+•,·0.25;LB"+XLABELS+CHRS(3):PLOTSaPLOTS+PLOT2S 
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PRINT lf1,PLOTS 

'plot ylabel 

NCKAR•·((LEN(YLABELS))/4) 

NCKAR1•·(((LEN(STRS(YMAX/5)))/2)+2) 

PLOTS.•PU•+STRSCIHPXMIN)+•,-.sTRS(IHRANGE/2)+•;CP-.STRS(NCHAR1)+•,-.sTRS(NCHAR)+~, 

PLOT2Sa-DI 0,1;LB-.YLABELS+CHRS(3)+MOI 1,0;• 

PLOTS&PLOTS+PLOT2S 

PRINT 11,PLOTS 

11280 PLOTS.•PU;SPO;• PRINT 11,PLOTS 

CLOSE 11 

RETURN 

11300 'Manual Entering of the data 

INPUT•Enter No.of Data Points: •,NPTS 

FOR J•1 TO NPTS 

•store pen 

304 

IF NCURV=2 THEN INPUT •Enter X,Y,Z Pair:•,X(J),Y(J),Z(J) ELSE INPUT •Enter X,Y Pair:",X(J),Y(J) 

NEXT J 

SS=•N" 

11350 PI!INT "Do you want tc Store Data on Disk(Y/N): • 

OS=•" : WHILE DSa"" : DS.INICEYS : WEND 

I F O$z•y• OR DS.14y41 THEN DS="Y" 

IIHI tE DS="T" 

INPUT "~nte~ Name of File for Storage: •,OUTFILS 

INPUT "'o you want 1st line label for SPX1PLOT7 (Y/N)",SS 

IF ~·y• UQ ss.•ya THEN ss-•yu 

IF Sl="Y• TH~N INPUT •Enter label (USE QUOTATION HARKS AND FOUR LEADING AND TRAILING BLANKS!) :",SLABELS 

OPEN tvT FILS FOR CXJTPUT AS 12 

IF SS&•y• THEN WRITE 12,SLABEL$ 

FOR J=1 TO NPTS 

WRITE 12,X(J),Y(J) 

NEXT J 

CLOSE 12 

WEND 

RETURN 

11400 'SUBROUTINE TO READ DATA FROM TIIO FILES 

CLOSE lf1 'FIX EXIT PROBLEM 

IF XNF•2 THEN GOSUB 11505:RETURN 

IF YNF•2 THEN GOSUB 11505:RETURN 

IF ZNF.Z THEN GOSUB 11505:RETURN 

PRINT-Data File N..e:•;DATAFLES;:INPUT•: •,RS:IF RS<>•• THEN DATAFLESaRS 

INPUT"Enter the number of eollumns of data in file:•;FSTC 

U=O 



OPEN DATAFLES FOR INPUT AS 11 

11405 IF EOF(1) THEN GOTO 11410 

Z~Z%+1 

FOR K•1 TO FSTC 

INPUT 11 ,DAT(K,Z%) 

NEXT K 

GOTO 11405 

11410 NPTS•ZX 

CLOSE 11 

FOR J•1 TO NPTS 

IF XNF•O THEN XCJ)aOAT(XV,J) 

IF YNF•O THEN Y(J)aOAT(YV,J) 

IF NCURV•2 AND ZNFaO THEN Z(J)aOAT(ZV,J) 

NEXT J 

11490 RETURN 

11505 'SUBROUTINE TO READ FROM 2NC FILE 

PRINT"Enter 2nd Cate File NM~e:";FILENAMES;:IIIPUT•: •,RS:IF RS<>•• THEN FILENAMES>=RS 

INPUT"Enter nunber of colums in File";SNDC 

OPEN FILENAMES FOR INPUT AS 12 

N%=0 

11605 IF EOF(Z) THEN GOTO 11610 

N~+1 

FOR H•1 TO SNOC 

INPUT #Z,D~T(H,N%) 

NEXT H 

GOTO 11605 

11610 IIPTS=NX 

CLOSE #12 

FOR 1=1 TC NPTS 

IF XNF•2 THEN X(l)aOATCXV,I) 

IF YNF•2 THEN Y(l)aDAT(YV,I) 

IF NCURV•2 AND ZNF•2 THEN Z(l)aOATCZV,l) 

NEXT I 

RET\JRN 

20025 'SUBROUTINE TO DIVIDE Y/Z (FROM TWO DIFFERENT FILES) 

FOR 1=1 TO NPTS 

YC I )•YCI )/ZCI) 

IF X(l)>700 THEN Y(l)•Y(I)*86.5 'REFLICTANCE VALUES FOR TILE 

IF X(l)<•700 THEN Y(l)•100*Y(l)*(·5.744+3.473E·2*X(l)·6.089E·5*X(I)A2+3.538E·8*X(l)A3) 

NEXT l 

RET\JRN 

24000 'SUBROUTINE FIT DATA 

IF FIT•1 THEN NCURV.Z ELSE RETURN 

SXtzO:SY#zO:SXY#zO:SXsotaO:SYSQ#=O:st-0 

INPUT"DO YOU ~ANT TO WEIGHT DATA POINTS? (+•Y,·•N)";CHK 
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FOR 1•1 TO NPTS 

IF CHK<O THEN WT•l 'DO U WANT TO WEIGHT 

IF CHK<O THEN GOTO 24100 'IF NOT 

IF XCI)•O AND Y(l)aO GOTO 24050 'WANT IT TO GO THRU (0,0) BAD? 

WT=1/CS(I)A2) 'WT IS INVERSE OF VARIANCE 

GOTO 24100 'OIIL Y OPTION INPUT WT FOR 0, 0 

24050 INPUT~IGHT FOR POINT (0,0) > •;WT 'HERE IS YWR OPTION 

24100 51=51 + WT 

SX#zSXIII+XC I )*\IT 

SYI=SYI+Y(I)*VT 

SXYtaSXY#+X(I)*Y(I)*\IT 

SXSO#zSXSOI+X(I)AZ*WT 

SYSQ#zSYSOI+Y(I)AZ*WT 

1 51.11 THE WTS 

'STATR THE USUAL FORMULAES 

NEXT I 'NEXT PEAK 

DELTA ,. SI*SXSQ#·SX#"2 'SEE DATA REDUCTION TEXT FOR REF 

ALIN:o(SY,-SXSOI·SX,.SXYI)/DELTA 'THE INTERCEPT 

BLIN•CS,-SXY#·SX,-SYI)/DELTA 

SIGA=SQR(SXSQ#/DELTA) 

'THE SLOPE 

'SIG FOR INTERCEPT 

SIGB=SQR(S#/DELTA) 'SIG FOR SLOPE 

RLIN=(SI*SXY#·SX,-SYI)/SQRCDELTA*(SI*SYSQ#·SY#"2)) 'CORR COEFF 

PRINT"Intereept=";ALIN • Slopea";BLIN " R•";RLIN 

PRINT"SIG INl=";SIGA "SIG SLOPE .. •;SIGB 

FOR 1.,1 TO NPTS 'CALC POINTS FROM FITTED LINE 

Z(I)=ALIN+BLI~*XCI) 

NE>.I I 

CLOSE 

GOSlJ8 11350 

RETURN 

' DOES S.LOPE 

INPUT"ENTER IN"(IAL POINT X, Y";Xl, Y1 

INPUT"ENTER FINAL POINT X,Y";X2,Y2 

SLOPE=CY2·Y1)/(X2·X1) 

TSEP=Y1 

FOR lo:1 TO NPTS 

ZCI>•TSEP+SLOPE*X(l) 

YCI>•YCI )·ZCI) 

NEXT I 

PRINT "SLOPE=";SLOPE 

PRINT "INTSEP•";TSEP 

GOSUB 11350 

RETURN 

25000 RESUME 230 'LOCATE 1,1:CALL CLRSCR 'MAKE NICE SCREEN 

PRINT• 

PRINT" 

PRINT" 

PRINT• 

PRINT• 

PRINT" 

LI •••••••••••• LIST SETTINGS• 

TI •••••••••••• TITLE" 

CL •••••••••••• CLEAR SCREEN" 

PL •• ('=A ') ••• PLOT GRAPH ON SCREEN" 

XA •••••••••••• X AXIS LABEL" 

YA ••• , •••••••• Y AXIS LABEL" 
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PUNT• 

PRINT• 

PRINT• 

PRINT• 

PRINT• 

PRINT• 

PRINT• 

PRINT• 

PRINT• 

PRINT• 

PRINT• 

PRINT• 

PRINT• 

PRINT• 

PRINT• 

PRIIrT• 

PRINT• 

PRINT 

RETURN 

NC •••••••••••• I OF CURVES TO PLOT• 

GS •••••••••••• DIMENSION GRAPH• 

RD •••••••••••• READ DATA FILE OR INPUT MANUALLY CRD•1)• 

DI ••••••••••• • PRINT CURRENT DIRECTORY 

GF •••••••••••• GRAPH FORMAT·$ OR LOR SL• 

SC •••••••••••• SCALE PLOT• 

YM •••••••••••• SCALE YMAX ONLY 

XV •• (aQOL,FIUEI) •• X COLUMN• 

YV •• (aQOL,FIUEI) •• Y COLUMN" 

ZV •••••••••••• Z CXlLUMN • 

SC •••••••••••• SICMA COlUMN • FOR WEIGHTING POINTS• 

ca •••••••••••• CENERATE GRAPH ON PLOTTER• 

FT •••••••••••• FIT • 1 LINEAR FIT• 

FP •••••••••••• FIT TKE POINTS" 

EX •••••••••••• EX IT THE PRCM• 

DV •••••••••••• DIVIDE Y BY z• 
? •••••••••••• HELP FILE: PLOTTING & MAIN• 

E? •••••••••••• HELP FILE FOR PE330• 

40000 'LIST FOR PE DATA ACQUISITION 

L~ TE 1 , 1 :CALL CLRSCR 

LOCATE 2,2S:PRINT•PE330 PARAMETER LIST• 

LOCATE 4,1:PRINT~E >•;NS 

LOCATE 4,25: PRINT•YMN >•;YMNS 

LOCATE 5,25: PRINT•YMX >•;YMXS 

LOCATE 5,1:PRINT•SCAN SPEED >•;SSS 

LOCATE 6,,:PRINT•XSTARt >•;XSTS 

LOCATE 7, 1:PRINT"XEND >•; XEIIDS 

LOCATE 6,2S:PRINT•BACKCRND START>•;BC1S 

LOCATE 7,2S:PRINT•&ACKCRND END>•;BC2S 

LOCATE !,1:PRINT-sLIT WIDTH: •;SWS 
LOCATE !,ZS:PRINT•RESPONSE TIME: •;RTS 

RETURN 

50000 'SI.BRWTINE FOR SETTING MOOE TO PE 

IF XVAL 1S.•A• THEil PRINT t1, •F, 1 ,D":NSa•ABSORPTION• 'FOR ABSORPTION 

IF XVAL1S.•T• THEN PRINT 11,•F,2,0•:M$a•TRAIISMISSION• 'FOR %T 

IF XVAL1S.•sa• THEil MSa•SINGLE BEAM- 'FOR SINGLE BEAM 
IF XVAL1S.•sa• THEN IIIPUT•INPUT CAIN >•;GNS 

IF XVAL1S.•sa• THEN PRINT 11,•F,3,&+GNS 

RETURN 

51000 'SUIIRWTINE FOR SETTING STARTING WAVELENGTH 

PRllrT 11,•F,Z2,-.XVAL1S:XSTs-XVAL1S 

GOSUI 500 'WAIT 

PRllrT 11, •F ,Z2, -.xvALZS:XEIIDS.XVALZS 

XSTCP•E1 :XENDCP•E2 
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PRINT XENOCI' 

RETURII 

53000 'SUBRaJTINE FOR SETTING RT 

PRINT 11,•F,12,M+XVAL1S:RTS.XVAL1S 

RET\JRII 

56000 'SU8RaJTINE FOR SETTING SLIT ~lOTH 

PRINT #1,"F,14,"+XVAL1S:SWS.XVAL1S 

RETURN 

54000 'SUBRaJTINE FOR SETTING SCAli SPEED 

PRINT #1,"F,6,M+XVAL1S:S$SaXVAL1S 

RETURN 

55000 'SU8RaJTINE FOR SETTING SCAlE 

PRINT 11,uF,15,N+XVAL1S:YMXSaXVAL1S 

GOSIJ8 500 

PRINT #1,uF,15,N+XVAL2S:YMNS=XVAl2S 

Yl!CPsE1 

RETURII 

57000 ':ouaRCl.'TINE FOR SErTING AUTO ZERO 

PRINT 11,•F,11,0• 

REi\11!1! 

58000 'SIJDRaJTINE FOR GO TO ~VELENGTH 

PI! INT #1,•F ,S,"+XVAL 1S:WIIOilSaXVAL 1$ 

GOSUB 5CO 'WAIT 

58010 ?R!Mi 11,-n,1,0•:LINE INPUT #1,TEMPS 

LOCATE 20,S:PRINT• • 

LOCATE 21l,S:T~VALCLEFTS<TEMPS,n):PRINT TEMP 

IF TEMPoE1 THEN GOTO 58010 

RETURII 

59000 'SUBROJTINE FOR STARTING SCAli 

GXRCP >695 : GYRO'a· 31 0: GXMIICPs 1 5: GYMIICP-325 

XRCP-XSTCP•XENOCP: IF YRCP-0 THEN YRCP-100 

CALl. CUSCit 

PRIIIT #1,•F,4,0• 

1.0 

59001 1•1+1 

LliiE INPUT #1 ,ES 

E1s-LEFTS(ES,n:EZSaRIGHTS(ES,7) 

X(I)•VALCE1S):Y(l).YALCE2S> 

IF X(l)aO THEN I•I·1:GOTO 59001 

IXz695!XRCP-CXCl)·XENDCP)+15 

IY•·310!YRCI'*(Y(1))+325 

IX.CINTCIX):IY•CINTCIY) 
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CALL PLOT (I X, I Y) 

LOCATE 1,5:PRIMT X(l),T(l),l 

ASaiMICETS: IF ASa"S" THEJI 59002 'STOP StAll 

IF XC I >-XEIIDCP THEM liOTO 59002 

liOTO 59001 

59002 PRIMT 11, -t,4,0" 

NPTS•I 

RETURN 

60000 'KELP LIST FOR PE 

LOCATE 1,1:CALL CLRSCR 

PltlNi 

PltlNT-MO&A,T,SB ••••••• SET MODE• 

PRINT•RG-t,I •••••••••• SET START, END WAVE~H• 

PR!Ni•RT .............. SET RESPONSE TIME• 

PltiNi•SL .............. SET SLIT IIIDTtl" 

PRIMT•ss-t •••••••••••• SET SCAN SPEED• 

PRINT"RMaOV,SQ,OF ••••• SET PE PLOTTER MODE-

PRINT"Y$.111 •••••••••••• SET TMAX FOR SCREEII PlOT DURING SCAli" 

PRINi 

Plt!NT"AZ •••••••••••••• SET AIJTO ZERO" 

PRINT"BC .. ,I .......... CAIIC£L BACXGRCIIND OVER INDICATED IWiGE" 

PRINT 

PRINi"G'T .............. GOTO WAVEL.EIICTH• 

PRINT"GO •••••••••••••• START SCAMNIMG P£• 

PRINT"'T •••••••••••••• PUT PE BACX 1M IWIIJA1. MODE• 

PRINT"RC •••••••••••••• RECONNECT PE TO IBM PC" 
PRINT 

PRINT"E7 •••••••••••••• HELP FILE: PE330• 

PR!Ni" ? •••••••••••••• HELP FILE: MAIN AND PLOTTING" 

PRINT• P •••••••••••••• PLOTTING MODE• 

PRINT• E •••••••••••••• PE 330 Sc:AIINIMG MODE• 

PRINT 

RETUIUI 

61000 'SUIRClJTINE FOR S£TTIIIG RECXlRO MODE OF PE (OVERLAY ,SEQ,OFF) 

IF XVA1. 1Sa•OV" THEJI PRINT 11, "f, 16, 0" 

IF XVA1. 1$r'SQ• THEJI PRINT 11, •F, 17 ,0• 

IF XVA1.1Sa-oF• THEil PRINT 11,•F,18,0• 

RETURN 

62000 'SUBRClJT 1 NE TO D I saliiMECT PC F~ PE 

PRINT 11,•C,35,0" 

GOSU8 500 'WAIT 

PRINT 11,•£,2,0• 

RETURN 

63000 'SUIRClJTINE TO RECONMECT PE TO PC 
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CLOSE 

OPEN"COM1:2400,N,8,1,CS,DS,CD,LF• AS 11 

GOSU8 500 'WAIT 

PRINT 11,•E,1,0• 

GOSU8 500 

PRINT 11,•F,35,3• 

GOSUB 500 

PRINT 11,•F,35,1• 

RETURN 

'WAIT 

'111M INC 

64000 'SllBRClJTINE FOR STORING BACKGROUND OVER DESIRED RANGE 

PRINT 11,•F,26,"+XVAL1S:BC1SaXVAL1S 

GOSUB 500 'WAIT 

PRINT 11,•F,26,-.XVAL2S:BC2SaXVAL2S 

RETURN 

END 
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6.5 ABLDAT A. BAS 



rem Stitle:'ABLDATA.BAS • rp ablation experi-.nt -lysis 

rem Slinesize :fzo Spegesize:55 

author: G.l. Valderr ... 

DEFINT (·N 

DIM STOREDATAC100,5),NOTESSC100,Z> 

STOREFILENAMES.•TESTA8L8.DAT• 

10 PRINT •Press 'Enter• to create en ablation experi..nt ~ry detafile.• 

PRINT "Enter 'P' to print an existin; deteffle.• 

INPUT • Enter •c• to create a SPX1PLOT·type file of etch depth va. fluence data 

IF REPLYS.•P• OR REPLYS.~ THEN GOTO ZOOO 

IF REPLYS.•c• OR REPLYS.•c• THEN GOTO 4000 

CLS 

90 INPUT~ear in which experi..nt ~as done: •,YEA~$ 

INPUT•taser used in ablation eAE~erillllt'lt: • ,LASERS 

INPUT•wavelength: •,WA~LENGTHS 

IN~•repetition rate: •,REPRATES 

INPUT•joulemeter conversion factor (V/J): •,JOULEMETERFACTOR 

INPUT•taser spot size in target plane C~Z> : •,SPOTSIZE 

PRINT 

INPUTMnumber of detapoints to be entered: •,NUMPTS 

PRIIfT 

95 INPUT•need tG Make corr~tions? (Y/N) •,replyS 

I F REPL YS "' •y• OR REi'L YS • "Y" THEN CLS: GOTO 90 

IF REPLYSa~nu THEN REPLYS:uN• 

l F REPL ~S<>"N• THEN GOTO 95 

PRINT 

FIRSTia1 

98 ClS 

FOR I•FIRSTI TO NUMPTS 

100 PIUNT 

PRINT•datapoint I"UUi)er: •, I 

INi'UT•~le ,_ (use XXX'**'A foi"'IIBt , 1 +1 incre.nts by one): •,SAMPLEIWIES 

IF SAMPI..EMAMESar"• AND 1>1 THEN SAMPLEIIAMESaSTORENAMES:GOTO 105 

IF SNI>LEJIAMES<>- AND I.EN(SNI>LEIIAMES)<>8 THEN PttlNT:PRINT•incQrrect fo.--t 

IF SNI>I.fliAMEs-- AND I>1 THEN SAMPLEIWIES-MOTESS(1·1, 1) ELSE GOTO 110 

LETTERW 1 GilTS( SAMPLENAMES, 1) 

BASEIWIESai.EFTS(SNIPLENAMES, 7) 

NEXTLETTERS-c:HRS(ASCCLETTERS) + 1) 

IIE\IWIESaBASEIWES + NEXTLETTERS 

SAMPLEJIAIESaMEWMAMES 

105 PRINT•assuaed sample naae: •,SAMPLENAMES 

PRINT 

110 NOTESSCI, 1 >•SAMPL.EJW4ES 

STORENAMES.SAMPLEMAMES 
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INPUT•nu.a.r of shots to target: •,STOREDATAC1,1) 

INPUT•attenuator scheme: •,NOTESSCI,2) 

INPUT•aver1ge joul ... ter reeding (MV): •,STOREDATACI,2) 

INPUT•sa.ple crater depth C•icrons): •,STOREDATACI,3) 
PRINT 

115 INPUT•need to .. ke corrections? (T/N) •,replyS 

IF REPL TS • •y• OR llEPL TS • "Y" THEN GOTO 100 

IF REPLTSa•n• THEN llEPLTSa•N• 

IF REPLTS<>"N• THEN GOTO 115 

PRINT 

NEXT I 

117 INPUT"Do you need to correct eny entries? (T/N) •,REPLTS 

IF REPLTSa•T• OR REPLTSa*y- THEN INPUT•datapoint nu.cer: •,DN:FIRSTiaON:NUMPTS.ON:GOTO 98 

IF REPL lSa"n" THEN llEPL YSa_,.• 

IF REPLYS<>•N• THEN GCTO 117 

c:.s 
PRINT 

INPUT•oo you wish to store on disk? CT/N) •,REPLYS 

IF REPLYSE-yN THEN llEPLYS.•y• 

IF REPLYSa•T• THEN GCTO 120 

IF REPLYS<>•T• THEN INPUT•Are you sure? (Y/N) •,REPLY1S 

IF REPLY1Sa•n• THEN REPLY1Sa•N• 

IF REPLT1$<>•N• TKEN GOTO 2000 

120 FILES 

PIWIT 

I~PUT•enter filen.De for storage:•,FILENAMES 

STOREFILENAMESaFilENAMES 

OPEN FILENAMES FOR CUT PUT AS 11 

PRINT 1':, YEARS 

PRINT t1,LASERS 

PRINT t1,WAVELENGTHS 

PRINT t1,REPRATES 

PRINT t1,JOULEMETERFACTOR 

PRINT t1,SPOTSIZE 

FOR Na1 TO IIUMPTS 

PRINT t1,NOTESS(N,1) 

PRINT ,,NOTESS(N,Z) 

PRINT t1,STOREDATA(N,1) 

PRINT t1,STOREDATACN,2) 

PRINT t1,STOREDATA(N,3) 

NEXT N 

1 000 Cles£ , 

2000 INPUT •~tow •ny copies do you wish to print out? • ,IILMCOPIES 
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IF NUMCOPIES>O THEN INPUT•Ensure printer is reedy then hit 'ENTER' to proceed. 

'INPUT •oo you need to reed • file from the disk? (Y/N) •,REPLYS 

'IF REPLYSa•y- THEN REPLYSa•y• 

'IF REPLYSa•Y• THEN CLS:FILES ELSE CLS:PRINT•using current fileM:GOTO 3000 

CLS:FILES 

PRINT•enter detafile to print: ["; 

PRINT STOREFILENAMES; 

INPUT•]",DATAFILES 

IF DATAFILESa•• THEN DATAFILESaSTOREFILENAMES 

STOREFILENAMESaOATAFILES 

NLMPTSaO 

OPEN DATAFILES FOR INPUT AS #1 

INPUT ,, I YEARS 

INPUT ,, I USERS 

INPUT #1,WAVELENGTHS 

INPUT 11,REPRATES 

INPUT #1,JOULEMETERFACTOR 

INrL~ 11,SPOTSIZE 

2100 IF EOF(1) THEN GOTO 2500 

Nl.MPTS=IIUMPT S+ 1 

INPUT #1,NOTESS(NUMPTS,1) 

INPUT #1,NCTESS(NUMPTS,2) 

!~PUT #1,SiOREOATA(NUMPTS,1) 

I~PUT #l,STOREDATA(NUMPTS,2) 

INPUT #1,STOREOATA~NUMPTS,3) 

GOTO 21(10 

2500 ClOSE #1 

3000 'printing sub~outine (ENSURE laserprinter is in 108 font) 

OENSITY"1 .00 •specify in units of ;/~3 

FOR COPY,.1 iO NUMCOPIES 

~lOTH •LPT1:•,132 

LPRINT •RP ABLATION EXPERIMENT SlMW!Y" 

LPRINT •···························---• 

LPRINT 

MONS=MIOS(OATAFILES,4,2) 

OAYS-M!OS(OATAFILES,6,2) 

LPRINT •experiment date: •;MONS;•t•;DAYS;•t•;YEARS 

LPRINT 

LPRINT •datafile: •;DATAFILES 

LPRINT 

LPRINT •laser: •;LASERS 

LPRINT •wavelength: •;WAVELENGTHS 

LPRINT •pulse repetition rate: •;REPRATES 

LPRIIIT 

LPRIIIT •joulemeter/ener;y correction factor: •;JCl.ILEMETERFACTOR 

LPRIIIT •s&q)le density (units: ;/~3): •; 
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LPRINT USING • t . ..-;DENSITY 

LPRINT 

315 

LPRINT •---·---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
LPRINT • SAMPLE 

LPRINT • NAME 

LPRINT • 

SHOT 

TOTAL 

ATTEIIUATOR 

SCHEME 

JClJL.EMETER 

READING ,...,, 
AVERAGE 

PULSE ENERGY 

(J) 

TOTAL EJIERGT 

TD SAMPLE 

(J) 

SPOT 

SIZE 

Cmr"Z) 

FLUENCE 

(J/mr"Z> 

LPRINT •-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
FOR L•1 TO NUMPT$ 

LPRINT USING-\ \";NOTESS(L,1); 'sample,_ 

NUMSHOTSaSTOREDATA(L,1) 

LPRINT USING • '*' •;NUMSHOTS; 

LPRINT USING • \ \";NOTESSCL,Z); 

JOULEMETERaSTOR£DATACL,Z) 

LPRINT USING " .... 1111 ";JClJLEMETER; 

AVGENERGY•CJOULEKETER/1000)/JOULEMETERFACTOR 

LPRINT USING • I .... •;AVGENERGY; 

TOTALENERGYaNUMSHOTS*AVGENERGY 

LPRINT USING " t.~ •;TOTALENERGY; 

LPRINT USING " t.~;SFOTSIZE; 

FLUENCE&AVGENERGY/SPOTSIZE 

LPRINT USING " 11.11 •;FLUENCE; 

ETCHDEPTH=STOREDATA(L,3) 

LPRINT USINC " ... •;ETCHDEPTH; 

EiCHRATE•ETCHDEFTH/WUMSHOTS 

LPiliNT USING • t:414t.l ";ElCHRATE; 

'att~tor scn..e 

if ElCKRATE=O OR DEliSI'l'Yc(l THEN LPRINT• no value•:GOTD 3950 

390G QST~s(fLUE~CE/100C}/(~F.NS!Tr*(ETCHRATE/10000)) 

LP~INT USING " ~.#M;QSTAR; 

LPRINT USING " t.~;LOGCFLUENCE) 

3950 NEXT L 

LPRINT •···--------·-······--------------··-------·····---·-··--------·········------------------·-· · 
~lOTH "LPT1:•,80 

LPRINT CHRSC1Z); 

NEXT COPY 

GOTC 10000 

'send FOR~ fEED to printer 

4000 'Create ETCHRATE vs. FLUENCE SPX1PLOT·type datafile 

CLS:FILES 

INPUT"enter name of INPUT datafile: ",DATAFILES 

NUMFT$&0 

OPEN DATAFILES FOR INPUT AS t1 

INPUT 11, YEARS 

INPUT t1 , LASERS 

INPUT 11,~AVELENGTHS 

INPUT t1,REPRATES 

INPUT 11,JOULEMETERFACTOR 

INPUT t1,SPOTSIZE 

4100 IF EOFC1) THEN GOTO 4500 

NUMPTSaNI.J4PTS+1 

INPUT 11,NOTESSCNUMPTS,1) 



INPUT t1,NOTESS(NUMPTS,2) 

INPUT t1,STOREDATA(NUMPTS,1) 

INPUT t1,STOREDATA(NUMPTS,2) 

INPUT t1,STOREDATA(NUMPTS,3) 

GOTO 4100 

4500 CLOSE 11 

PRINT •Reed in of datafile completed.• 

PRINT 

INPUT•enter filename for storage of DEL vs f data: •,FILENAMES 

INPUT•enter SPX1PLOT·type Oltafile header label: •,SPEXLABELS 

OPEN fILENAMES FOR CliTPUT AS 11 

PRINT t1,SPEXLABELS 

FOR L•1 TO NUMPTS 

NUMSHOTS•STOREDATA(L,1) 

JOULEMETER•STOREDATA(L,2) 

AVGENERGY~(JOULEMETER/1000)/JOULEMETERFACTOR 

FLUENCE~AVGENERGY/SPOTSIZE 

EiCHOEPTH=STOREDATA(L,3) 

ETCHRATE~ETCHDEPTH/NUMSHOTS 

PRINT t1,FLUENCE,ETCHRATE 

NEXT L 

4600 CLOSE 11 

10000 INPUT•Oo you wish to continue? (Y/N) •,REPLY$ 

IF REPLYS••Y• OR REPLYSzMY" THEN GOTO 10 ELSE CLS 

END 
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6.6 LABELl.BAS 



REM STITLE:'LABEL1.BAS: ablation photomicrograph label progra.• 
REM SLINES1ZE:120 SPAGES1ZE:55 

'modified 5·DEC·88 by Joe Valderr

'based on LABEL.BAS by Joe Valderr-

'This program creates RP ablation photomicrograph labels using 
'either: 

'1)Epson·type dot·matrix printer & Avery 4013 3.5"x15/16• label 

'2)HP LaserJet series 11 printer & Avery 5161 1•x4• labels. 

'LABEL1.BAS requires datafiles resul tin; fraa raw data input 

'into data analysis program ABL6.BAS (current Yersion). 

CLS 

FILES 

PRINT"To exit this program, enter Q after any STRING input statement• 
PRINT 

10 INPUT"enter filename with label information: •;FILENAMES 

IF FILEiiAMES="Q" OR FILENAME$a"q" THEN GOTO 10000 

I~ LEH(FILENAHES)<>12 THEN PRINT•use XXX~.??? fo~t•:GOTO 10 

100 INPUT"enter s~le type us in; XXX format (enter F to start on another file): •, TYPES 

IF TYPES="Q" OR TYPESa"q" THEN GOTO 10000 

iF TYPI:S="F" OR TYPESa•f• THEN GOTO 10 

INPUT"How many of each label should be printed? •;NUMLABELS 

150 INi'IJT"Enter 'LP' hr laser prir.ter or 'DM' for dot-matrix printer: ",PRINTERTYPES 

IF P~INTERTYPES•"Q" OR PRINTERTYPESa"q" THEN GOTO 10000 

IF PRINTERTYPE$a"LP" OR PRINTERTYPESa"lp" THEN GOTO 2000 

IF PRINTERTYPESa"DH• OR PRINTERTYPESa•Qnll THEN GOTO 1000 ELSE GOTO 150 

1000 'print label subroutine for dot·matrix printers 

OPEN FILENAMES FOR INPUT AS 11 

•retrieve data values from •filenames• 

INPUT #1,YEARS,LASERS,WAVELENGTHS,REPRATES 

INPUT t1,JOULEMETERFACTOR,SPOTSIZE 

FOCUSS=" (crater bottom) • 

FOR 1=1 TO 200 

IF EOF(1) THEN GOTO 1900 

INPUT 11,EXPTNAMES,ATTENUATORSS,NUMSHOTS,AVGENERGY,ETCHDEPTH 

HOIIS=MIDS<EXPTNAMES,4,2) 'CET THE MONTH C:OOE 

DAYSaHIDS(EXPTNAMES,6,2) 'GET THE DAY 

IF LEFTS(EXPTNAHES,3) <> TYPES THEN GOTO 1800 

'PRINT THE LABEL 
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FLUENCE•((AVGENERGY/1000)/JOULEMETERFACTOR)/SPOTSIZE 
ETCHRATE=ETCKOEPTH/NUMSHOTS 

FOR J•1 TO 2 

IF FOCUS$=• (crater surface) 

FOR K•1 TO NUMLABELS 

LPRINT CHRS(15) 

LPRINT CHRSC27) CHRS(71) 

• THEN FOCUSSa• (crater bottaa) 

LPRINT EXPTNAMES;FOCUSS;Mdate: •;MONS;•·•;DAYS;•·•;YEARS 

LPRINT USING •fluence: '*'·'* J/~2•;FLUENCE; 
LPRINT • •;LASERS;•: •;WAVELENGTHS;• c•;REPRATES;•)• 

LPRINT USING •etch rate: *'·' UftVpulseN;ETCHRATE; 
LPRINT USING • number of shots: '*'";NUMSHOTS 
LPRINT USING Netch depth: '*' u.";ETCHDEPTH; 

LPRINT USING • spot size: '·'**' car2•;SPOTSI2E 
NEXT K 

NEXT J 

1800 NEXT 

1900 CLOSE #1 

GOTO 100 

2000 'print label s~routine for HP laser printers 

CLOSE 

WIDTH •LPT1:•,132 

OPEN FILENAMES FOR INPUT AS 11 

OPEN •LPT1: • FOR OUTPUT AS lr2 

'retrieve d9ta values fro. •fi lenameS" 

INPUT #1,YEARS,LASERS,WAVELENGTHS,REPRATES 

INPL~ #1,JOULEMETERFACTOR,SPOTSIZE 

FOCUSS=11 (crater. bottCIIII) • 

ECS=CHRSC27) 'escape control character 

LFS=CHRSC10) 'line feed control character 

CRSzCHRS(13) 'carriage return control character 
BSS=CHRS(8) 

'half line feed control character 

FOR 1=1 TO 200 

IF EOF(1) THEN GOTO 2900 

INPUT 11,EXPTNAMES,ATTENUATORSS,NUMSHOTS,AVGENERGY,ETCHOEPTH 
MONS=MIDS(EXPTNAMES,4,2) 

DAYS=NIOS(EXPTNAMES,6,2) 
'GET THE MONTH CODE 

'GET THE DAY 

IF LEFTSCEXPTNAMES ,3) <> TYPES THEN GOTO 2800 

'PRINT THE LABEL 

FLUENCE:((AVGENERGY/1000)/JOULEMETERFACTOR)/SPOTSIZE 

ETCHRATE•ETCHDEPTH/NUMSHOTS 
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zeoo 
2900 

10000 

FOR J•1 TO 2 

IF FOCUSSa• (crater surface) 

FOR K•1 TO NUMLABELS 
• THEN FOCUSSa• (crater bottom) 

PRINT IZ,CRS; 

PRINT 12,TA8(5);EXPTNAMES;FOCUSS;•dete: •;MONS;•·•;OAYS;•·•;YEARS 

PRINT 12,TAB(5);USING •fluence: "'·*' J/~2•;FLUENCE; 
PRINT 12,• •;LASERS;•: •;WAVELENGTHS;• (•;REPRATES;•)• 

PRINT 12,TA8(5);USING •etch rate: ll.f UIVpulse•;ETCHRATE; 

PRINT f2,USING • number of shots: ,_;NUMSHOTS 

PRINT f2,TA8(5);USING •etch depth: '*I um";ETCHOEPTH; 

PRINT IZ,USING • 

PRINT 12,ECS+11&a·SR• 
spot size: f ..... ~2•;SPOTSIZE 

PRINT 12,TAB(75);EXPTNAMES;FOCUSS;Mdate: •;MONS;•·•;OAYS;•·•;YEARS 

PRINT f2,TAB(75);USING •fluence: '*'·'* J/Cif2•;FLUENCE; 
PRINT 12,• 

PRINT f2,TAB(75);USING •etch rate: tf.f u./pula .. ;ETCHRATE; 

PRINT IZ,USING • number of shots: ,_;NUNSHOTS 

PRINT 12,TAB(75);USING •etch depth: #II umM;ETCHOEPTH; 
PRINT IZ,USING N spot size: t.l### ~2";SPOTSIZE 
PRINT #2,LF$; 

NEXT K 

NEXT J 

NEXT I 

PRIUT #2,ECS+"E"; 

CLOSEI1 :CLOSE #12 

GOTO 100 

END 
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